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Introduction. 
The religion -that is based upon the teachings of Jesus is de-
sirable in this life since its key-note is service and cooperation. 
There has never been a time in the history of the world when its 
Practice would mean more to mankind . The religion that prompts a man 
to defend the weak , the fatherless , and the widow , outside of all dogma 
creed is worth' while . The religion tha t believes the good psychology 
consists in doing the right thing at the right time is worthy of de -
fense . The religion that makes the path of many a muc~ easier one than 
it otherwise would be should be encouraged . There is a way of life 
that brings much happiness to those who pursue it-- agenuine way of 
life that is a religion in itself. All religions which truly minister 
to human needs deserve the kind coopera tion of thinking men and women 
and certainly should be placed above belittling criticism. 
It is particularly desirable , however , that the many controversial 
issues of religion be kept apart from the true service of living 
religion. There are thousands whose religion consists of a series 
of beliefs and opi ns to which they subscribe w.ithout any kindly 
effect upon their lives or consideration for the lives of others . 
Religion, narrowly conceived , and practiced , religion of the fanatic , 
of the biased and dogmatic deserves smal l consideration. The practice 
of dragging religion into questions between which there is no connect~ 
ion should be frowned upon . Many seek importance to themselves by 
using religion to foster that impor t a nce. Many teach their own ideas 
under the guise of religious sanction. The practice of making the 
Scriptures the sole guide to twentie th century activities is not de -
sirable although the teachings of Christ , as a whole , do not conflict 
with the best interests of this age . 
This thesis has for its purpose the enumeration of those religiou~ 
. 
factors which lead to controversy , together with a psychological explan-
ation of their significance. It seeks to show that much religious 
controversy results from a matter of opinion and definition concern-
ing non-a ssential externals of life. It finds no fault with the true 
religion of service to man by man,but seeks to show t~e futility of 
embattled orthodoxy. 
• 
• 
~ihy Religion Enters In o Controv ersy oi· 1-lll Sort s 
I. Religion i s adap ted. to controversy • 
. 
.f' ossioly the greatest .crime s of hi story have been perpetrated. 
in the name of religion. aanton de s truction of property, the 
bloociy massacr e of humans who lookea at things in a ui f'ferent 
light ana h appenea. at the time t o be in the minority illu strate 
only too well the fiery zeal anci .cruel impatience of the servants 
ot the 11 os t High Goa. Known recoras from the pages oi' hi stor y, 
accounts from the history of religion show trom the earliest times 
down to the present that religion is one fertile fiela f or contra-
versy of all sorts . !<'rom reaaing these reco r <is , one can close the 
eyes and picture , somewhat inauequately, the .Lnqu~s~tJ.on , the 
schemes oi' torture t o make one coni e ss aga~nst oneself , the stark 
terror of' the hooded cowl , the drip, drip ot sp~lt human olooa. . 
J.gnorance and bigotry s till abound in t h e twent ieth century , out 
the poV'Ier of religious bigots i s somewhat dullea an<i controlled. 
· br~ef r ev iew of some of the controversial issues f orced up-
on p eople from time to time by religious dictators explains i n 
some small manner why r eligion is adapted to contr oversy. The 
p oints enumeratea. must of ne c essity be few , but shall be chosen 
fr om the vi ew- point or their controversial possibilit~es . Con-
si6.er , then, the story of ~d.en , f ormation o1· the earth fr om 
noth2ng .within a s ix day period, the Ark and Flood , the sym-
bolism of slain ru1imals to appease the wrath of J enovah, the 
Immaculate tJ onception, redemption with its atonement and the 
blood of the Lamb , the visions or the pr ophets taken as literal 
• 
• 
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ospel truth, the new J erusalem with its streets of golu ru1d walls 
f jasper as depicted in Hevelation. Any student of religion can 
j ppreciate that the given list is brief but illustrative. 
cons1<ier a i'ew matters not so intimately connected wi t h the 
l.Jet us 
scriptures but rigorously upheld at one time or another by rel-
ligious groups . 
'l'he earth is f lat. .o elow lies hell. Above the blue :firma-
ment stretches heaven, the home of uod and his angels . r urgatory 
wasn't thought of until later and became· a fine source of revenue 
for the faithful. 1 An excerpt from Draper mruces this clear. " At 
the end of the thirteenth century a new kingdom was discovered, 
I capable of yielding immense revenues. This was purgatory. lt was 
I 
shown that the pope could empty it by his indulgences . ~n this 
I there was no need of hypocrisy . Things were done openly. 'l 'he 
/original germ of the apostolic primacy had now expanded into a 
I 
1 
colossal monarchy . " '110 continue: the introciuction of the worship 
I of the V ll'gin Mary was opposed lly 1·~ estor , the Patrial'ch or' c;on-
1 stantinople, out through the influence of the 'gyptians i'H th t.i:le 
emper or, i~ estor was unjustly trieu anu conuemned vvithout a hearing. 
:.e was exiled anu his f ollowers uisperseu. 2nRoman Catholics 
throughout the worlu have been attenuing special sel' VJ.ces in com-
memoration of the first uouncil oi' Ephesus, which was hela. 1500 
years ago . T O tllat; celebrat e d series o±· coni'erences--·third. oi' the 
gre at ecumenical councils of lihri stena.om--theological historians 
fr equently attribute the ofi' icial place given in c.;atholic teaching 
1 . J . • W.Dr•aper. History of the voni'lict Between 
Religion m~d ~cience. p. 278 
2 . :rew Yor•k Sun. Evening edi tion. 1~ ovember l6th,l931 
The Council of Ephesus 
• 
• 
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and practice to adoration of the Virgin Mary . '11his is not str· ~ct­
ly accurate; the cult of the Virgin nad long been gr•owing in in-
f luence, but the Council of' Ephesus certainly did. oi'i'icially con-
firm its status • 
At that time the Christian world was divi<ieci in op~nion as to 
the relationship of the divine and human in j esus and as to whether' 
it was correct t o describe llis Mother as the Mother of God. 
~ estorius, Patriarch o1' Constantinople, v1i:10 h ad himself become 
i 'amous as a hunter-out of heresy, was accusecJ. of neresy by vyril, 
Patriarch of Alexandria. Nestorius was a leader among those who 
inclineci to the belief that the Divine Worci existed in the man 
J'esus as ~n a temple. ln a sermon he was ~ supposed to have wr•i tten 
for a follower was the sentence: 1 Let no one call Mary the Mother 
of God , .:cor· Mary was a human being, anu. that uod coula be born of 
a human being is impossible.• 
The Patriarch of Alexan.dria at once prei'err·ed chfu ges , on the 
grouna. that thi s doctl"' ine was contrary to the .~.hcene Creea.. Pope 
Celestine I alloweci ten d ays to i.'J estorius in which to recant under 
pa.Ln of cieposition anci excommunication. Nestorius, however, had 
got wind of the intentions of vyril and had ind.uced the emperor 
Theodosius II to sillrJinon a general council of the Ghurch. Celestine 
was willing that the dispute should be submitted to such a body . 
Accor<iingly the l 'oremost prela'Ges oi' the world bent their steps 
toward .t!.phesus • 
An extraora.inary series of compl:~.cations make it Ci.ii'l'icul t; to 
get a connectea. stor·y o1' the J.nci6.ents oi' t:ho.. t historic asseraoly. 
1~ estorius absented himself' Lrom the opening session oi' the 
Council, arguing that the tribunal was urli' airly prejud.:~.cea. against 
• 
• 
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him because bisD.ops known to be friendly to his cause haa. been 
d elayed on the way. ·.d1.e Council proceeded to deliberate in his 
1 
absence, finding against him on all counts. ..L here were other 
I sessions, at least one counter council, appeals "to the Pope and 
to the ..t:!ililperor, popular demonstr utions. .1.·he upshot oi· it all was 
, that the t ~ achings of ~ estorius were condemned as here~1cal; he 
himself was deposed fr om all priestly office, ultimately to be-
come an exile. 1~ is influence surviveu among the .::>yr·iac Chr1stians 
known as l: estoria.ns, uut in the ·ivestern Church his opponents wer·e 
triumphant • 
...-iowever obscure the begi~ings oi' the cult o1' the Virgin 
Mary , its uevelopment since 'che Council of phesus i s sharply 
outlined in the histor·y of' Chr·istiani ty subsequent to that con-
voc at1on. 11 ·rhe aoctrine of the unity ot ._  _. ou, controversy respect-
.1.ng the nature o1· the soul, aoctrine o.i' emanation and abso~t. ion, 
the actions and aecrees of the v' atican Council s , cont :cov ersy r·e -
garcnng the age oi' the earth, miracle and ordeal proo:;: i 'or settl-
ing religious matters or matters of any sort, auricular coni'ession, 
the assertion that the criterion of truth lies witnin the vhurch, 
. 
' f orma tion of the In.a.ex Expurgatorius, the authentic1 t y oi' the 
Scriptures, the fact that sclence settles all dispute by reference 
to nature, the .Protestant by reference to the Scriptures, the 
Catholic oy reference to an . ini'allible f'ope, the results in 
various nations of' mixing church and state, the def'ini tions of the 
vhurch respecting God, Revelation, :F'aith, Reason, etc. the 
anathemas it pronounces, .1ts denunciation oi' modern civili:.:;a·cion 
all show conclusively that rellgion more than any other .ractor in 
our lives is adaptea to cont ·oversy. 
• 
• 
I 
I. 
I 
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A. The ~ature of religious bias lS p r ejuaice 
rejudice is cier'ine<i as preconceiveu. juugment, or an opinion 
auv er se to anything without just or suff lc· ent grouna.s. Religlous 
bias exhibits j ust this sor·t of thing . It i s very aifi'i cul t t.o 
select some wr l ting t ·r om either the early or modern wrl ters on 
religious subjects, or where religion has been dravm into any 
question, that l·alls to sho v personal bias ln the I"orm oi' prej-
udice of" one sort or another. On the one h an9- , the grea-.:~ a.i vi slons 
of Chri s tianity .fire ~ tneir broaa.sid.es at each other ; wnile the 
min0r divisions of' the same cre eU.s are constantly on the war -path 
over some point or belief. Such antagonisms have resultea. , in 
some cases, in strengthening a religious body by causing its mem-
bers to unite ag ains t the common f oe; but usually i n the enu a . 
weakening of' the bonds hol<iing aciher•ent s together has resul tea. • 
. An illustration of this weakening ana. the subsequent f ormula t ion 
o1· har s 1er, firmer regulat ions is taken Lrom the Tew York Sun. 1 
"Marriage be t ween Catholi cs an<i non-Catholics hereafter will be 
consld ered illegal by the Church unless the chila.ren are actually 
educated as Catholics, a new anci stricter ruling issued to-day by 
the Congregation of the Sacred ' Office aeclares. The ruling was 
is suea because of · a . belief' that the parties to such marrlages aave 
often Ulsregaruea. pronuses require<i of them tnat the cniluren 
should be rearea. as Cathol i cs. 
The Congregatlon 6.ec ideci that henceforth those who obtained. 
t h e cii spe.a. sation of' the Chur ch I"or rn:;t-xed marriage must 'take those 
promlse s seriously anci that the ch ur ch will no longer accept the 
1 . l~e'if Y01~k Sun . Evening Feb ruary a·c.cl , l'd31 p. 23 
• 
• 
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plea t hat the laws of the countries where such persons r esiue pre-
vent the proper Catholic education of the children. 
I f n e cessary the Congregation ciecided such persons must re -
r·rain n..-·om going to couritr~es wnere they would oe unable to k e ep 
thei r pledges ·r,o tne church. 
In case of any l 'ailure to ea.ucate the c:nilciren as Catnulics, 
the Cb:urcn will regard. such marriages a s illegal. 11 I f such•an 
article does not exhibit prejuuice,it seems to. Disregara.ing the 
rights o t all chilciren born und.el" t h e given cona.i tions i 'rom a · 
legal standpoint, it also throws into disrepute , for those who 
believe it, 'What God has joineci together let no man put asunuer. " 
1 To cont i nue the same: "The text1 mentions that the step was taken 
to ' conf orm with the encyclical casti connubi,' in which the Pope 
<iealt with many aspects of marriage, includ.ing certain laxities in 
mixea marri ages. 
'l'he uecree applies to /marriages between Catholics and. non-
Catholics, baptized aild unbaptized. It was announced that if the 
parents in a mixed marriage i'ail to ed.ucate their cnildren as 
Catholics the 6.ispensation granteu f or the marriage oecornes t null 
ana vo ia• . Such action would make the marriage illegal so l ·ar as 
the Church is concerned ana. was regara.e6. as :::~:mounting to annul-
ment of the marriag e. " Such is the blow a~mea at mixea marriage, 
! 'or the Cat.i:J.olic knov1 s well the weakenlng which r•esul ts when ·che 
children Cio not acquire tneir instruct ions f rom the Church. 'l'o 
quote f rom ti:.le many clippings on hand, t he evldence of p1•ejudice, 
would be t o write on at great lengt:O.. One other ex cer·pt, however, 
l. l~e-~~- Yor k Sun. Evening. 1•'eor·uar y bth, l <;;i 01 
p. 83 
• 
• 
taken fr om the ·N ew York sunl illustrates the same comition of 
prejuaice in non-Catholic institutions . 
nThe trustees ot· Southwestern, a co- education P:cesbyter J..an 
college here, have a.eclared their support of Dr . Char· .Les .c . DJ..ehl , 
white · halred p re sJ..uent anci ordained minister , accused. ol· heresy 
ana maladministration by eleven pastors . 
Descriptions of a student pajama ciance , ·cie.w.ana.s that Dr . 
Diehl s tate flatly that every woro. of the Bible \as inspirea. by 
uoa , and c ri ticisms of the hanciling of college i'unu s were brol.lght 
bei'or e the boarci yest e raay b y the accuser's spokesman . 
ALter five hours oi' what the ,. chairman calleci 1 nine-cy per cent 
hearsay testimony' , the trustees said in -unanimous statement: 
' We fee l that ~he inves tigation has not only completely vinaJ.. cated 
Dr . Diehl , but has p re sented. a convi ncing <iemonstration oi' the 
vast value of' his servi ces to Chr ist i an educ ation'"• 
Thes e lines tell their own · story . Prej uuice accounts easily 
f or hears a ,y testimony, for tne demands mad e u p on Dr . Diehl to make 
a statement regarciing the inspiration of the scriptures, Lor bring- . 
. ing ln the h ana.ling of coll ege f un<is. I f' the truth of the matter 
were published inste ad of t h e rationaliz a tions oi·r·erea ·oy his 
accusers, probably . the handling of the college 1uncis accountea. f o r 
the many faults i 'ound with Dr . Diehl . He s h ould have nau larger 
appropriations made t ·rom the i 'unds for the supp o r t o i 'che min-
ist ers f'or ? 11 The Rev. J. v. Johnson who has remov eci to Maine, was 
namea. by Dr . Diehl as one o i' t wo accusing pastors YlhO hau 1'ailed 
t o obt ain positi ons on the So u thwestern r·a cul t y. n 
l . New York Sun . Ev ening • .fi' ebruary 4th , 1931 
P • 48 
• 
• 
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Over the raciio on Sunday afternoon March 6th, 1 802 Dr . 
Cadman in one of his usual weekly que st 1.on anci answer programs 
brought forth the statement that as 'a boy he used to run past the 
Catholic c11urch for fear oi' being caught and tortured •. This action 
was prompted. by the teachings ot his parents who apparently voiceci 
the opinions of a great many p e ople that anyth ..... ng connectea with 
Rome and the · Papacy was evil and to be avoided like the smallppx. 
Prejuuice of t his sort has been hanciea. uown !'rom parents to son 
ana daughter· ana <iies hard within an inuiviaual . '110 con-cinue the 
illustration of prejudice: This clipping1 is usea in connection 
.. 
with a recent bi-centenial celebration of Washington s birth. 
tt .because recent biographies of George Washington revealeu to ~l.im 
that tne fir st President 1 drank an<i garnblea' , tne Rev . Ro~aaine 
-·.Bateman , pastor· o1' the First Bapt~st Church of Jill l lbu:cn, N.J., 
will have nothing to a.o vith n im . He has so acivisea tne Success 
ow1.cil l 'l l, J·unior Or<ier United Junerican Mechanics . '1' 1e Council 
holu. a V'lashJ.ngt on memor~al service in .ais cnurc.n on 
un uay night, ana. that brought i'orth l11r . Bateman 's v~e'lofS e 
Accora.ing to Ha1·ry Reeve , one oi' a conmuttee of t.hr ee oi' ·che 
ouncil who asked Mr . Bateman to hola tne service, the pastor saia. ·~ 
ashington ana Lincoln were un-Ch:e i stian ana their names are un-
oi' being broug!tt be:t'ore the publ:.i.c 1 • He also remarkea , I'la·. 
said , that ;Nas.i:lington' s servlce to his countr·y was ' merely 
ncidental' compared with his Ch ristianity. He ueclineci , Mr • 
eeves reporteo., to make ,his chur ch 'a political hippodrome' . 
Last night Mr . Ba te"ra.an elaborateci on his objections. 
Washington drank,' he said. ' I am opposea to drink.' 
1. l~ ew Y01•k Evening Sun. F ebruary 18th, 1931 
' I'm 
• 
• 
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1 I fe lt that when there is a question oi' what co preach we 
.had Detter s tick t o Christ , much as we may think oi ' an ina.iviuual. 
I i' we paint a beautiful picture oi ' an inciivia.ual ana. pra1.se J.lis 
standards oi' l ife and then a sk people also to accept LJhr l.st's 
standard s, there will b e confusion if' the two standara.s a.o not 
agree.' 
Mr. Bateman f elt that Washington services shoulo. not be per-
mitted. t o interi'ere .with a series of Sunday night services h e is 
preacl:ling on the book of Revel ation ancl the Crime Wave . 11 
Such prejudice will draw to this church all those who are 
narrow in 'Cheir views. Chr·istian bigots should oe f ounu in the 
.:rront p ews; those VJho demand the services of modern science when 
t.Lley become physically ill, bu t are content t o treat tne c r i me 
rave with the instructions laid o.own in nevelation, or t o cure 
mocier n ills with the law as laid. down on Sinai. 
Religious prej udi ce accounts .J.OI' much unneces sary unpleusa.cJ.t-
ness ana. i.1.ar shness in this world . Consia.er the rel ig:i.ous pre j-
uu.1.ce--pru··cly economic--against ti.1.e Jew . The i'ollowing exc erpt1 
shov1s a state of ~ f eeling not al t ogetner a.eaa. in moa.ern time s. 
"About t he mid.a.le of the seventeent:O. century, when the city council 
of Hall e 1.n Wiirt emburg gave some pr iv1.leges to a Jevrish ph;y sician 
on account of hi s admirable experience and skill, ;the c l e r gy of 
the city joined in a pro test , declaring that it nere better t o die 
with Ghrist than to be cured by a Jew doctor a i ded by the devil.'" 
In 1~07, a graduate student in an ~astern university had 
. . ~ 
thi s exper1.ence: uAs he came out oi' a class 1.n gove rnment, J . 
1. Kimball Young. Social Psychology. p. 493 
2. :n.imball Young . Social Psychology . P• 49'± 
• 
• 
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1 oticed on the bulletin board an announcement of a ciebate between 
is college :team anci that of an neighboring institution . He 
l entioned the approaching debate to his friend s and asked two or 
· hree oi' them if they ntended to hear it. 1 Oh, no 1 1 one or· them 
eplied f or the others, 'in these days nobody goes out to those 
t hings. You see, the Jews have taken over the whole business, so 
1 
hat no one c ares about it any more' • 11 
I Contrast these statements with one made concerning conuitions 
1 
uring the r·ourteenth century. "In Europe alone, twenty-five 
iillion persons perished, ana in all, about one-t ourth oi' the . ntire population was swept off by r·ecurrent epidemics of' the 
1 lague before it subsided ,.for a generation f or lack of susceptible 
i ctims. During epidemics oi' the plague the medieval cities were 
n an indescribably horrible condition. The dead and d.ying 
t locked the streets. They were carted away· in some cases by 
iberated convicts, to be thrown into pits and vaults, or even in-
o the sea, from which the b oci.ies were washed back to pile upon 
1 
he shores. Among the dy ing multitu<ies were scenes oi ' courage, 
· evotion ana. self-sacrifice, reminiscent oi' the early Chr.istians 
t
ho had won the admiration of the Romans by the heroism they ciis-
layea. auring the plague at Rome. 'l'here were scenes, too, oi· the 
ost despicable brutality as the people soue;ht to i'ina an escape 
n their pani c by the torture and execution oi' the Jews. At that 
ime in the Chr·i stian countries, the Jev;rs were excluded. i 'rom near-
1 y all the prof essions except that oi' money-len<iing , r·or they were 
ot allO\ ed to join the tr·acie guila.s; most of the banking was 
1. Howard W. Haggarci.. D.D. D. page 801-~. 
n,vils Drugs and Doctors. 
• 
• 
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nder their control. They took interest on loan.s , a practice 
which was then f orbidden under Biblical authority to Chr·istians. 
The resentment arouseu by this practice, together with rel~gious 
hate and prejudice of race, made the Jews ready victims of the 
most absurd. suspicions, and these suspi cions wer·e .i"ur·thereci by the 
nobility who owed the Jews money . They were accused of causing 
the plag ue by poisoning the wells. I n some places they were 
systematically murdered. or Cl.riven to their death by persecution. 
1 In Mayence 12,000 threw themselves into i'ires kinciled. to b urn 
them. 11 
Catholics at one time thanked God that there were Jews to 
burn to the greater glory of' Jesus. 
That people are begi nning to realize the part that religions 
as well as other prejudices play in their lives is shown from the 
!f ollowing statement. 
lnAn American Geneva for religious cooperat ion vrill open here 
on Monday , when 500 outstanding Catholics, Jews, and Protestants 
from every part of the country will open ,. a three-6.ay conf erence on 
religious prejua.ices and ways to allay t hem. 
Pr ejua.ices in textbooks, religious discrimination against 
job-seekers, h arraful missionary tactics ana other religious 'r·ubs 1 
will be frankly a.iscusse<i in an efi'ort to bring aoout mutual una.er·-
standing among the i 'aiths. 'Our objec't i.s religious amity , not 
political ballyhoo , 1 Mr• . Strauss a.eclarea. to - a.ay in souna.ing the 
key-note. of· the gatherings. When ~ movement can draw together 
such men as Owen D. Young, Associate Justice Benjamin N. Card.ozo , 
1. New York Evening Sun. March 5th, l 'd3l. page 22 
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d Nicholas Murr·ay .but.ler of Colwnbia UI;liversity, it can have 
ot.hing to cio with politics. But it can--and will--have every-
do Wlth inter -sect problems." 
The evia.ence submitted is only partial, it is true, out 
enough llas been v1ritten to bring out the point tnat t.ne nature oi· 
·eligious bias i s prejudice. 
I . Present ano. Past religions baseci. upon opinions 
ana. beliefs 
'l'o attempt to probe the unknown and.. seek out an answer to our 
puzzling questions is the beginning oi· a natural, scientific 
- ethoa. i ·or cietermining the laws under which our ear•th operates; to 
attribute the unexplained , the apparently unknowable, to a Dread 
eing ca.Lle<i by var ious names in various languages, is the oegin-
ning of religion . .i:i aci man relied upon the care anci love oi God. 
I 
ana. the ministry oi' the millions oi' angels who may at a moments 
notice be projected 1·rom l'- eaven to help one neeciy soul in O.lstress , 
he woula still b e sleeping on the plains or finciing an abode with 
the -vvild animals oi' the c aves . It is a most str•iking 1·act and 
highly illustr•ative, that as the fear oi' Goci has wanea. into the 
bac.Kgroun.u, man's mind has becoi.Ile mo r e lioerateci . 'l 'his .r·reea.om 
oi' thought untrammelled by tnougnts oi· religion, has sought out 
anu. u.iscovereu. many 1acts oi· lite , unt:l.l to-a.ay, one may know the 
JOYS ano. coml·orts o1· a nevler, rlcner existence wb,icn owes every 
partic le oi' its being to scientific research and dis covery. 'l'he 
Will to know , the aesire r'or truth, can never be satis:L·l ea by the 
hokus -pokus ol' religion. i'o accept religious 6.efinitions concern-
ing our llves an6. religious explanations oi the world about us is 
a i 'ar greater sin, or mistake , than to use the talents with which · 
-13-
ture endowed us to wrestle with the problem ourselves. it is.· necessary 
steer clear of all opinions and beliefs,to fasten our attention upon 
ose things which can be explained in natural law,for the opini ons and 
religion mean little to us since we have no means of equat-
t hem. 
Nevertheless,the work of honest men and women along the lines of 
accomplishes much th~t is good. We all know many individuals 
strict opinions and beliefs when it comes to matters of relig-
n and who would sooner thirur of giving up life itself than to admit 
at their beliefs and opinions could be wrong that at heart are tl1e 
ndliest of persons putting at all t~es the needs of others before 
eir own. The world has much need for persons of this type-those who 
to serve the needy and mrure of their opinions and beliefs 
standard of honest living. The majority of people of to-day 
i n the past,are imperfectly educated and find little fault wit h mat--
rs which are beyond them. This is true whether it be the accomplish-
nts of science or the opinions and beliefs of religion. Each field 
accepted by the majority without much questioning at all. ~tie main 
ing that matters in the every day struggle Gf life is economic secur-
is only when a person is forced from the very nature of tl1ings 
give a reasonable answer for the beliefs which he holds that he finds 
little h is cherished opinions mean when viewed with scientific fact. 
Many of the claims of religious bodies past or present are rather 
eliable • . Anyone who has studied the matter at all is very much aware 
this. Should one attempt to point out the apparent lack of comraon 
many of these claims ,he is met with the defense t hat these 
t ings were ordained by God or the church has decided that the given 
wi y is the only sure road to salvation. Select any of the powerful 
r ligious bodies of to-day that had its beginning hundreds of years 
a o and study the many beliefs and opinions long held whi ch the 
• 
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dherent is askea. to accept by i ' ai th. It incites much won<ie.r to 
L-he min<i when one dwells upon the matter at all and shows why 
eligious aaherents generally slump into a condition o1' paralysis 
ver a period of years and. contribute nothing much to the b etter-
ent o f the world. , far less the cormnunity in which they awell. 
Henshaw War·cl has termed the tendency of many, to think with-
out curiosity , to have an opinion because one likes it, to believe 
1 
rihat is handy, as 11 Thobbing 11 • He means by this wor•a, t o think . a 
thing is so without proper investigation, to hold unscienti1'ic 
opinions ana beliefs. l~tr. Ward illustrates the matter of opinions 
./ and b elie.t s by the story of .a young man sent into the worla. to a.is-
/cover the truth. Let us f ollow him in a rew exposures to 
I 
' 'l'hobbingu. 
The parting instructions of the parents to their son, as he 
started t o d.iscover the great sacre<iness were: 11 Don 1 t be in a 
/hurry; take lots of' time. Remember that India is only a beginning. 
~eep an open mind . Read history. Talk with the best minas. 
Travel . 'I'hink carefully and cieeply. Write often. ,; 
Jack began his search f or• the All-Sacredne ss by appr oaching 
2 / the polished. Burinath Harimaba. Excuse me, padre, but perhaps 
you would be so gooa as to give me your ideas about tne ::>acr ed-
ness,--that is about religion , if that is the proper wo rd . 11 
"The high-bred. aignity o:C the Hinau was all but ruffl ed i 'or a 
moment. .ne supposed. this brash young man was an emissary l ' rom the 
Pr·esbyter~an p:,rofessor ~n a missionary college v1ho haa recently 
challenged. him to a public debate on i 'l'he Foundations of Belief ·'. 
l.Henshaw war·<i . 'l'hobbing. pages 4~-43. 
2 . h enshaw Ward. 'rhobbing. pages 01-41. 
• 
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.d e surveyeci Jack with a slow, unwinking, haughty, ana ut t erly calm 
gaze. For• a tul l minute he gazeci, and that is a very long time 
when the si.X:ty secona.s are silent ones." 
Jack explained the mission he v1as sent upo'n ana the padre 
war·med to him at last. 11 He could. ciiscern honesty and nobility of 
soul. n e responded. On a cool veranda l:le unrolled the recor·u of 
the A0solute. He was steauy anu patient, inviting questions, 
going back to explain for t :tn s virgin mind the preconceptlons it 
had never h au. 1~ e was a master t e ach er , set t ing f orth cle e:u· l y and 
quietly just whc.. t ack had. hungereci to know--the over soul and 
maker a.J.'ld. lord oi' all, the Dl, ahma, the three fo r·ms in which the 
All-sp i r i t ls maue manliest to the human minci, especially the :::>iva 
form. " 
J a ck was delignted. anu returned to his hotel to meuitaLe over 
the ansvvers to his questions and to cable his parents. '' Have 
.:t'ounci all-sacreuness. u rahmanism is way to all .• 1 Sho r tly a f ter-
ward he received. an awakening in the f orm oi ' a cable i'rom h01ne. 
11 Only chllur•en shoul d accept the relig ion i 'ir st of fered. Live up 
to conu.itions of' test. .c;xamine all religions. .ti.eau . 'l'ravel and 
compar e. ~xpect no sur ety i'or a y e ar, etc . 11 Jack could not unuer-
stand why a mo t h e r should throw 1 colu water • upon what was so 
obviously sacred., the right goal. 
is nex t j ourney was to the Gatholic priest, who was amazed 
and delighted that J ack had come to him. He admitted that there 
was much of pure religion in what the ci indu had taught him. ''He is 
a most worthy and cultured man. I abhor the way in which certain 
Protestants have badgered him. 11 The priest admitted to Jack that 
'Ghe -indu mystics had somethine; to teach us and. inquir·ed, "You 
• 
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ave, I suppose, informed yourself about some of the various 
reeds of> modern .orahmani sm. I an1. told that there a.re upward of 
thousar1d varieties, and endless subdivisions of these. .i:-. ow I 
on' t know to which one of ·this great flock of creeds -you are 
At the priests suggestion, Jack now studied an article .from 
he encyclopeaia .on .o.induism. Colu.inn af'ter column he proceedea , 
I ith the f eeling that he might have had in a morgue; for n ere v.; as 
no lite, no spirit, no communion with the All . He was bewildered 
s he read. of the multitudinous crop of· religious belief's, the 
ndless variety of sects, the whole scale of types of belief', the 
onf'use<i mass of the theologies , the long succes'sion of religious 
eaa.er·s who haa successively imposed their ideas, t-he host of' 
divinities rvho i1.ad. come and gone . .::iis mind. ·became a tangled. skein 
as he sa~oy the repeated references to nev,r worships and schisms and 
inf'idelities; the never enciing / series ot· the war s oi' thoughts. 
All these fine minds tbrougnout the ages seemed to have been busy 
with tholights , thoughts , thoughts , and he spec~ally resented t11e 
swnmary oy some writer who appeared to. be out of sympathy with all 
.Lnciian religions . The writer a.eclared. in the most revol tirig way 
that in them 'all there was lit-cle that· coulu exert the spiritual 
inl'luence o1· a true r eligious a.evotion. 
Jack believeu the article to have been Yritten by che 
Gatholics and was ciumi'ounded when the priest told him it was 
written by someop.e who nates the Catt1olics wor se than he .c.1ates 
.....; r ahmani sm. 
l<'rom her e Jack l e arne<i o f the Catholic i 'aith ai'ter being con-
vinced that ~~in:a.uism had. been spun out of the brains thr·ough many 
• 
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years, the beliefs being ciecided. through meditation . h appy and 
settled in his mind once more he interviewed a Baptist missionary 
who threw a monkey-wrench into the workings of Jack's minci by 
s.b.owing that the catholic faith , i'ouncied . upon the Bible, contained 
a firm oeliei in purgatory f or which the scriptui es held no brief . 
And now Jack was to rind that t he .!:'opes thr ough contemplation 
had • searche<i out the secrets oi' heaven. 1 Ai' ter a week J ack 
suspectea that Catholicism was a mess oi' superstition. 
IU'ter a vvhile, u ack began to give up trying to see how men 
coulu transmute thoughts and opinions and belie.L·s into religious 
systems. ri e began to take an ama~ ed ~n-cerest ~n the i' act th&t 
they hav e always uone so since they have rec ordea tneir u1en tal 
operations • 
.I£ach rellgious person in turn denoWlced all other religions 
as .L al.s e. 'l 'he clai:in o1· each r·eliglon in turn was cancelled oy 
the scorn oi all ~he other rel1gions comoinea. 
Jack finaLLy came to the conclus ion that there must be some-
thing w:cong · ..'1 ·cJ.1. ~.i. is soul. .11.ll his teachers took p a ins to be 
logical; but if Jack was logical, they tola him that logic amounteci 
to noth1n g . ·.~.hey never could give him the clue to such a spirit 
withJ.n him as they sai<i they had within themselves . .d.e never 
coulo: l e arn -che roaci that people traveled to religion . All tne 
thoughtful ones hao: much to say about right reason; not one oi~ 
them would. aurni t that his . religJ.on \"ias independent of reason. Yet 
it was clear that souls guided ·people every which ,,. ay, o.na th"-t 
nine ty-nine p e r cent of all the souls in the world. coula ab"l ay s be 
mustered against any particular religion , t o show that . it v1 as just 
a i' ancy . :ihat an inf inite en1gma1 All the b illion s oi s ou.ls :nave 
• 
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een fervid in some faith , but have perc eived coloy, rationally~ 
ogicaily that every other religion consists of t thobbin~' ·" 
Jack gave up his search tor the Sacredness and. t ook up mining 
ngineering instead. It all comes back t o the little verse or.'~ 
'Too many roads that wind and turn. 11 Ivleasured by any r·easonable 
~ule ~ religion ew es consist of thoughts, opinions~ and beliefs · 
fashi oneu tnroughout the ages by coui1tless beings v1ho tel t them-
selves called upon, by the working s of the mind, to supply their 
fellow men vvith a plan of salvation~ a scheme to inherit in the 
f uture viha.t is denieci theri1 to-day. oy such a plan OJ.. wishnll 
thinking millions upon mil lions of souls or~ better, inciiviciuals 
have compensated f or a dreary, drab existence upon tn e earth. 
a. Many relig1ous belief's show prejudice and 
develop controversies. 
Controversies of many sorts are the logical outcome oi' prej-
udice. inen the judgment of an in<iividual, or a group, beco111es 
distorteci and warped because of prejudice, ciei'ense mechanisms 
spring up t o bolster the prejua.ice in tne s1ght of the o1i·encier ana. 
make it to appear rational. i.~ o w.t1er•e 1s this program more true or 
made more manifest than in the case of religious bel1e1·s. '.i.'hese 
beliei·s anci opinions cause those who claim to oelieve them, and 
those who try to spread them to the world,. much trouble in their 
ae~ense. When people who try to reason thing s out f or themselves 
using th·e natural abilities given them by N atul' EJ to interpret Her 
• lm,rs, come 1n contact with " gospel truth1 tnere is bound. to be 
trouble i1' . either s1<.ie goes too i 'ar. Since tile i nterpretation of 
natural law shoulO. be left f'or exper iment ana. test t o ueciue, it 
shoulu not involve prej u6.1ce. Hat11er snoul.O. it be a cold search 
• 
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or facts. Since religious opinions ancl beliefs must be accepted 
y i'aitn , (an i mportant teach~ng oi' relig~ous bodies) ~t would 
ppe ar that prejualce has ample opportunity to creep in . 'l 'hat it 
oes so, giving rise to controversy, is v,;ell known • 
'l' a k e in -cl1e matter• of astronomy, i 'or _instance. F or years, or 
ataer centuries, this Old e arth or ours was considerea tne center 
or· tne universe. Eve:c·yti:ling ana all th~ngs from the beginning of 
tirae 1.1aa i 'or thelr purpose the service of the earth. 'l '.tle stars 
made our sky beautiful at night--their · chief purpose i'or• existence .. 
The sun ana moon had no function but the care of this ·tiny sphere. 
No one knew the truth and all guesses had. to be settleu by ref -
erence to the religious writings oi' t~at ana previous times. 'l 'o 
cio otherwise was dangerous . Here is prejudi ce and of' a kino. which 
must give rise to controversy , f or all men cannot be bouna b y writ-
ings whi ch have no basis in .:: act, but show instead intolerable i g-
1 
norance. Consid.er an excerpt from Draper: 
"But the views oi' Aristarchus , as· respect s · the empiacement of 
the planetary bodies , were not accepted by antiquity; the system 
proposed oy Ptolemy , anci incorporateo. in his " Syntaxisn · was uni-
versally preferred. 'rhe physical philosophy of' those times was 
very imperi'e c t --one ot Ptolemy 1 s OOJ e c ·c~ons to the Py ·cnagor·ean 
syst em being that , ~1' the earth were in notion, ~t wou.La l e ave the 
air ana o ther lignt bo(lie s benina :L'l~ . He tuerer·ore placed. the 
e a :eth in t ile central posit~on, anu. in succession r·evolved rounci 
her tile Moon, Mercury , Venus, the Sun, Mars , J upiter , Saturn; be~ 
yond the orbit oi' Saturn carne the r'irmaraent oi' ·che i'~xeu stars. 
1. J. W . Draper . Hi. story oi' the Conr'lict Between 
Heligion and Science. pages 1 5'1-158 
• 
• 
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As to the solia c ry s talline spheres , one moving f rom east to west, 
the o ther fr om north t o south, these were a f ancy of Euaoxus , to 
whi ch Ptolemy does not allude. 
The Ptolemaic sy stem is therefore , essentially a geocentric 
system. It lef t the ea1•th in her p osition of super i ority, ru1.<.1 
hence gave no cause oi' umbrage t o religiou s opinions, Ch.ri stian or 
Mohammeuan. The irmnense reputation or· i~:;s aut.~.1or , the signal 
ability of his great work on the mec nanism of the heavens , sus-
taineo it :cor almo s t f ourteen hunared years--that is , from the 
seconu t o the sixteenth c entury. 
In Ci:1rist.enuom, tne greater• p art or' tnis long per·ioa was con-
SWlle<i in uisputes re specting the nature oi ' God, and. in str·uggles 
f or e cclesiastical power. 'l1he authority o i' the F athers, anu. tne 
pr·evailing beliei· that the Scrlpt ures c ontain the sum of all know-
ledge a.iscouraged any investigation of Nature . I f oy chance a 
passing interest was taken in s ome astronomical question , it itvas 
at once settled by a reference t o such authori ties as the writings 
, . of' Augustine o r Lactantius, not by an appeal t o the phenomena of 
I 
So great was the prefer ence given to s a c red over p r o-/ the heavens. 
I 
fane learning, that Cnr·is t lanity haa been in existence fift een 
huncired year·s , ana had not pro a uceci a single astronomer." 
Consider t he controversy stirred up b y the . remar·k of' Luther 
Burbank ma<ie near the end. or one 61' tne most usef'ul lives of· ser-
vice t o his fellow men . Mr . Burbank stated : 111 0ne lif e well 
lived is sui'fi c ient ; there is no need for another . " Religious 
pr·eju dice at once stirred. up controver sy. 'l'he p apers of the day 
published columns about the matter. He was call ed an unbeliever , 
1. Any Boston pap er a t time oi' his c.ieath. 
• 
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an atheist, etc. It was t h ought most ilu.miliating to Chr~s -cians in 
gener al 1·o r M ·• Bui·bank to have saJ.<i such a tning. VJ.ev.-ing the 
matter , it is just as nard to be an atheJ.st as a true believer. 
No man who reasons has a l'irm :t'ounaation f or be~ng an ache~ st ru1y 
more than the believer can o1'f'er acceptable pr·oof . 'l 'o call a man 
an atheist, espec ially on the basis of Mr . Buroank s statement , is 
u.nwarr·an-c ea. and shows a · superficial interpretation oi his remark . 
Agaul 'l'homas A. Edison was callea. into jud.gment on matters 
pertaining to religion , not only before hi s death , out ai terwarus • 
. ihat unknown thousands, who die, think about religion doesn't seem 
to matter a great deal, but when the per·son is well known and his 
op i nion respected, he must be very careful aoout what he says. 
Even in our d ay, a life of real service to man~ind can be lost 
sight oi' at once, when the f orces of religious pre~uaice are l et 
loose. 'I' he f ollowing statene nt illustrates: 1 
" Though the ter·m 'freethinker' is oft en conf usea with such 
worcis as heretic, ini'iciel and atheist, it is defined i n most en-
cyclopea.i as as one who rejects religious, ana. partiqularly eccle-
siastic, tradition in i'orming his religious opinions. 
Mr . EU.ison commented on religious matters many _times , yet all 
of his many utterances showed an unchanging belief' in what he 
called Supreme Int elligence'. 
During his l~;::; r/ birtb.uay inte:r·view, someone asked him what 
the wora 'God ' meant to him ana. the inventor answered 1 Nothing 1 • 
T.11ere was a storm or· c riticism, o ut Mrs. Edison l ater exp.iaineci 
that D.er husband. had merely referreu to tr1e vvord 1 God ' a s me aning 
notn~ng because he s imply preferreu.. to use the form ' Supreme In-
1. New York Evening Sun. August 1'0.::>1 
• 
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A quaim:; i'o r m o:L· i" elig~ous prejuaice ove· · the iiquor cont:co -
. - . . - 1 
versy is ev1dent 1n ~he ro~~ow1ng c~1pp1ng . · 
11 A GeorgJ.. a pas ·cor .o.as v1 a1·Dea illS I lock tna·c :i.iE;;gally solei 
beer is maae of alwn, aloes , rea. pepper , oii of turpent1ne , lime , 
potash , saleratus , llcorice , hop pollen, saltpeter , arsenic , 
strychnine , ,. ater , sulphuric acid , nux vomica and. a Lew ot.i:1e:r• in-
greaients . 'l1hat saunas like near coniusion, not near oeer . n 
Ti:w prejuU.ice of the protestant 1'or many of the CatJ:wlic 
p:l'aCtl c es anu the subsequent; ae:Cense by the Vatictm· is shown by: 2 
11 Pope Plus XI has issued a dec ree through ~..ne sac 1·ed congre-
gation of the c ouncil establi shing a censorsnip on many Catholic 
perioaicals in Italy aealing 1uith s anctu aries . 
r_dlis censorsnip 1s designed. to put an end to the publication 
o i ' art1cles w.tnch have le to ch ar.:jes in the Protestant Italian 
p re ss that Catholic ism is both suyerstitious ana venal . 
Accounts appe aring in certain Catholi c journals or' 'the activ -
it1es oi' sanctuar·ies , the papal dec1·ee notes , have betrayea. ig-
no ranee oi' tne church' s guardeu atti tuue towar·u.s alleged mani -
festations oi· <iivine gr a ce . Worse s ·cill , J..t aeclare6. , some of' · 
these articles have allowed the infer·ence t o be urawn that sup -
posea. gr·ac e emanating i 'I•om sanc tuar1es is O.epenaent upon tne a.JJi.ount 
or money uonateu to t;hem. 
In the i'utul' e all reports of mir a culous qualities of' sane-
tuaries must be sU:bmitteO.. bei'ore public ation t o the ecclesiastic 
censor , whose per·mission lS r e quirea bero re reports may oe printed. 
1 . New York Evening Sun • .July l-;:;3~ 
8 . New York Everung Sun • .July ~3 , lS6~ 
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'rhe censor is instl'Ucteu t o take the greatest pains in examining 
the creuibility of' reports ana. in eliminating any implication that 
contri.:Jutions t o s anctuaries have any ef'i'ect on the · alleg eci grace 
emanating i'rorn them. " 
Again we i'ind from the cour se of' history hovv aa.neren·c s of' 
religious belief's allow their r~ligion to ci. ominate J.n the control 
oi' State anci to f orce, where pos sible , s o calleci obeuience t o 
g ov ernment where in reality what was uemanci. eci was submission to 
religJ.ous ·belief. Accorciingly: 1 
"In the Prussia-Austrian lv ar i t haci been the hope o i ' the 
Papacy t o restore the German Empire u nder Austria, and ma ke - u·er-
many a Catnolic :q.ation. In the Franco-German War t h e French ex-
pecteu ultramontane sympathies in Germany . No means was sp ared 
t o excite Catholic sentiment against the Protestants . ~o vilii'i -
cation was spared. 'l'hey wel'e spoken of· as atheists; they were a.e-
cJ.areci incap able o i ' belng h onest men; their sects ·iere polnteu out 
as J.ndicating uhat their secession v.r as in a state of" <iissolution . 
'1'J.le 1 ollowel"s o.i:· Luthel' are the most abanuone O. men in all Eu1•ope'. 
Even ·che pope hiraselr' , presuming that the whole worla. naci .r o r -
g otten all history, dici not hesitate t o say , Let t.ne 'Jerman 
people una.erstand that no other ch ur•ch bu t that o:r Rome is the 
chur·ch oi' i"reeuom an<i progr·ess 1 • " 
In an artic le entJ.tleci "Tn.e c :c-.~.urcl.l. versus the l'ii.ot. J.on Pic l;ul' e--
Ylhy? ' 2 o ther illustrations oi ' rellgious oelieLs showJ.ng pl'ej uui ce 
ana uev (-; loping c ontrovers ies are clearly snmvn . 
1Four thousan.d delegate s to the l ortnern .b aptist convention 
l. J • . 'N . Dr·aper· . History of' t .he Con.r'lJ.ct .b etween 
Religion and Sc J.er!ce. page 338 
:c . ~'he Chy:L· ch V~r·sus the Motion PiQture ':"- ~lhy? .. , . 
oy .d • .a . Mac k J.nnon , ~ c r· een .Oook I\iiagazJ.ne P.8<:J Jan. v~=:: 
• 
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at Cleveland recently gave enthusiast~ic applause to a resolution 
demanding that the motion picture industry be made subject to 
goverrunent control. 
We can imagine nothing which would stif le motion picture 
·progress more completely than government control. With a group of 
politicians in Washington appointing minor politicians to aeciae 
what should or shoulci not appear on the screen, we woula be treateu 
to a spectacle only equal in its gruesome hilarity to the pro-
hibition enforcement. 
J-overnment control of anything was best exemplii' ieO. by our ex-
perience with the railroads during t he late v ru:·. 'l'he expel' i ence 
is su:f:'ficiently recent for most oi' us to be remembered without 
·taxing our memory too severely. 
It h as been accepted as a r·act that the motion picture in-
dustry i s O..oing ·a creditab l -e job. It is progressive always. It 
gJ..ves us better and bett e r enterta:ullllent, and better equipped 
theaters in which to more f 'ully enjoy this entertainment. ·l'hose 
per sons at the head of it are men who need. no advice or council 
l 'rom any .~ as rungton politicians as to what the public demands or 
how to make the pictur es which meet with puolic approval . ·.t·he 
motion picture producers need only t o be let alone to continue 
unhampered ·che gooa. work they are <ioing . 
A bit mor e recent than the Glevelawi convention another inci -
dent in which clerics asked. f 'or goverrunent interference with the 
motion picture occurred in '.1'renton 1 New Jer•sey. 'l;he clergymen of· 
that city invoked a blue law which was passed in 1 7 ':::;8 1 l'or sup-
pressing vice and imraorali tyr , and appealed to the t'ublJ..c Sa t' ety 
Commissioner to close motion picture theaters on Sun<iay . The 
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manner in which that gentleman handled what most puolic orfici als 
would have considereu a d elicat e matter deserves much credit and 
praise. 
The more - than-century-old law f orbids among o ther t ru.ng s, 
• 'servile labor , fiddling or other music for the sake o f merriment, 
playi ng or' f ootball, fives ; nine-pins, b owls , long bullets or 
quoits, or any other kind of playing.' 
The Pu-olic Sai'ety Comraiss ioner very properly says that you can 
not enf·orce such a law against but one commercial enterpr ise, and 
since there is 1 servile labor' involved in r unning street ca:r' s, 
telephones, electric lights, etc., and s ince many people play golf 
on Sunaay and others listen to the radio and phonograph, that the 
law should be impartially eni'orced against all such activities. 
And it is a f or egone conclusion that such measures as would stop 
• 
all this 'servile labor' coulu not possibly be undertak en. Our 
modern civilization and progress could not permit it. 
Therein the Public Saf'ety Commissioner has displayed remark-
able comraon sense and placed the f anatical ministers in a uifi 'icult 
posltion of their own creation. 
Occurrences of' this nature bring to the mind or· the unbiased 
person the thought: What is back of this desire on the part of' the 
mini ster to close the theaters and to control the industry? 
Compet ition l 
In clamoring f or government control the ministe'rs are admit-
• 
1 
ting their inability to attract and hold audiences in competi ~ion 
with motion pic"t1ures. 'fhey are aqrnitting that their services and 
sermons are not as attractive to the -church-goer as a program at 
the ne i ghoorhood theater. So they reason, i f only they coulu get 
• 
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t he theaters to close up on the Sabbath, they couln feel reasonably 
sure that the churches anu. Sunnay- sci:wols woulu boast c apacity 
crowds. 
It s h ould ·m.ve· occurred to a great number oi ' ministers -chat i1' 
tney ·vould use the same brain energy t o meet this competition ! 'rom 
the -cheaters that the motion picture producers employ , they would 
not neen t o demana government int ervention to assure them Sunuay 
auuiences . A number of' c lergymen recognized thi s f act many years 
ago, ann insteaa of i 'ighting motion pictures tney are using t hem as 
a means t o draw people into the church . and make church-going 
attrac tive. 
When a minist er annouilces that such- and- such a picture will be 
shown at his church next Sunnay evening , he is meeting his compet-
i t o r·s . Vfp.en he preaches a _ short sermon about the picture which i s 
coming on the church screen ru1u the lesson it teaches, he is put -
ting into that picture an added moral lesson, which , a1'ter al l , is 
hi s mission. It is not surprising to learn that those minister s 
employing thi s means oi' attraction are not a:rnong those clamoring 
f or government control. 
I f these four thousand delegate s at Cleveland. had devised 
some plan f or financing and producing a number of' speci al pictures 
f or Sunaay school children , they would have been starting in the 
right dirBct i on. 
There are many stories in the bible and many stories from real 
lif e which a good writer ana prod.ucer could put on the screen 1'or 
Sunnay school use , tnat would make going to Sunday school tne big 
event of the week 1'or every youngster in the neighb orhood. 
The trouble, mainly , is that the chur ch is not progressing, 
• 
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tnerei'ore J... t is going back vvithout realizing the 1·act . Chur ches 
are as necessary a part oi' our lJ...ves as schools. Tile schools are 
keeping abreast of the times , but the church, ana by this I ao not 
mean all churches, stand by tHe wayside ana 1.'ill t he air with lam-
entations that they are being left behina . 
Many ministers througnout the country have stli'I"~ci eut Lore-
sight to see the trend. and to meet it . Such ministers in 111any 
cases have been condemned. ana viciously criticized by others of the 
profession as 'sensationali s"G s 1 , etc . But their cnurc.nes are 
crowdea on Sunaays. 11 
This excerpt gives a rather clear story oi' how prejuO.ice can 
lead. the way into many controversial difi 'iculties- and also how the 
application ol ' a little modern psycnology could ao IUch to lessen 
the ev1.l ana point the way to mor e sensibl e viewpoints . We are 
apt to look upon moving pic t ures as an instrument oi the Dev1.l 
wnen, in 1 act , it is just a cievice to help our mental appreciation~ 
A very interesting paragraph or two taken f;~m a book1 written 
by a man wno gave up the relJ..gion because oi' its many incons1.st-
encies shows to wilat lengths religious beliefs can carry a people 
and. what controvers1.es arise as a result . He ·~vrites : 11 0ne of the 
worst blunclers Mrs . vVhi te ev er maci.e , one · which plainly shov-rea her 
f anatic1sm ana that Goa had.. nothing to ao with her work , was tile 
move she maa.e on aress . First she wrote : 1 Go0. would not have his 
people aaopt the so-called rei'orm U.ress ,' ' Testimonies' Vol. I, 
page 421 . 'If' women would wear their Clre s ses so as t o clear the 
filth of' the streets an inch or two, ' it woulci be in harmony with 
1. Seventh Day Auventism Renounced . 
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their faith , page 4~4. Four years pass, anu she aga~n writes: 
'Goci would. now have his people adopt the reform o.ress, ' page 625 . 
' Nine inches as nearly accordswi th my views of the matter as I arn 
able to express it in inches , 1 page 621 . Here a re two revelations 
exactly opposite as to ·t;he style of dress ano. the length, an inch 
or ·two, and then nine incnes, i'rom t h e grom1a is the length. What 
· occasioned. this change in the min<i oi' the Lord? The ans1,1er i s 
easy : In t he time between the two revelations vi:es. W!1i te had spent 
some time at Dr. Jackson's 1 Home 1 , Dansville , N. Y. Her·e a short 
a ress wit.h pants was worn, and she fell in with the idea and. soon 
iJ.a<i a vision requiring its adoption as above. That is tne whol e 
of ~ t . .rlut t.ae ciress was a sh~e and a uisgrace ana. ano~he:C' · l'a~l­
u r·e . 'hink of a mouest v oman on the street wit.i:l pants on, and. her 
u.ress cut half way up t o the knees1 But- !"or abou.t e~gnt years ~1rs . 
~{hi te pusllea that dress vii th all he1~ power, put it on her• s eli' as an 
example, till most oi' the sisters put it o:n. b ut it c1· eatec.l a 
'Gerrible comraot~on. Hllsbands swore, broti.1er·s rei·used to walk with 
t heir s isters, men sneered and boys hooted. Some of the sisters 
argued , some cried, some rebelled, but most submitted. I know , 
f or my own wife wore it ior eight years--had to. F'inally Mrs. 
w:ni te quietly uropped it off herself, and now no one wears it. 
Here they are all living in direct violation of a plain revelation 
1' rom God1 Common sense came out; ahead o.f .fanaticism. I.f God. ever 
spoke through Mrs . White about anything, he did about the a.ress, 
r equiring the women to wear it. · I was thel~e ana know how she 
urged it, heard her many times . f er testimonies at t b.e time were 
i 'ull o.f it. She said: 'I have o.one my o.uty; I have borne rny 
t estimony, and. those who have hearci rne ano. read. tnat which I nave 
• 
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written, must now bear the responsib-il~ty oi' receiv ing or rejec ting 
-r;he llgnt given . If' t:i.1.ey choose to venture to be 1'orgetf'ul hear -
ers , anu not cio ers of the work, they r·un their own risk , and will 
be a ccountab'le t o God 1 1 'I'esti:monies , Vol. I page v~5; :let they 
have all. run the risk and lai<i of'l' tile dress , IYr s. Vfhite witn the 
rest. Hov1 does she get ou~ of' it ? By all sorts 01· o.ouges , by 
b laming everyboo.y but herself . I t .aas been a great st-wnbling 
block t o them." 
The author clearly brings out tnat Ml' S • White was su.:cl'erJ.ng 
i:rom hysterJ.a . 'r hi s \las vouci:1e<.1 for by speciallsts. x e ·c the 
str&~.'lge l 'act remains that to - ciay her followers nwnoer in l:;he h un-
u:eed.s of thousands ano. her missionaries c i:r•cle the ear 'C£1 . T hey 
h ave forty odci. sanitoriums (Battle Creek is "'<Vell known) ·chroughout 
this country alone. Their publica l;ions are printeci in over· 000 
langu ages . 'l'heir cioc tors use mociern scientii'ic equipment, are ex-
cellent surgeons but still adhere ·strongly to Mrs . Wi:1.ite 1 s teach-
ings as the nucleus of' their religion. Thi s action suggest strong-
l y the l ogic tight compartments of' the .wind. Hhere belier·s are 
lockect. away ana p rotecteo. with n umerous :catty encru stations wrn ch 
f ilter away and neutralize with rationalizations any ent e ring light 
upon the subject involved. 
lliany other r eports are on hand ·t o prove how religious b elie f s 
sllO\oV prejudice and a t times carry the believer s into much trouble. 
~· arc:i.ly any sect can claim to be free fr om this sor t of thing • 
Since these belief s are f ounded. upon opinion and since opinions 
v.~ry with individuals in each d enominat i on as well as between 
denomina tions, i ·c .i s to oe expected. that contl' oversies shall spring 
up . .Much of· the · great cont r over sy causea. b y r·eligious belief' s has 
• 
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cded out in thls cow"ltry because religJ.on nas become a rr1at ter of 
secono.ary importance. Man c.i.oes not rally to the chur ch's call as 
he ciici in the past. Here and there, howev er , s poraaJ. c outbursts 
occur and. one is le:t't to question and wonder about the matter • 
~~ ere some ranati c calls ciovm .fir~ from U.od in 1- eaven to ciestroy 
enemJ.es who uo not agree with his fanati ca.l policy: tner·e the po-
lice may be sought or troops called out to quell religious riots. 
~ itness the troubles of )Vl exico and. Spain.- The unbelievers of many 
lanas hold. their jobs or retain t heir lives and possessions by 
being ·wise anu saying nothing. Religion, even to-a.ay, in this lan<i 
1-
1 of comparative :t' reedom is still a . potent i'actor in breaking up 
I 
I 
I 
I 
h omes ana. setting members of one r·amily against each other. It 
a good topic to avoid with friena.s ana. enemie s alike. ~ven i n 
our colleges, a professor can read the opposi tion in many ol' .l::us 
student s 1 1·aces should. he Ci.iscuss 1~reely some innocent phase of 
present uay religious development. 
1 
b. Religious belief' s depend upon geogr aphic 
environment . 
nMost persons, looking into the anatomy and physiology oi' 
is 
r el it:, J.on 1 or the first ti.me, ar e struck at once by the vast a.iver-
sity oi' sects. 'l 'hey seem t o s v1 eep in all directio:ns, takin g in 
iU.eas oi" the :wost remote ana. f'antasti c sor·ts, and. -~neir rJ.tes and 
ceremonials are observed. to run the whole scale i'rom imperial 
splenuor to ·c.ne most sever e si.lliplicity. ·.1'her e ar·e relig ions that 
are gorgeously oper·atic an.d t .i::lere b.I' e otne:es t.uat are ino:cc.linat~ly 
secr·et and sneak ing. · Some lay great stress upon magJ.c ana. others 
l. u . L. Menck~n. Tr eat i se on tne dods 
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ma..ke an appeal t h at is purely aesthetlc. Some are a s no l sy as a 
brass bana , ru'l<i ot:O.ers are as pianissimo as a sea.uction. 'l 'hl.s 
. r eaching out for every imaginable device and agen ·~; oi' wonder , has 
l ed Dr •. Lo.v r~e, in his 1 Pr imitive Religion ' , to put within the scope 
oL rellgious int erest everything ~,., nat is extraor•d.inary, i .e., every 
thing that is not instantly explicable a s natural and. i'am.iliar. 11 
Religious b e l i e f s cover p r actically everything and any-ch ing. 
They cover the entire g lobe and are t o be i 'ound. in the l'c=-.r islan<is 
of' the s ea. .tmything that cannot be explained, anything that in-
spires awe , fear, tr·enibling, and u n certainty may be the beginnlng 
or· some cul t , sect, or religlous belief . h . L. Menoken outlin e s 
very nicely · what appears t o him to be a reasonable explanation of 
h ow rei.igion and religious ideas evolved . lie shows how some great 
trageuy overcoming our early ancestor s J..' orced. upon their mind s che 
nee<i of ' something to waro. oi'f' the unknown. 'l 'he story o.t· the great 
f' looa. i s 'Nell known in the records of o ·cher peoples b esiaes the 
u ew who borrowed it . ..... hat 111any queer ·ri tes anci rituals cari1e in 
anu survived the test ot· t ime even wr.J.ere the o:ciginal meani;,:1g .aas 
been lost in antiqui t y shovlis only too well the ine.x.haustable 
capaci t y o f' man to ab sor-b unquest i onably what he cannot unuerstand. 
OL coU11 se , many indi v ictuals seek self glorification f'rom reli-
gion as the priests of' nat;ive r eligions do , wllile many r·inci. reli -
gious sel' Vice a means t o good. economic security. .::>ome :L'ollow relj_-
gious paths f' or the p os ition it oi'f er•s in a community ~ .rhose who 
f'ollo~v it as a true means of service ar e of · great assistance ... Man 
is lnherently self ish and.. much of the " service to humanity 11 talk 
i s simply a cloa.k , a rationaliz ation to cover the desire of earth-
ly gain . Some f evv really practice what they preach. 
• 
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'l':n.e religion one practices a.epenus almost entil'ely upon the 
place of his o~rth or indirectly upon the place of birth of his 
parents. Practically without exception we follow the religion ru1d 
beliefs of our parents. The Chinese are an excellent example of 
:now this can be carrieu to excess. Ancestor worship. 'l 'o-o..ay,_ 
when one breaks away 1'rom the i 'ai th of his parents he is apt to be 
thought of as going to the bad . 1v'iore so in other countr~es than 
the Unitea. States, for here, almost everything is unuergoing trans-
ition, even the home. 
Consiuer the hun<ireds of religious beliefs and iueas prevalent 
in ..Lna.i a. A never ending d.iversification of sect upon sect. .l~ow 
much d.oes the aver•age Methoa.ist or '.o apt1.st worry about these r·e-
ligious uivli.sions anci subdivisions? None~ Even so, the man of 
Inu~a wor r ies less about our plan of' salvation ana. bel1.eves his 
own t o meet h i s neeCi.s sui'J:'iciently. 'l'he miss~onar ies of the wor la. 
:nave maue s ome i mp :t· ession upon the countless millions of he .r:<.ast 
8.na. t n e wars of civilized nations bear out the f act that two thou-
I 
· sand year s oi' Ghr~stianity nave lef t only a slignt veneer unuer 
whi ch man at a moment ' s no ·cice shows atavistic tenuenc1.es. .~. h1.s 
I oeing so, it is not to b e wonciered: at, when the · "ignorant savage 11 
po1.nts out with remarkable insight, tile incongr•uities ot· a 0hris-
t ian people. 
'Hill:e the mat ter of' the religious belief concerning t:.he keep-
ing of the sabbath day. 1.he B1..ole plainly ·teaches us to keep the 
seventh day holy. vonsultatlon of any calenciar shows Saturo.ay to 
be the day in question . l!;ven Christ kept this day according to 
the conunandment. ......ven Mary, when preparing spices to embalm 
Cnr·~st 1 s bouy rested on the sabbath, accorcling to the commandment . 
• 
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Sunuay , a pagan d.ay of sun worship, was substituted f or Satura.ay . 
-'- o-a.ay Sunuay is the day in cornmemorat~on of the resurrection of 
Christ. - owever, Ghrist himself said. ''Until Heaven an6. earth pass 
away, one jot or· one tittle shall in no wise pass from -che law un-
til all be fulfilled . •• What is one going to believe·? The point 
about the sabbath day is brought in to show that the a.ay v~ as given 
in a aef'ini te geographic environment and was apparently not meant 
f or world. wiae use at the time of its being given . . -. l Accorcnng.Ly: 
"I have to confess that f'or many years I was so · stupid. as to 
suppose that the Lora himself kept the :::labbath at t h e same time I 
u~u here . I supposecl. that; wtlen the sun set .~.· riciay evening an<i I 
began keeping the Sabbath, the Lord ana the angels oegan kee.r,nng 
it too . .__ut now I see hov; utterly impossibl e tnat is ; for if the 
Lo:c<i keeps the Sabbath at the same .time I <io ner e , then he a.oes 
not keep it > ith the brethren on tae other siae of tne globe , oe -
cause ti:ley b egin the Saboath at leas t twelve hours earlier than we 
cio here. .L n r·act, ~t tal{es just f' orty-eigi1.t :O.ours, or the tiu1e of 
two v1hole days , f rom the time . any one day b egu1s ln cne e:x.tre-1e · 
eas t Gill it ena.s at t he f ur hest place ln ·L;i:le viest • vvill the 
reauer stop and thlnk carefully, shar•ply, on this point, :L'or it lS 
) 
an important one? It takes twenty-i'our• hours I'or the first end of' 
a day to go clear around the earth. '.L'hen, as the last ena of the 
a.ay is twenty- i'our hours behind the f' irst end , it must also hav e 
twenty- f our hou1: s mor•e to go clear arounu the earth, and that makes 
f orty-eight hours in all that each day i s on the e arth somewhere. 
l am quite certain that the average · .:sabbatarian :Ceels when he 
1. Seventh Day .Aa.ventism lt enou.nceci 
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keeps the s ev enth uay chat ne ~ s now keeping holy time w:Lth ~...he 
Loru Himself , and with the angels , and vii th s.ll his brethren . I 
useu to i" eel that way , I know . But it will be seen that ~..:.nis can-
not be so unless the Lord keeps the time of tvo whole d.a,ys each 
week . ~'-Ul<i in ti:lat case, those on this side of' t he ear·th woulu oe 
working wn.J...Le the Lord was keeping t h e 0abbath with those on the 
other si6.e oi' the eal'th. '.t'hen those on tne opposite slue oi' the 
earth woulci b e working while the Loru. ~ept Sabbath wl.til wHose on 
tal s side . .tmu so none of them woulci keep ;:> abb ath with the Lora. 
afte l.' al i. In fact , taking ~t all around the earth, there is not · 
a s ingle hour in -che whole week , when ther e is not some uabb atar-
ian at work on some part of the earth.n Of course the same line 
of reasoning holds true for :::>unday keeping , not ·co me:ntion changes 
inciuental to daylight saving sch emes. T.lle whole matter is now 
gener·ally state6. that it doesn ' t make any difference which O.ay one 
keeps, so long as he keeps one . l,~ore opinion, it seems . 1'o con-
tinue the 1·or·mer quotation: 1 
"But f 'urther, does the Lord keep our sev enth day Hi th us , or 
d o e s Lle k eep the sev enth uay v1ith the people on otne:r· planets ·, 
Our days anu weeks are not all in harmony v lth thel r· s , nCfC' can one 
o t n em e lik e anoti1c r . L OW , if the Lord rests only on our ;:>at -
urday, then he could not r·e st on the seventh O.ay oi' venus or i ars 
or· .;upi ter , etc ., as the sev enth d ay of' each planet ciif'i'er s in 
length and comes at a diffei'ent t ime , fr om i:;hat of our earth or 
any other planet . .1ow , then , could ~.t ocl rest on all these uays? 
Il h e u.id , he must keep Sabbath all ti:le time , ana t.i.len nobouy , 
1 . Sevent.i:l Day Aciventism H.enounced 
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angels o1· men , could. keep tne Sabbatn vntn the Lor d ~i' tney worked. 
at all~ 
What t hen becomes oi mrs . Whi·ce 1 s state tent t :nat ' all t he 
ange lic hosts 1 keep our Sab bath? or Elder Sl:ni th 1 s hypothesis t h at 
all· t :O. e universe ' will observe the same perio<i t ogether"? Both are 
utterly absurd . 'I'he same definite seventh day cannot be kept by 
all the universe ; even on this earth alone it cannot be k ept by all 
• 
at the same time; but all can keep a seventh part of the time . 
'l'his principle upon which t:O.e fourth commandrnent was based. may be 
of universal application in earth and in heaven, in time or eter-
nity. LUt just which day that shall be , is a matter· oi' minor con-
sequenc e to be determined. by the c irc umstances in t r.te case, which 
may ana must dif'fer at aii'ferent times and. diff erent plac es • 'l' O 
tne Jewish people it certainly was the seventi1 riay , or Satur day , 
anu no o ·cner uay would have met the comrnanaraent. Ai.l the vigor-
ous linli tat ions and. exactations ot t h e Sabbath uay, .as uncier the 
Jewi sll law , could be carried. out E.l ~ smal.l people in a limited 
territory when the church bore rule.u 
And so it goes . Definite beliefs and exactions, , t aboos and 
ideas spring up in various parts o1 the . world pa s t O::t"' pr·e sent . 
noston ~s as natural a place l 'or Ci'll' ~stian Science to spring up as 
it is l.'or the many other cults found. tnere . .t1aitl has i-cs Voouoo-
i.sm wh~cn Linds ~ts beg~nni.ngs in t ne t om- toms of · Ai'rica. 'l'he 
relig~ons oi' the Uniteu States· were imported with its peop.Les, 
• l;hough the deti'loo.ist of' a hunured years ago would disown the Meth-
odist of t o-day . Inuia is pr·obably the ricnest source ln the 
worlo. :L'or rel~gions of' all k inas . Very or·ten the geographic en-
vironrnent has a strong inLLuence on the religion evolved. . r leasant 
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countr·1. es a:ee apt to evolve pleasant Goc.is, though t.t1is is not al-
ways the case; while. stern countries are apt to d.evelop stern J.ous .. 
c. Religious beliel' s not insti:nct1ve, but 
acquired • 
h en a c lnld come s into the world his native enaowment 1.s 
such that he i s enableo. to develop slowly .L·ro:in O.ay to uay. h is 
i 'irst conscious activi t ies do not tak e h im far afield :t'or h is 
maj or neeu.s and. des i res . a:ee such that he is easily sat 1.sLied. .rJ. e 
cioes very lit1tle re asoning and resp ono.s t o every stimulus with 
some action lh i ch fits the occasion. The se actions are usual l y 
conu 1. -cionea. . He vli'ill smile at a.nytiling with viniskers pr·oviciing he 
has learned t o smile a-c a 1'ather ·who has them; ur h e may show rear 
under sim1lar stimuli. As time pas ses he begins t o learn a :~: ew 
t lnngs ana. is r·orced t o discar·<i other' s . ~{ e is t r a1.11eu to uo 'L.i:li s 
ar1U not to uo that . Many are the questions which the young boy 
throws at his parents · and. many and peculiar are the· answer s and. 
r easons ·which he receives . At an e arly age, i n -many l ·ami l i es, he 
' is taught t o p r ay, t o go to Sunaay school, t o l e arn about Goo. ar1d 
Hi s Son Jesus and all the .old · stories gatnered toge-cher in the 
.oible. He has s p ecial clothes for church, special manners while 
a.tten<iing . Usually a walk in the aft ernoon to keep him f' rom 
act i ons not d e emed best f'or a christian youth on the Saboath o.ay . 
Gracmal.ly he learns that a uif'f erence is supposed to exist be t ween 
Sunaa.y on the one hand anci week-days on the oth er. Jus t what this 
• o.ii'f'er ence is to a questioning l!l.J..nd. is hard to say. 'l'he sun shines 
as brightl.y , the f 'ish are still oiting in the brQIQk 1 a game of ball 
- r 
holds all the necessary ip.terest _, ·but a parent who worries about 
' 
wnat the minister an<i the neighbors think , and mlght d.o, says no. 
• 
• 
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One can look back over the days oi' his youth anci remember t.i:1e 
many anx:t.ous hours the devout pru.•ent spent J.n trainir1g up the boy 
in tne path he shoula. go so that when he lS come oL age ne shall 
not depart from J.t. We also know that all the l·el:t.gJ.ous beliei' s 
. 
we have and know were acquir·ed from the parent ana chu::ecJ.1.. ,fl tnout 
thJ.s source of J.nl'or·mation what would we believe; v1hat would become 
of us? 
What ·;ve believe so far as religious belie:ts go aoesn ' t seem 
to mak e much UJ.i':L'er•ence. In any one · c ity oi' the countr·y , s1.ae by 
Slue , we find a multitude of religious belief's. At al1.Y one gather-
ing of the populace it would be hard to finci two ind.iviuuals even 
of t h e same church with the same beliefs, who unaerst;ana ana inter-
pret the belief's in the s ame manner . being d:eiven by the same 
economic neeus anu desi::ees .:e manage to get along ana live on Lair-
ly good terms especially so where religious belie.ts are lett out. 
The chilo. of the desert learns the ·religion of the aesert, 
t:O.e chilo. of' the islauds oi' the~sea - the religion oi · the islands 
or· the sea, the ch1.lcl of' America - the religions of America. The 
beliefs and hopes of the parents are handed on to the chila.ren, 
i'rom i ' a t her to son as in the days before written records appe ar. 
here is little i n the way of acceptable evi<ience that what we 
believe in religion is· so; nothing that can inspire the least of 
hopes that i _n the f 'uture we can meet to carry on where we le:f t of'i' . 
As F r·eud points out in his " FutG.re of an Illusion" , Man aesires 
above all things tne continuance o1' happy lite, r eunion with his 
lovea ones. '.i'he thougi1.t o:t" sep aration is har·d , but to ouilei a 
f"utur·e on t i1.e belief that all shall be restored. is notnL1g less 
tnan wis:O.i'ul thinking . '1'ilt1e cures all things , how·ever, -EU1U our 
• 
• 
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aesire to be reunite6. to a grand parent ~s notnem·ly so :::trong as 
the aes:Lre never to part vntb. our chilciren . 
A stuG.y oi' the native en6.owment of· a child proves conclusive-
ly -chat no 1here in the make-up of' his protoplasm is tnere a tend-
lng to religious belief . 'I'he development oi' a reiigious belief i s 
easily seen in savage tribes as well as in civilized countries. 
Man cannot explain lil:e ; -che sav~ge canno·t explain the mysteries 
which beset him and threaten his li.:t'e• As a consequence,, c e rtain 
beliefs nave come into existence to bi•idge this gap and help satis-
f:y a natural CL.u·iosity. rve are the pr·ociuct of neredity j;:Jlus the 
great influence or environment. 'l'l:1e f..orme)r has given us our· re-
llgious capacity, the . latt~r .,the . opportunity . to ·develop this tenden -
f!-y; . 'r o complete this statement an excerpt is present eO. from 
. l liencken. 
11 The learned, in their speculations rega1~d.ing the genesis of: 
religious ldeas in primitive man, would get f'urther ana fare 
bettel" ii" they a.isregardeci the dubious_ analogies presented. by the 
thinking of relatively advanced savages, prehistoric and. oi' to-
uay , ana. acia.resseci themselves to an examination oi' the thinking of ' 
very young children. Much remains to be ascer·tainea. anc. charterea. 
1n this ! 'ield, but not a little is already known. 'l'he behavior-
ists, f'or example, have ruaae great progr•ess in the stua.y or inr·an-
tile emotions. r hey i ' inci that the only recognizable eiil.<)tJ.on i.n 
the new born chilO. is f'ear. 'I he world it inhabits , like the world 
of the lowest savages, is filled with in.scrutable and f o rbidding 
shapes. It can se e things only dimly and waat it sees is sel<iom 
1. H. L. Mencken. Treatise on the Go<is. 
page 4'7. 
• 
• 
reassuring . Further than that it is simply an automaton , wJ..th a 
few primitive instincts to get it through the 6.ay . 
Its Li.rst muddled. attempts at observation, as we . !lave seen 
by Piaget' s studies, lead. it into a naJ..ve .animism. Everytl"ung 
· that it is cognizant of seems to be animated by a conscious pur-
yose , usually inimical but sometimes friendly- - its rattle as well 
as its nurse, the bottle that satisr'ies its hunger as well as che 
fly that aisturbs its sleep . As it becomes aware of" more and more 
objects the nwnber oi' wills is simply increased. . Its toys begin 
to t~e on definite personalities ; it divides them into good and 
evil as it divides its elders or other children . 0o wi~h natural 
phenomena. The clouu.s , hiding the moon, nave killeu it . The 
thunuer· J..S a voice . 'Ihe sun is ali ve , because it keeps coming 
back ' . Even Wilen , with the dawn 01 a crit1.cal spirit , some o.r· 
these concepts ar·e abandoned., it is usually only to make "' ay l ·or 
others uat a:ee but one 6.egree r·emoveci :L'r·orsl tn.e anJ..lilistic . The 
::>u.1 , ceas i ng to be alive , now moves ' oe cause someone pushes it : . 
Ti1e p r J.ncipal someone in c-his wo:r:·ld oi' uni'atho:mable p r esences 
is tile mother anu after her comes the :tather . 'l·o the child grad-
ually t1.ghtening its gra.sp upon realil~Y tney inevitably take on 
tne chaJ.·acter oJ.· Uods . They are , as PJ..erre .dovet says J..n 'Le 
Sent:L11en~ Religieu.x' , both omniscient and omnipotent . Noti.l.ing 
seeras to be beyond their powers . 'i':O.ey are not only go<is; t.i:1ey are 
also priests , whlch as a practical matter , is often something 
J:ugher . They can contr·ol all t!le evil pur·poses that lurk in 
thin0 s ; -chey are master' s oi: the unknown and. unknowable . Chilur·en 
have .E£ other J.ous . When , later on, uomestic peuagogy J..ntrouu.ces 
·cne· to an unseen Presence ·who lurks in ttle skies there ensues a · 
• 
• 
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simple transference or .faith ana c r ea.it. Thi s Pr-·esence, at r·i:cst, 
is comprehende<i only ciimly, an6. sometimes, z-. e is conLuseu with the 
sun or the moon , b u t in his final shape he is always a g r anuJ.ose 
Father , watch:Lng over little boys and girls .. ..-.e. accumulates 
reality ana. authority in two stages. 'l'he f'irs t is marked by the 
ciiscovery that the actual father anc.. mothor are not really om-
niscient and. omnipotent- - that they may oe ueceived and their will 
resistea.: this <iiscovery had its parallel in primitive man ' s 
6.awning uoubts about the might of a pr·iest as a pri.cne mover. ·.!.'he 
secon6. stage is markeu by the observation that God. uemanus a qu.id' 
p l ' O quo :cor "--iis i'avors--that, like motner· ami i'ather--he i'unctlons 
only according to cer-cain patterns , oi'ten uncomfortable to tne 
votary-- the pal~ allel is to be .f'ounO. in the pr•imi tlve priets in-
ventlon o:r moral duty and. pious obligatlon. " 
Ami so , it is r·airly ev J.o.ent that lhat t:ver a cnLLo. know s in 
tne vay ol l' elig.Lous lcieas and a.ogma , he picKs up .~. · rom environ-
mental contacts . · ..Lt is ueiinitely acquire6. ru1.u owes nothil.J. /S to 
i.:llologic uevelopment or content . 
Many adults pass t:nrough life anci never question the r·elig.ion 
they have thus acquired. ; other•s, however , · are thrown lnto posi-
tions vvhich demanci from them an ansYver f or the bel:Ler's they nar•oor· . 
'l'he way in v1hi ch t h ey make this r 8S1Jonse is ol' the utmost psy-
cnological importance . For example , a boy or girl bel:Lev es im-
plicitly tne religious teachings of his parents and church. Due 
to circumstances--his par·ents are not always vdth him--or in the 
pur·su:L t of' more education, he or• she come s in contact with ques-
tions ana problems which challenge his or her belief's . u ow ·shall 
they react when no answer which satisfi es appears? How tace the 
• 
• 
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eire ad problem that the cherJ.sn.ed belief s may be fallacious ·. ? . i:)ome 
pass tnis crisJ.s oy simply f orgetting the problem entlrely by 
avo iding all reference to it . Ot i1ers r e l egat e the troub l e to the 
region of the "Unconscious". Still others, who honestly 1' ace the 
i'act;s, may -cake tne matter philosophically and get out f rom unuer 
oy uisclairulng any respons ibility in che matter. · ·here i s one 
class , however , to wnom the loss oi" loved religious i<ieas , may have 
G.J.sastrous eff ects. It may take months and even years f or some t o 
pass cnls cri s i s. Parents shoul<i question closely the auvisaoility 
of teacrnng for "gospel truth'' tne many stories of reli{.Sion for 
\'thich there is no prooi' , o u t only 1·aith for their acceptance • 
• 
• 
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II.. R-eligion more under control '6:£' emotions than o:r reason. 
Uncertainty is the mother ol' Devot 1on. 'l 'he . truly a.evout never 
he sitate i n their r el:Lg ious belief s. .1 0 cio so must of' n ecessity 
invo lve quest1oning of one• s posit1on, one 1 s r·a1tn, on e • s know-
lea.g e that ·.X od is over · all and all i s well w:~.th the world. vpl.r -
l ·cual values ana. the gifts of' the ~pir:~.t must never be quGstioned . 
From tne cradl e to the grave, the path of the believer is wel l 
o.ei'inea. ana nar r ovv l y conceived. .~:-~s the spirit moves and. the emo -
tions color , an individual i s driven to do great deecis Lor his iiod.. 
An y one who witness e s f or t he i ' ir•st time a gr eat reviv a l meet-
lng 1s s truck · oy tne str ong emotional stress present . l'h e very a ir 
seems Gt.l arged as if oy electric ity . Espec:~.ally pron)uncea. is the 
ap11 e a l . to t;i:l.e emotions on nights when the pictur e of vhr1 s t b eing 
na:~.leu. to the liro ss 1 s presenteu.. ' he h earer can almost f eel t J.e 
thrust of the na1ls as taey are driven home . Vinegar is presented 
f or water. .1. hey spi -c upon ~':lim . 'He opens not Hls mouth. u 'I'he 
darkening of the h e avens b r1ngs a f eel1ng oi' awe , while the rending 
of tl:1e veil in ...;he ear thly sanctuary showed che close supervision 
of the powers of rteaven. When the appe al to f ollow the .dlaster is 
:u1ao.e,to -cake up one ' s cross in -' is name , the tears of the h .. Jarers 
are :L'alling i' ast. Man• s sense of guilt and sin. , acquired by tr· ain-
ing , cause him to at t empt to i 'ollow in the st eps of t:.he .,iaster . 
'l'he wr1ter h as exper:~.enceci all the emot i onal thrills inc idental to 
a goou revival ana. at the time , wa s thorou6 hly convinced in wh at 
curec t1on t he p ath to n eaven lay . 'l'his d escription has been mild, 
but many rev i vals are still carried. on in t h e world when the mem-
b ers of' the congregat 1on a r e so carri ed away between their emo t ions 
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and the aid of the Spirit that the pol i ce nave to be called out to 
restrain them f rom violence. .~.he present d.ay has seen a gre at de-
cline of thls form of emotional out pouring, f or the majority of 
• p eople ln thi s country unconsc i ously are outgrowing their fe ars 
anu the neea of religious atonement. 
_.., s a f urther evidence of the emotional backgrouna oi" religion, 
one ha~ but t o question the rellgion or the religlous be~iels of 
smile staunch supporter oi' the 11 truth" . That you could. are am of 
such a ti:nng puts you beyond the pale or u ec ern; sucie t;y- . The oe-
lievs r lS hur t or angered. that anyone cou~6. aou.bt f acts so plalnly 
visible to iot.ll who \'i lSh -co knmv. ~ l lS defense of' hls oe ..... i&f s is 
not ust1.ally cool a.nu c alm, but more apt t o b e in the nature oi" an 
exploslon or: <ill appeal to y our decency. vontrast this to the re-
action of' a chemlst w.nen someone rema ks that he doesn 1 t believ e 
in ne ~aw of mass action or the evolutionary theory. Recourse is 
macie to che l abor·atory, ·co natm·e h ersel:C. _Lf' t 1e r'a ct s ar·e not 
UJ:-iheld, · hey ar e aoandoned . ~ he chemist is not angereu at losing !:.L 
oeliei ; n e l S delight ed to iin~ hls error and to be the discoverer 
of a new ·cruth uased u~on sc l entii'ic ous t;; rv al.l on which is the only 
.measurlng stick at man ! s o.isposal . 
1
"scnleiermacner, one of the greate s t n <'unes in the history of 
modern tneology and religious speculatlon, exl-'r· e ssly denied that 
religion w~s either theoretical knowleuge or practical , ethical 
• activity, or any mixture of either, and relegated it t o the sphere 
of feeling , of emot i on. Hi s most :f amous definition, more one sided 
than his view of religion ult imately was maue it consist in our 
• Chambers 1 s ~cyclopeal a . 1 ol. VI . p ag e 598 . 
•• 
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consciousne s s of ab solute depen<ience on something which, t h ough it · 
aetermines us, we c annot det e rmine in turn . 1-:tegel, protesting 
ven.er.aently agairlst thi s view, pPoc laimeu. rel .1gion to ·oe peri'ect 
:Creea.om; and. taught that passing through ·various stage s, it i s 
r·J.nally the cievine spi r it becomJ.ng conscious of himself through the 
J.'inite spirit - agaJ.n an i ntellectual process . Gompte glorifieu. 
r elJ.gion, the relJ.gion o1' humanl t y, .as reverence for ana wor ship 
oi' the spJ.rJ.t of mankind . F'eueroach u.egradeu rel J.gion ·co an out -
c ome oi' self love a 1d egoism . ~ 
Ea ci1. mdn having h1s own op1nion about the matt t::r shows t:a.a ·c 
r elJ.gion i s bas e d. more upon emo t ional trai ts than t i1ose of' r e ason. 
l<e a sonaole hypo l- n eses ar e acceptab le to t _h e major i ty of men and 
e ac!1 can 1'orm a .t a ir c onception or' the mat ter at stak e, out 1n the 
i.1att .;; r of :.religion , t he g re at re l.1.gious leaders of.' thi s mo<iern o.ay 
ana. ac_;8 are a s ai videci. as a g roup oi · school boys over an urnpL: e ' s 
d ec isJ.on . 'nat can thG poor ruan and woman of the ranks believe? 
.w est to J.et the leader• s worry. about that and. throw evsry ~ch1ng on 
t he back oi r aith. ~ ever questiori; never worry~ ~ach i s s in • 
..,.. ll. shall oe made . ma.ni.test . ;::mre l y reasonJ.ng individuals cannot 
ac c ept this procedur e ana t11eir J. ailure to accep t explains the 
infer1or position of' the churcn in pre sent aay matters . .Lt no 
l on.; ers we:t.ld s its :tor·mer power . 'fh e age of thought attained by 
many t;.nrougJ:.wut the world. , coupled with the magnii' icent re sults ot: 
scient iYic re search has placed religion upon the defens i ve. lt 
cannot stand still , o r i t shall O.ie . Moa er·n evi l s ue r11anO. rnou.ern 
cure s. ..L S the cnurch equal to the task? Gon si6.er: 
L'The stua ent b o<iy of _exas 1l' echnological voll.~ge u ni teu. to-
1 . h 9VI ..:.ork Jc::vernng ,)un. Vebruary l l j, 1~52 
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day to f i ght charges by the Rev . R . C. Campbell that f' our members 
of the school • s f' aculty ·caught 1 a tneism and ini'ideli ty 1 • 
'I'ne '1·oreador , student newspa}Jer , said in a front page editor-
• ial t hat the Daptist pastor • s charges wer e • unf'ounded, J.llogical- -
opposeci to reason--and · unc,alled for• . 
• 
The Hev. Mr . Gampbell and Dr . P . W • . wrn, school president , 
conferred out refused to comment or name the teacher s allegedly 
involveci • 
. ' r he case probably will b e cl e ared up s h ortly , • said President 
' ;v e may hold a he ar ing with s tudents and. faculty members 
t estir'yl.ng • 1 
One ci.ep artment h e ad , .L.•r. Cai;npbell said, ' was as k ed whether 
J·oa or 0 os eph -,, as the f a the r of' LJhr·ist . 1 I am told he replied: 
1 1 was not there, t h erefore l do not know . ·" 
'1'hJ. s clipping can be multiplied ten thousand times a year • 
• vhy all thi s hair-splitting ; why so much strife ana .1.11-f'eeling':' 
May it no t oe that re1.Lgion and religious ideas and opinions have 
a strong emotional co l o:cation and con-~ act with ques ions b a sed up-
on r e ason bring s out ox• accentuates the r e d'? Consider t he ab sence 
ot · r e a son in. s ome of' t he follovdng d ern ru.J.ds: 
1
·' Ti:.1.e rejection or· mirac le-ev idence , ana t he substitution oi' 
lec,al ev i o.ence in its stead, accelerated the approach of' the rtefor-
luation . r~ o longer -v as it pos s ibl e to admit t h e requJ.rement , which 
in i ·orme:.e uays .LU:lse lm, the .t-~.r chbishop of vanterbury , in ni s treat-
J.se, i CUl' Den s Hom~, ' had enf'or•ceci, tha t we must f irst -believe 
witi:wut exw:nina tion, anci may ai't e r ·,;;;-::..l'd encieavor to understand what 
1 . J ohn '{J. Draper. d istory of the Goni'lict .... etween 
Religion and ~CJ.ence. page 211 
• 
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we !lav e thus oe.J...J.eveu. . ~~nen CaJ etan saia to .uu-GLW r , • 'l'hou mus t be-
lieve t!1at one s~ngle drop of vhrist · s blood. i s s uffic~ ent to re-
d e em t lle whole human race, and the remain~ng quant ity vhat was shed 
in t h e garden and on ·the eros s was lef·c as a legacy to i.,he pope , 
to b e a treasure fr om wh~ch indulgenc es were to be u.rawn,' t:;ne soul 
of 0ne stur uy u·erruan monk revolteci against such a monstrous asse r -
·tion , no r 10 ulu. he have bel~eved. it though a thousana m~racles had 
o e en vvo rh:eu :.t..n 1. ts support. .i. h:Ls sarunef ul prac t ~ce ox sell i ng in-
uulgences i o:e ·cue COillllliss~o:n OJ. s~n or·iginatec... among che u ~ shops , 
vwo , wnen ·c.:.le J naci need. of money i'or tneir pr·ivate ple asures ~ oo-
t a~nea it l.Il c.LJ.at way . .aobo ts anu. lllOW:{S to wnom tHis ga:L.c.u. ul 
commerce wa s aen:t.ecl , ra1.sed l'una. s by carrying a ;:; out relic s in. sol-
emn process~on , and cnarg:t.ng a J. ee :L'or touching them . 'l'he vopes, 
:t.n tneir pecuniary s traits , perceiv:Lng how lucrative thd p r actice 
m:t. _;J:lt beC0118 , d ep •i ved. vJ.l e bis~l.Op S of the right of making SU.Ch 
saies , and appropr!'-cea it co the:u1selve s , established agencies, 
chler·ly <::llaong. ch e menuicant order s , i'or the traf'r' i c. Among thes e 
oraers taer <-; ·,·;as a sh"'- r p comp e tition , e a ch ooas ting o:t· ·che s uper-
lor V"-i.ue o1· it s indulgences tb:cough it s gr :o ater· iniluence at t- he 
couYG 0 ·· n e av en , its 1'm1nliar conne ct1on with 0he Vir·gin i¥i. ary and 
tne s ~int s ln glor . ~ ~ • 
Contrast wl:l~t has jus (:. been reaa to "Ghis s ·ca teruent tai<:en i'rom 
a puolic euucator1 at Yale univ e r•sJ...ty . 
11 For, in spite a t the f act tnat civilization h as altered man' s 
surroundlngs , it has not changed his essent i a l natu1~e . Mod.ern Jilan 
is st ill l argely controlled by instinctive belier s and impulses 
1. Howard ~ . Haggard . D.D.D. pag e 385 
developed in primitive man a million years ago, ru1d these instincts 
and impulses, with 'their accompanying emotions, are now embodied in 
t he very structure of the human nervous system. Educated men oi' to 
• uay ar·e merely primitive men who by intelligent eff ort and. training 
h ave subjugat~U. the i r instincts and emotions to r eason. 
• 
A. Gives -rise to dogmatism and fanaticism. 
ishi'ul thinking strongly toned and colorea. by emot~ons nat-
urally leads the indiviu.ual, as well as the group, into rash asser-
t ions and beliefs f or which there is little or no proof . 'l'he 
dogmatism of all creeds - except our own ~ shows this very plainly• 
'l'he zealous support of each adherent i s constantly asked f or in 
each church and many are driven from the portals of religious 
me eting places by the constant demand for funds to carry on the 
work . Many anci queer are the f anatical beliefs whi ch have been -
and still are - thrust upon the .peopl es of var~ous lands. Each 
country has its own, peculiar to its people. America, t he melting 
yo t , h as the necessary groundwork f or anythi ng to spring up upon 
and take roo t . Ce~tain oi' our citie~, oi' which boston, :Massachu-
setts is an example, contain almo s t . every imaginable cult and 
· creed. Here, anyone tired of his own r ellgion, or f' i na.ing himself 
at odds wi th fellow members, can easily join with something new 
wtnch oft ers solace and · strength in r eturn f' or subscribing to 
certain belief s and ideals. The absence of' reason .in tne ruaj ori ty 
of' them i s plaini y manifest and the strong emotional urge can be 
seen and f elt by attena.ing the services which are open to the 
pub lic. A stua.y oi' the services ol':tere<i the pub l i c, t he names o.f 
the men who ar e to speak, may be gl e aned f rom newsp aper announce-
ments. 'l'hese show tne w~ <ie variety of ways and me t hocis open to 
• 
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all who a.es).re to fino. the true path to relig).ous peace. 
Dogmatism is the setting f orth of certain beliefs and opinions 
~il:.1.ic 1 the b e lieve r is expected to 1'ollow. 'i'he uegree with which 
i1e r esponds and in turn expects his associates to respona may oe 
t ermed i 'a n aticism. .L his J.S especially true in Hl..: ... tters of a re-
1 J. J.gious nature . J.ou.ng says: 11 As group control, censorship is 
n o ·G createO. oy one man's c.LJ.slike of some other man's ideas, att-
:L tua.e s or p r oductions in art; LL teratur e, or scJ.ence. It must be 
a coll ective a.islike. It must involve group control of ini· ractions 
against s ome code . When the zealous indiviuual t ·inus anoth er Ci.o -
.1..ng aw .... saying tlnngs contrary t;o L; he cocie, by secur ing the aici 
Vi.' lJ. .. eru.J.nC.I.ea. .Lilen ana. women he may attempt 'Go bring pressur e to 
oe ar upon the off enciing ind.ivia.ual. .1..1.· a new idea strik es ,at the 
centr a.L v a.Lues of the group with which we have been taue:,ht to 
ide ntJ.i"y ourse.Lves we inevitably resist it . Attack s by outsia.ers, 
opposite pol i tical parties, groups adhering to divergent economi c 
v:Lews or even literary s tandards offend us. b y some kina of :coree 
we try to prevent any f urther attack s upon our moral c ita<iels . 
Of't e n a x·an atic, himself 1' ull of inhi bitions and temptations, will 
1)roj ect his paranoiP. ideas upon whole groups of people who , because 
ol: their s i milar backgrounu s, easily catch his f anaticism. A 
.nowling mob may -proceed to censor and punish the off end ers against 
the social cod es. It is thus that many moral enthus i asts accom-
p lJ.sh t heir work. 'l'nese bana.s of ni.il.it·.ant moralists have the 
pass:Lve if' not the active support of thousand s of' people who feel 
:much as t h ey 6.o , even if' they would hes:L tate to assist J.n such 
direct action themselves. d 
1. Ki:mball .L OUn.g. Social :Psych ology. page 637 
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The plan of' the fanatic just outlined. is the path pursued by 
the religious zealot also. ~·anaticism , however, is inversely pro-
portional to the general education of a community. Vfnere the 
• stanciard.s a r e high ana many things of an interesting nature are 
pr·esent people haven 1 t the energy to get ciis t racted about any one 
. thing in particular . L~ppman1 shows this rather well: 11 'Nr1en an 
• 
ag~tator wishes -co start · a crLlsacie, a i·eligious revival, an in- · 
qu~s ition , or some sort or jingo excitement, the f urther he goe s 
i 'rom the center of modern ci vilizat~on the mor·e follovnng h e can 
a-ctract . It is ~n the back- wooO.s anci in· the hill-countr;y- , in 
Kitchens anu. in old men ! s clubs, that fanaticism can be kindled . 
'l ' 1e urban crom.i, if it has been uri) an for any length of time and 
has oecome used. to its environment , may be 1' ickle, fada.ish , ner-
vous , u n stable, ut it lack s the concentration of' energy t o become 
fi ercly exc teci f or any length of time about anything . At it s 
·v o r· st it ~s a raging moo , out it is not pers:Lstently f anatical • 
. .tler·e a r· e too many -Ghings to attr act :Lts attention 1·or it co re -
ma:tn preoccupieu. for long vfith any one thing . " 
Cons:tO.er tne terr·iole lengths the 0panish ~nqu~ ·si tion went to 
J.n . its · t rea-c,uent of the down- trodden J ew . 'rhe following account 
taken i' rom Draper 2 illustrates the immensity of i'anat.J.cism in 
carry ing out t.o.e u.og:mas of Rome: "But all these r'rightful atro-
ci tie s proved failures . Tne conversions were few . ·l'orquemaQa, 
therefore , insisted on the irn:.nedi ate banistm1ent of every unbap-
tized Jew . On March 30th, 141d2 , · the edict of expulsion was signed. 
• Walter Lippman . 
2 . Jol111 w. Draper . 
A Pref ace to ~orals. page 271 
History of the Gonf lict 6etween 
Religion and ScJ.ence. page 14'7 
• 
• 
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All unoapt:~.zed Jews , of whatever age, sex, or· conu.L GJ.on , were or -
d ered to leave the r e alm by the en<i of the f ollowing July . If 
tney revlsited :~.t , tney shoUlQ suf· 'er de~th . They mlght sell their 
effects and take the proceeds in mercnancii s e or bill s of exchange , 
out not in gold or silver . ~XJ.le<i thus sud<ienly from the land of 
the ir bir·c;n , the land of t[leir ance s tors f or hundreQs o.:f years , 
·t.hey coula. nut; in -che glutted market tnat arose sell vvhat they 
poses sed. . ~wbociy would purchase what coulQ be got . Lor nothing 
after July . ·rue Spanish clergy occupied. themselves by _pre &.ching 1 
in the puolic squar es sermons f i l led wi th cienuncia-cions against 
their victiilis , lho , when the time f or expatri ution crune , s waTined 
in the roaQ ana. til l ea. the air ·ii th their cries of a.ispair . .J.:,ven 
ti:1e Spanish onlooker s wept at the scene of agony . ·1·orque.mad.a, 
however , enforced ·cne ora.u1ance that no one shoula. aff'ora. t .1em any 
1 
help . ' Aga:~.n: 11 That it was an a c: t of virtue to deceive ru1d lie 
when , by ·cnat means , the int er·c:::~ t s of· the l..ihurch .might oe p romot ed. 
T.i.lat errors in religion , when maintained and. aciherea. to after 
proper acunoni tion , were punishable with civil penalties and cor-
por·al tortur·e s. l:(ot without astonishmen t can we look back at what , 
in tho se ti:tue s , Yvere popularly regarcied as crit eria of truti.1. 
Doctrine s - ( dogma) - were cons icier e O. as established by ·che number 
of" martyr•s who had professed. them, by mi:('ac.l e s , by the coni'ession 
of· ciemons oi lunatics , or o i' p e r•sons posses s eu of evil spirits: 
-chus , St . Alllbr·o s e , in his dispute with the .• rians , produced men 
possesse d by a.evils , who , on the app:eoach of the r e li.cs of' c e rtain 
martyrs , ackn6wle<iged , with loud crie s, that t;he ~ icene Cre e<i of 
1 . J ohn ;{ . Draper . h is ·t.ory of the vonfli c t .t:> e tween 
Religion and. uc ience . page ::;05 - 206 
• 
• 
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the . thl' e.e persons of the ..:.rouhea<i was true . .._)ut the Arlans cnarged 
hi 1 Ylith suborning these inferna l witnesses with a weighty bribe . 
Vnat~ means f or reasonable men ·co employ in the tr (" atment of 
their own race . It goes f urther than that . ..:n·other was r is e d up 
against brotner anu 1 atn'=' r against son. L'·anaticism leaus only to 
uestruction of ~,he uogma uei'enueu or 6.estruction, in the long run, 
of those employing this pr·oceuure . "'s 'l'litness , we no longer 
l 
countena~1ce th, 1 ollowing: 'In her condemnation oi ' the n.ei'orma-
tion the Ghurch carries into effect her iueas of" the subordination 
of reason to tru.th . J.n er eyes the r~.efornk-. tion is an impious 
heresy , l e ading to che abys s of' pantheism, materialism, and athe-
~sm, and. tending to ov e rthrow the very i ounua t::t.ons ~· f i.1.wna:n soci-
e-cy . ;)i.1e , theref ore , would restraJ.n tho se 1 restless spirJ. ts 1 who , 
.i 'ollowing Lu~cher, nave uphela the 'right; of ev ery man to interpret 
the Scr~ptures for himself . ' She asserts that it is a wicked e~ror 
to aOJaJ.t r·otestants to e qual political privileges ,,:i t r1 ·atholics , 
anci t11ac ·co coerce ·c~J.em and suppress them ~s a s acred. uu.ty ; ·and 
tha t i c ~s aoomin&ble to permit them to establish educ ~tional in-
sti t utions . ..fregory XVI cieb.ounce6. fr eeuom of conscienc e as an in-
sane f 'olly, and tne freecio:rtl oi' t .LJ..e press a pestJ.lent error, wJ.1.ich 
canno t 0e suff'lCl.ently uetested . ' 
An exc erp t along a somewhat difl er cnt line, but showing the 
., 2 
same manner of' the fanatic . is t a ken i 'rom u aggaru : 'Dowie was the 
fanatical leader of' a religious sect now located at ZJ.on City, a 
subu1·b of Gh:i. cago; .he was opposed to medical treatment and., in 
1 . John w. Draper . -~. ~s~:;ory of' the Gonf'lict .._j etween 
Religion and Science. page ~59 
2 • .rioward w. Haggard . D. D. D. pages 156 - 157 
.. 
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fact , to all scJ.ence; he taugnt that the world 1 as tlat . .;i e 
· writ es: 'I will ell t he story of a di ssec tlng-room where tne 
first touc:i.1. of -~.:le lancet 1nade the supposed corpse r lse f rom her 
• long tra nce ; and as the sight burs~ u )Oil h er oi' thos e ·outch ering 
s tu<ie 1t s w~ th trieir garment s staJ.nea. with bloo<i , st;anding around 
h e r , all aghast with f ear, holuing their knive s -in their hanus , 
• 
she re a lizeu. tne horrible f a ct that she h aci been carrl ed there f or 
a.issection , and she instantly died f'r om t he shock and t he wounds 
J.ni.lic t ea. by the u · kniv es--I t ell you this , that pollution, d amna-
tion , and hell are holuing high carnival there, and a yom1g man 
who escapes r'r·om that without lil'e-long injur·y i s only one in a 
large numb er.1 n 
To complete the stuay of fanaticism a shor·t exc e r·pt1 i 'rom 
Haggard. is used to show how h e aven ana. God. a r e constantly urawn 
into contruversial, fanatical vi ewpoints: "Joo attributed hJ. s 
suf'Jering t o the arrows o:L" t e AbnJ.ghty . .ooccacc:LO , in cie scribing 
a plague in r ·lorence i n 1348, ha13 ex.t:Jress eci the pr e ·· ai llng o elief 
as to the cause of such pestilence s. .i·1e says: 1 Such was t h e cru-
elty of ~eaven anci perhups of men , . that upwar·a. o1· 100 , oou souls 
perished J.n the c ity . ' Martin Luther said: 'Pest i lences, fev er, 
ana. ot:O.E:; r severe di seases are naught else than the a.evil ' s work . ' 
In 14 ';;~5 El!lperor I11aximilian i ssued an edict in which he stated that 
the 'new French disease' , syphilis, was an af'1' liction i' rorn u-od f'or 
the sins of' men . Two centuries later in .I:1 ew ~ngland Cotton luather 
saw in the sa.u1e ciisease a punishment • which the just Jua.gment of 
od. has reserveu r·or our late Ages '. The clergy of Scotland were 
quoted as mainta:t.ning that 1 smallpox -~ ~ a s b.Il. afl'lJ.ction I' rom J-od'. n 
1 . Ho ard w • .dagg ard . D. D. . D. page 187 
•• 
• 
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I . Dogma tism ana fanaticism are evluence oi' ul:le ins e CUl·lG J' 
of religion . ill1 expres s i on of do~ot. 
'l ·o-day is a a.ay of chanc; s . .t ractically every acc epc eo. belJ.ef 
of t1e past, every n ew idea of the pres ent , every opinion ventured 
un anJ s uu j ect is closelj' scru;:,inizea. i:illU valued f or W11:;,.t J. t is 
worth . · f it me asu:ees up to standaro.s set 0-y . enll~·c eneu people it 
ay ..... e r L; a in ea. 1. o r awhile . •when it outl i Ves i ts usefulness, it i s 
f o ·6 o ·c cen u.nd des·cru;y-ed . J.he t Lnnkine; individu al find s himself 
called upon a t all times to de1·end a posi ·cion which he may have 
. assUl11eu . 1 o longer can one rely upon the b e liefs of' his fathers . 
Ti me anci hi story :r•ecord too many instances ·of (!wrong enthrone<i and 
truth upon the scaf'I'olu . · Reasoning men to-day d emand to know , 
:ntn all tLle power or· tneJ.r intellect , the answei."' to countless 
lUules i1at i_,, ature ha::; secret ea. so long . 1(1ru1.y answe:e s !lave been 
i'OUilU ·oecause ruan has u.a:r•eo. to sea:r·c11. i·o • t:O.em . ·.roo or·ten J..n the 
past n.as :u1an heJ.a. -O<....C , tllinki!lg to clo otherwise was •flying in the 
r·ace oi" Provldence 11 • tlis searcning nas born much fruit so tn::...t no.w 
J.n many instances he may answer· PJ.late' s query: 1What is tr·utn'? 
rrne gat :C.~. e r:.t.ng together of the i'acts o:L' our world. ami I11aking them 
ana thei1• proof availa·ole f or• all to urink fr eely has lifted. a tre-
meno.ous buraen from the s h oulders of those who avail themselves of 
t:ae oppor·"{;uni ty . vlfhlle this has been done f or chose inciep eno.ent 
·souls · {tw a:r·e villing to thi nk and reason :Cor themselves on the 
oasis oi· all knowlecig e pr·esented; the change in ideas and. opinion~ . 
i1.as tnrown a new bura.en upon many honest inaividuals , ·cne bura.en of 
ueterminir~ Ior themselve s the best path to pursue • 
.Man 1 s development has been v ery slow . i,1ociern ulan , :cor all his 
11ew 1·ounci knowlecige, s tlll i.1as c.n in.her""n·t tenO.e.ncy to lean on s ome-
•• 
• 
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tiling , to believe in son1et£1ing; anyt!1ing wn:Lcll r·es ·ts or com:i:'ort s 
.~.1il1l mentally . ~ ecause o1· changes , lllall lS no long r sure oi .cn.mself' 
ana t.nis lS e spec .L a lly true in matte:r•s involving r· elie;:Lous iaeas • 
.t·n e J.. olJ.owing expresse s anu cievelOJ.JS t n ese :('ac t s: 1 'For• t11e mociern 
.dla:a ..,VL10 a as ceusecl to believe ,-- (religious oeliei's ) -- lt.aout ceas -
:Lng to iJe creu.ulous , hangs , · as it were , ·between heaven ana. ear tn , 
<:l:(.i.U l.S at rest nowrw r e . 1:n.ere is no theor;; o:i: the mea:uiHg c..na. 
value o1: events wnich he is compell ed to acc ept , out he is none che 
less compelled. to accept t.o.e events . Ther e i s no moral autnor·i t y 
to w.cnch ne must turn now , but tnere is coerclon ln op:.Lnlons, 
i'asi:aon.s ami r·aa.s . 'l1J:lere is Lor him no inevitable purpose in the 
u niverse , out chE- re are elaborate necesslties , physica.L , pol:.Ltic al , 
econowic . e 6.oes not f eel himself to b e an ac tor in a gr e<;lt ana 
ciramat:Lc ciestiny, out he is subject to t11e mass ive poVJers oi' our 
civilization, r'orc e a. to auopt the i:r· pace , oounu ·~o t h e i r· routine, 
entangled in their c onfli c ts . __ e can bel l eve what· he chooses aoout 
tl.1lS civi l ization. .,_ e cann ot , hoHever , esc ape the compul s ion o.r 
ruoa.e:t'i! evea s . 'J..:hey compel J.'li s bociy ano. his sen ses as r u thlessiy 
as ever u.ia. Ring or ..1:-':eiest . '.t' l1ey a.o not comp el his minu . 'H .l.ey 
1la.ve all ·che r·orce o_f natu:eal events , but not tneir maj E:~st;y · , all 
the ty:r.·d.nical powe:r.' o:c an.cle.i.lt instltutions , out none oi' tne l.r 
moral certaln·cy . 'vents aJ.' e t her e, ana. tney overyower hJ.l!l . .uut 
they o.o noi;; convinc e him that they have that ciignity whlch inneres 
in ·chat u-i:nch is necessary ana in ·che nature oi" -cnings • 
J.n tne olu o r cier the compulsions wer e o:ct en pauJ.l'ul , but there 
se.r1se ln the pain tha t v.r as l.l'lJ:'llcte<i by the -• .-ill of' an all -
knowing ~ou . In t 1e new oru.e:r: the compulsions are painf'ul ana. , t:A. s 
1 . ;_,~ alter• Llppman . A Prei'ace L, O 11or·als . P• ~ -10 . 
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it wer , accidental, unnecessary, wanton, and full of mockery. 
The modern man does not make his p ace with them. For in effect he 
has replaced nat1ral piety with a grudging endurance of a series of 
• unsa.nctified compulsions. Vhen he beli~ved t hat the unfolding of 
e11en·tas was a manifestation of the will of God , he could s y: Thy 
• 
will be don •••• In his will i s our peace~ But when he believes 
that eve:nt;s ar..., determined by the votes of a majority, t he orders 
of his bosses, the opinions o£ his neighbors , the laws of supp~y 
and demand, and the decisions of quite self ish men, he yields be -
cause he has to yield. He is conquered but unconvinced." 
And t hus we find that altnough man appears to be liberated 
fro!il the compul s ions and beliefs of :t.he past ·chat he is still very 
certs.in of just; what; to substitube in their place. He i nherently 
need and urge to obey something which will bring a sat-
i sfact ion not derived from mater i al possessions, but cannot be s at~ 
isf'ied or rema•in hones t in his endeavors if he clings t o the Old • 
. e feels the Old slipping f'rom his grasp and yet has li~tle of a 
angible nature t o put in its place. He may still attend church 
s a social outlet and as a means of keeping and meeting his many 
riends . Unconsciously ,howe1fer,he is apt to find himself at var-
· ance w·th the theology of the sel'nlon and to be constantly remin,.,. 
ed t hat he is not in agreement with t h e ideas expounded. Many mi n-
sters of to-day recognize that; this condition exists among their 
isteners. Some of them have become thoroughly modern and little 
s found in their sermons to compare with the hell .. fire and brime-
tone of t h e past . There is small comparison between the Methodist 
inister of to da-y with one of even_fifty years ago. Much,however 
s to be said in favor of this 
• 
• 
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moaern minister wno r ealizes that intellectual cnanges are golng on 
and. who uoes his best to conrorm and. help his rlock auring such 
transi tlon . Many prominent theologians are giving r' ine service in 
th:L s manner • 
Another class, hovyever, i'inuing prestige waning, ana. doubting 
t he reliability of their position ana what they have to oi'f 'er have 
gone to another extreme. This other extreme would. in6.icate a 
sense of' i' allure on their part and, at the same time, no little 
des i re to compensate for this f eeling of inferiority. I refer to 
those f anatic s who seize upon every opportunity to bolster what 
they believe by imposing their wills upon all who attempt to d is-
agr ee or lead their lives in their own way. Consider only one 
- l 
:cel'erence to by-gone uays bei'ore contrast ing the same spil'it from 
mouern times. 
" On the demanu oi' the spir itual authorlties, .or uno was re-
moved. f rom Venice to Rome, and confined in the p r lson o1' the In-
q"\J. i sit i on, accused. not only of being a heretlc, but also a heresi-
ar·ch , who ha6. written things unseemly concerning r eligion; the 
special c h ar ge against him being that he had taught the plurali ty 
or' worlcis, a doctrine repugnant to the whole tenoT· of Scripture 
and inimical to revealed r eligion, especially as :e c;;gards the plan 
oi' salvat i on. iU'ter an imprisonment oi' two y e a r· s, he was brought 
b efore his judges, declared guilty of the acts alleged , excorMaun-
icated., anci, on his nobly refusing to recant , was delivere<i over to 
t he secular authorities to be punist1ea 1 as 1nercif'ully as posslble, 
anu Wlthout the sne6.6.ing of his blood ', the horrible formula. Lor 
.1... J . • W. Draper. The Coni' lie t Between Religion 
and Sc::Lence. pages l ' /";:;~-l8Q . 
• 
• 
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uurni g a prisoner at the s t ake . Knowing w-el l t h a t though hi s 
-cor:ulentors mignt uestroy his body, his thoughts woulu st ill live 
runong men , h e said to J:ns judges, 1 Pernaps it i s ·with greater i 'ear 
tna t you p ass t:ne sente:c.~.ce upon me than I re ce ive J..t.• The sentence 
was cai·rJ..eu into ef:tect, and. he was ourne<i at Howe, F' ebr·uar y l6tn, 
A . D. lE:iv0 . 11 
1 Aga1n : 11 0n the basis ·oi' tlus VleW of tne structure ot tl:;Le 
worl<i - geocentric s y stem - great relit;lous systems 11av~ b een 
founu. ea , anu hence poweri'ul mat eri al interests h ave b een engaged. in 
its suppor t . 'l'lle se have resisted, sometimes by reso:ct1ng to blood- · 
sheu, at t"empts that have been made to correct its incontestable 
errors--.:::. r es i stan ce grounu.eu on the suspicion that t .ne loc dliza-
tion or' h e aven an.CI. hell anci the supreme v a l ue of man in the un1verse 
.wlgl1.t o e ai'i' ected . 11 
'i'n.e ev lei.e nce oi the insecurity o1' rel lgJ..ous beliefs as shown 
l n t.ne t vo gJ..ven ex cerpts.is balancea b y t 1e zeal of t ho s e wno ci.id 
all :Ln t :n.el i' power to stamp out those who cda. not coni"orm . Reason , 
justice, humarn ty , kinC:.ne s s a r e entirel.y ab sent in the treatttlent of 
such cases . I cieas, even i1' correct ana. proved. , against · the powers 
1n cont:eol were extremely a.angerous . G-oG. s ent .i.11s splrltual ~ue ss-
• 
ages arHi 1 evelation s t11rough man-mau.e anu. ruan-oper ateu. c .nannels • 
IIi any lilO r· alists wJ.. th relig ious t u:cns of' min d a r e oversci·upulou.s and 
se1.1.si ti ve . :rhey a re apt to suiTer f'l ... om corupuls io r~s. brml.6 ht aoout 
oy lapses . oi' tneir own 1.n the past, I'eli e.f i 'rom wnich is sought by 
f or c ing o thers to cio penance l'or them. Blue ·laws wo illci be en-
I 
i'orced by rig iG. , non-yielG.ing f anaticism masquer•aa.ing unci.er the 
l. J. 'N. Dr aper . History of the Coni.lict Between 
Religion anci. Sc ience. p age 150 
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guise of" u.plif t anu righteousness? People hav e a ureau oi' reform-
ers of t l::ns sort, seli'-appointeu doers of llo<i' s wili. 'l'oo or·ten 
n ave tney proved to be social menaces r~thc r than social benefits . 
.. Very oiten genuine public benefactions are discre<iited by them ciue 
to the pathological nature of their activities. :iow much good can 
• 
come of such actions as the f ollowing? May this warfare not call 
to the minas of people what an atheist is supposed to b e and poss~ 
~ b ly create by the application of . reason many more who aoubt the · 
l . 
effi cacy of old time religion? 11 A group o1' Connect icut men to-d ay 
f iled. papers of associatJ..on wi th the Secretary or· State i'orming the 
Alner·ican Assoclation i'or the l•li li~ant Gombattlng. of' At.tleism anci 
Communi sm. ThonLas S. McLagan, city ma r shal, and f ormer state 
commander of the disabled. veterans o.f the world war , is one or' the 
l eader s of the movement . 'l'hey plan a nation wiue campaign. " 
~ Aga~n; " The Rev. H. McAllister iiriff lths, i'unuamentalist ·. resby-
c e r1 an minister , intenus to car r y bef·ore the church ; s general 
a. s semoly a t ight to drive 1aod.ernists fr om the church. .Ln a sermon 
ye s t erday he demanded the resignations of eleven 1-'hi l adelphia 
p as t or s and callea upon the modernists to I orm a church of' t.i.leir 
own . 
Gla uning supp or t of' tne Pr esbyterian Leag u.e of F' a lth, whicii he 
saiu 1ncluded 1100 min~sters , he said, 'If we win, the mo6.ernists 
will .have to pack anu go. i' we lose , we shall have to establish 
a new church. 1 
He attacKed pad;icularly ·Ghe A.ubu.rn affirmation, an informal 
creed promulgated by the modernis ·Gs in l\124, which cal l eu for a 
1 . New York Evening Sun . 
2 . J:~ ew York Evening Sun. 
August 2 '/ , 1 '<1.52 
February 22 , 1932 
• 
liberal ~nterpj:e tation oi' five cioctrines w:nich the ..i" elle l· al Assembly 
ae:L'ined in l\:7~:::0 as essential to the wo:r·u oi G-oci ana our stanciaru.s~ 11 
And ai ter r eading one is apt to exclaL 1: 
Uli'l. e:r·ent all -~h~s lS i"rom t.t1e simplicity oi' Gnl~ ist . If .1.J.e was 
aole to u.raw :w.en to his siu.e , 1.t couldn • t have been by such tactics. 
"Forgive they brothbr seventy times seven, " He stateu. . Thls is 
good. psychology . after all hatred begets hatred an<i man is very 
human . Like a dog , he ~s apt to go with a kind 1uaster, but the 
teachings anu examples of prej udiceci men not conten-t; w~th scatter-
ing the flo ck are now belabor·ing each othe r with details which 
perish with the passage of time . 
1Barr1.ng oi' a theists calleci as witnesses l'rom test ll-ying J.n a 
criwinc..l tx·ial was uphelu to - uay by ·Ghe 0tate Supreme ·..iourt of 
Trenton , l . J . " Man has come a long way in his d E: v e lopment: one 
must continue to hope for the i'utul ·e . 
a . Leads to l'einl.'orcem~:> nt of inciivluual viewpoints by 
1larness1.ng t.Llem ·Go God 
Tae Rev . Dr . F . H. Knubel , p1•es1.uent oi' tne united Lut,_1eran 
1 C:r1Urcn J.n Amer 1.ca says : 11 ' ve have been too big . V/e have glven 
great power to our political lea6.ers , to o u r ban ing leaciers , to 
our business leaders , and we have i'orgot ten that u-od is bigger 
than any of us • 11 The Re -v· . Dr . Knubel made a very obvlous ooserva-
tlon upon some factors relative to our lowly economic status . Had 
he lert out the reference to ~od 1 s s~ze , something rather hard for 
• man to appr eciate , all would be well . unclou"btedly too muc:n power 
has been granteci some of our lea<iing men or perhaps , too little 
~ . New York Evening ~un 
Apr1.l 7 , 1902 
• 
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wise superv~s~on . In cm.y case we . are now poor , wher·e once we haci 
plenty , out lhr • ~ nubel woulci have us believe this to be an act o:f 
~od for f or getting how big r e is . Or perhaps the Dr . oelieves the 
~nclusion o1' -xod.' s name af ter a stat ement of l:ns --the Dr' s. --•:wulu 
lena. more weie:;ht to i t and make it impr es si '. e to hi s ne arers . when 
can man realize that wnatever t n e causes of our ups ana. a.o ,~ns , man 
~s re s vons lble r- or tr1em as h e wrestles wi th ·atur e . .L t is an ex-
press_on of infantilism to say that u-oa. sets us up or thrm; s us -
a.own any more than the uevil is re sponsible l or it . ;Je ao not 
know: we cannot tell . l.n· . Knubel is ent·or'cing i.1.is own oplnion by 
11arnessing Godto it . Again : 1 11 The present ciay economic u epress ion 
has been caused, accor<iing to li. oger W. Babson, a Dos ·ton statist i cian , 
oy deficient chur acter ln business men , uebt and lac k of sav~ng . 11 
This sounds reasonable and clear enough and undoubtedly has some- • 
thing to do with the matter . 'l' O continue: " As a solution he of -
i 'ered religious education and Sunday observance by business men to 
abolish baa character. 11 It would appe a r to be the poor c way of ob-
taining t he cies ired end . Suna.ay observance in days past hau some 
sense to it, when a man was r e quirecl. to work physically all week ; 
it provia.ed a r equirea. rest. '.L'o-day secientary occupa:cions a.ei11and 
outiscie ac tlv lties i'or h <:. a .Lth i s sak e . .again we 1'ind a very in-
t e lligent gentleman acivvcating the r e turn to r eligious me tnou.s as 
a m ans lor bet ·Gering economlc st a-cus. .Su1·ely tnere a r e coun tries 
on the earth where religious ea.ucation is i' anat~cally eni·orceu uu.t 
where the r e is little in the way of prosperity to recommend it to 
· r . Babson ' s c h arts . 
Mrs . lvl a r·tin \ • Li ttleton says: 2 11 'l'he uepr es sion is just anoth-
l . New i ork Evening Sun . May 18 , 1 932 
2 . lew York Evening Sun . October 30th, 1 932 
• 
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er link in the chain of evia.ence which is ful· lling L:>cr~ptural 
prophecies about the second. coming of Chr•J.st , of Ar•rnageuuon anti the 
l0v0 years of peace to follow. 1 I suppose she makes rei'e1•ence to 
the L:icr•ipture statement relative to tl~e " time of t1•ou.ol e s ud1 as 
there nev e r was since ti1ere was a nation. 1 People who think the 
present depression bad should read about conc:iitions of by-gone 
·days. 1:~ o one would be. willing to trade his present uay :O.oldlngs 
and aavantages with what was offered in old Salem a few yeru: s o ack 
or· what was obtainable in mediaev a l Europe . Of course, the sarne 
text has o-een available at any time but many to - day find it par-
. tJ.cular ly. applicable . ·.d le return of Ghr-ist anci a millennium of joy 
an<i happiness is an old top.ic but the day · and hour of r~i s r·eturn is 
known to "'~ J.ra alone . 
Hear how I>t ahatma u- andhi bolst ers h i s opinions relative to 
1 
western women. · Mahatma u. andhi went to a reception l a st night at 
the home of Laciy Astor-, but to-d.ay he disclosed that tne · gowns of 
the women guests causeet him to lowei• his eye s in shame . t Even in 
tr·opical J.nai a , where the temperatLne often r e aches 120 uegr•ees , 
women never• woulci u.ream of appearing on the streF:Jt s ~nalf aressed as 
tl:;!.ey cio in Lon<ion . We stern women are mad- with their own vanity . 
They ;~~ orship the god of i ' ashion . It is sacrilege r'.or tnem to al-
lovv beauty doctors to mar 'the faces -:.- od has given tnem, to pluck 
their eyebrows and distort their f' e atures . 1 11 What the E ahatma 
knows about clo thes is well known to those who 11ave stud.i ed him 
rec ently . 'l'O contrast the women ol' LonO.on with those of I ncua J.s 
unl-air to each class . llertainly to go about wit.i:1 much cloth~ng 
witll the thermome t e r at 120 doesn ; t show much sense and. the pic-
1 . i:ew York Evening :::>un ~ November 21st , 1932 
• 
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tur es of J.naian women show tha t t h eJ..r c lothing is l i g.nt and aciap t ed 
t o their conuitions. As f or• God g i ving women t heJ..r l'aces wl.'1ich 
each should respec ~ , it is r ather £ a r d to b e l ieve. Each f ace 
seems to b e a product of so many f actors. As f or d.ef"acing, the 
nd ian s h av e a habit of placing a mark upon the 1'ace to di st i n guish 
i t bef o r e al l men. .u ringing .. xod' s name into trivial matters such 
as uress, c us t om, hab J..t, e tc. is v er y poo r jud.gment and. shows a 
super1'icial cons J..dera .... J.on oL the matter at hand. i t is possJ..ble to 
resort ·co nany good arguments bo th "pro" and " con11 but very un-
nece s sary to mJ.x religi ous prejuuices in orde r t o COlue ·out on t op. 
J-;1 any of ' the laws upon ..:.he books o i" soc iety have .for Cf1.eir J,JUr-
J:)O s e tne protecti on of man. against h imself' e This i s gener a lly r·ec-
ogn .Lzed and the usef ullne s s oi' t h ese l aws or' Ul1.douuteu. me J.·J. c. .Ln 
d ef ense o1' them, however, of ten wh en no dei'ense i s needeci , we may 
o e t old t hat it i s the will of ~od. How of ten do we h e a r of J Oci's 
wi ll when some scheme to f ur i.; h er t h e i nter es t s oi nen is p r esented. 
00ns ider F'r eud: 1 ulnsecurity ol· lii 'e , an equal d anger 1·or all, now 
u n i te s men in'co one soc i e t y , which :c orbiu s t 11e irwividual ·co kill 
anu re s orv es to itself' the right to kill in the n ame oi ' so c ie ty the 
man who v iol t::ces this prohibition. Th is, then, is justice and. . 
punishment. 1e do not, however; tell others of' this r a:i... ~onal o a s1.s 
1'or tne muru.er prohio J.. ci on; we d eclar e , on t he contrc...ry, t .i:1a t 
..:rod is its author. 'l'hus, making bold to divine his int en t i ons, we 
f ind tha t he h as rio wish, eit~er, f or men to exterminat e each 
other. ' 'ro continue the same line of r easoning a i evw excerpts are 
2 taken i'rom another source. ' They are unpatriotic. Not a soul of 
1. Sigmund F r eud . 
2 . D. M. Conright . 
Fut ure of an Illusion. P• '7 1 
Seventh Day Ad.vent ism 
Renounc ed. pag e 147 
• 
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them, man o r woman, in fie ld or hospital , lif ted. a finger to aid i n 
put ting a.own the rebellion of slavery. 'rhey .stayed. at home and. 
f ound faul t. See Mrs . Whit e's .testimonies , Vol. I pages ~53 - 868 . 
I f a man had gone to war he would have been expell ed fr om the 
chur ch , f or Mrs. White forbade it . Hear her : • I was shown that 
God ' s people--the Seventh Day Adventlst s--who ~e his peculi ar 
treasur~ e_, cannot engage in this perplexing war , f or i t is opposed 
to every principle of their f aith.• " All stated here , with the ex-
c eption oi' divine revelation , could. pass muster , but Hhen h e r 
wishes are bac ked. by \That God has shown t o her alone , the rein-
i 'orcement of p r i vate opinion by claiming alliance with God is 
shown . Again: 1 11 I w·as shown that the commandment s of l.iOd ana the 
. 
t es timony of J-esus Christ, relating to the · shut door , could not be 
separated . I saw t hat the mysterious s igns a nd wonders ana fal se 
ref'ormations would i n c rease and spread . The ref'ormations t hat wer e 
shown me wvere not reformations i'rom err·or to trut.i:l 1 out from bad to 
worse , i 'or thosE! who p:eof es sed a c hange of" hear t 11.aa. only wrapped 
.about cnem a l' eligious garb , mich covered up the inlquity or' a 
wickeo. hear t . Some appeared to h ave :C' c all y been conver t ed so a s to 
d.ece:i.v e G-od 's people , but if t11eir heart s could. b e seen tJ:1ey would 
appe ar as black as ever. My accompanying angel bad. e me look Lor the 
t r ava::t..l o1" soul f o r s inner s as used to b e. I l ooked , b ut could not 
see it , f or the t ime r or their salvation i s past . " 
Here is a drive agai ns t all who d o not look at things as iVIrs • 
White wishes them t o O.o. Here a threat oi' e tern al damnat ion . l:.. ere 
God an<i uis angel s showing this poor woman the way. Again.private 
l . D. M. Conright . 
Seventh Day Au.ventism Renounc ed 
page 132 
• 
• 
opinions and belief' s harnessed to God to make them all-eff ective 
t o a gullible people . 
Another excerpt1 shows how a preacher oi' the gospel , 1' incling 
people unwilling and slothi'ul in f ollowing the adv i ce or· the church 
takes ref uge and strength fr om l.Tod's . willingness to wait for man . 
One of ~od 1 s usages ~ of providence is in his patience with 
. men . Li s willingness to . wait while tney test their self -su1'fici -
ency, only to find it wanting . 1 God waits,' Dr . v1o1'iett said . 
'When nations or i ndividuals go wrong , ... .Le uoes not say, .L am uone , 
as so many or' us would . • 11 A psychological interpretation leads to 
the belief that -Dr . Moffett upbraids his f ollowers and o thers for 
I bei~g so slow to h earken t o righteousness . 'I'o do so directly , how-
ever , would be .fatal , so the good Doctor uses a handy methoa of 
slant-wise suggest i on to bolster his own opinion. J. ... e inf e·rs that 
God nas great patience thereby giving ample opportunity f or all to 
come to tillle . r here is just a gentle reminder that to do so vrould 
oe cons idered· a~ excellent idea. 
1'o complete this phase of the work a clipping i' rOl.tl a 1~ ew Yol' k 
paper2 shows how the viewpolnt of a certain O.r-y :t.s bolstered and 
, 
strengthenea in hls own signt , oy br·inging :t.n t he .ulole and t.ne 
s ou.l . "To the What Do You Think E<iitor -- Sir: You.r page lately · 
contalned a letter so bristling with uam.na:cion of tne demon rum 
and all his cohorts t h at I f"ully expected to see the signature oi' 
·cne Anti-Saloon Leagu.e at its end. , ·but alas~ it. 1as Slgneci wit.n 
the comparit ively familiar ini tials D. c. 
Th e writer severely tak es to task a la<iy wet I ' or· not having 
1 . New York Evening Sun . 
8 . rew York Evening Sun. 
October 16 , 1902 
April 23 , 1~02 
• 
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read the Bible and thus ascertaining the harmful effects of alcohoi 
upon the soul, and he also, with great righteous indignation, holds 
up a man for censure because he h as not read any physiology and so 
has not learned that alcohol even in small quantities is a poison. 
As to the first imputation, the one about the soul and the 
Bible, this writer will confess that he is equally guilty with the 
lady in question in that he knows nothing about it. The Bible has 
always impre ss~d me as a beautiful and woeful fairy tale. As to 
the soul, I am so bold as to assert that D. C~ knows just about as 
much as I do, which is exactly nothing. tt Disregarding any good 
points in favor of prohibition, it is foolhardy to quote scripture 
as a reason or non reason for being a "wet" or a 11dry". Resorting 
to such tactics is mer ely a means for making an opinion more valid 
by backing it with another opinion which many believe to be less 
valid. It shows that those who do so are convinced that ~here is 
not enough merit in the arguments as presented, hence an attempt 
is made to harness them to a higher power in order to command 
respect and obedience. at one time in history, this was the ac-
cepted manner or procedure: to-day, r e ason has eliminated such 
foibl es. 
b. Revelation is opposed to reason. 
Possibly mucn of our belief in di vine revelation, if traced to 
its source, can be attributed to the Biblical statements • 1 "Al~ 
Scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for 
doc~rine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteous -
ness." Again from John: 2 "For the Word came not by the will of 
1. IITimothy IIIChap. 16 Verse 
2. IJohn IChap. 1 Verse 
• 
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an, but holy men of old spake as they were moved by the Holy Spirit~ 
he opening verses of' fievelation tell the story of John upon the 
sle of Patmos. The language used is of such a nature as to make a 
eep impression upon any individual reading them. 1 '1 The Revelation 
f Jesus Christ which God gave unto him, to shew unto his servants 
hings which must shortly come to pass; and he sent and signified 
t by his angel unto his servant John. Who bare record of the word 
r God, and of the testimony of Jesus Chris~, and of all things 
saw. Blessed is he that readeth and they that hear ~he 
ords of this prophesy and keep those things which are written 
therein for the time is at hand.n 
If one is to follow the dictum of Luther, and interpret mean-
ings for oneself, as many opinions and beliefs would spring up as 
interpreters. The Catholic church recognizing this fact and wish-
ing to assume a control and importance formulates the following .2 
"The Holy Mother Church holds that God can be known with certain.ty 
by the natural light of human reason, but that it has also pleased 
Him to reveal Himself and the eternal decrees of His will in a 
supernatural way. This supernatural revelation, as declared by the 
Holy Council of 'l'rent, is contained in the books of the Old and New 
Testament, as enumerated in the decrees of that Council and as are 
to be had in the old Vulgate Latin edition. These are sacred be-
cause they were written under the inspiration of the Holy Ghost. 
f 
They have God for their author, and as such have been delivered to 
the vhurch. 
1. Revelation I Chap. Verses 1-3 
2. Conflict Between Religion & Science by Draper 
p. 346 
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•: And, i n order to restrain restless spirits, who may give 
erroneous explanations, it is decreed --renewing the decision of the 
ouncil of 'l·rent-- that no one may interpret the sacred Scriptures 
• contrary to the sense in which they are interpreted by Holy Mother 
hurch, to whom such interpretations belong." 
• 
The purpose of such a restriction is fairly obvious for with 
its withdrawal would ensue a weakening of the Church which would 
never be condoned. So much for the apparent sanctity of revelation 
from a biblical viewpoint. It is suf.ficient for the believer, in 
f act one text alone is usually enough. Much doubt, however, has 
arisen f'rom time to time as to the authenticity of the Scriptures 
i n general and of rievelation in particular. The coming of' science 
has done much to weaken the bonds which heretof'ore held countless 
illions in willing obedience. While science, which is the applica-
tion of reason to the solving o'f' every possible di.ff'iculty which 
arises in man's path, has weakened the bonds of revelation and 
r eligion, it has offered no substitute f'or divine intervention in 
t he a.ffairs of men. Those men who have thrown aside their .former 
elie.fs, as no longer tenable, have done so with no rejoicing, but 
are now trying to interpret honestly the .facts of' life applying 
reason as the solvent rather than mysticism. 
i o an impartial observer, one who seeks out the facts of life 
with the willingness to throw overboard all preconceived notions 
a disturbing situation arises the moment reason and revelation come 
together. Revelation deals with mysteries, with the unknown, with 
those things f'or which man has sought eternaily for an answer. 
Those who seek for the answers through revelation usually seek 
-68-
swers to the mysteries of life f rom a religious · ie -;point . They 
no interest whatsoever with the work of science, may even 
it as contrary to uod's Will. Now reason deals with facts. 
.. t he following excerpt from Draper 1 shows that revelation is op-
• 
posed to reason and that the application of the latter to the solu-
t ion of the former invariably results in disbelief of revelation as 
a potent factor in the solution of our daily affairs. nFor objects 
to present themselves under identical relations to. different pers.ons, 
they must be seen from the same point of view. In the instance we 
are now considering, the religious man has his own especial station; 
the scientific man another, a very different one. It is not for 
either to demand that his coobserver shall admit that the panorama 
of facts spread before them is actually such as it appears to him t o 
be. 
The Dogmatic vonstitution insists on the admission of this 
postulate, that the Roman Church acts under a divine commission, 
specially and exclusively delivered to it. In virtue of that great 
authority it requires of all men the surrender of their intellectual 
convictions, and of all nations the subordination of their civil 
power. 
But a claim so imposing must be substantiated by the most un-
impeachable credentials; proofs, not only of an implied and indirect 
kind, but clear, emphatic, and to the point; proofs that it would b e 
impossible to call in questions. 
'l'he Church, however, declares that she will not submit her 
claim to the arbitrament £f human reason; she demands that it shall 
-· I . John William Draper' • . Conflict Between Religion 
and science. p . 354. 
• 
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e at once conceded as an article of faith. If this be admitted , all 
her requirements must necessarily be assented to, no matter how 
bitant they may be. 11 
Reason immediately recognizes the fact that scores of religi ons 
this one apparently is the only one di 1inely inspired 
ch must be accepted. MOre .thobbing. 
Again: Reason and Science turn away from the incomprehensible 
and agree with the maxim of Wycliff "God forceth not a mt:tn to be-
lieve t hat which he cannot understand. " Revelation seems to have 
been particularly weak in the following instance. 111 J.~otwithstanding 
· h is infallibility, which implies omniscience, his Holiness did not 
forese e the issue of the l''ranco-Prussian War. Had the prophetical 
talent been vouch safed to him, he would have detected the inoppor-
t uneness of the acts of his council. His request to the King of 
Prussia for military aid to support his temporal power was d~nied. 
-_rhe excommunicated King of Italy, as we have seen, took possession 
of nome. A better papal encyclical, s'&rangely contrasting with the 
courteous politeness of modern state papers, was issued November 1, 
1870, denouncing the acts o!' the Piedmontese court, 'which had 
followed the council of the sects of perdition'. In this his tloli-
ness declares that he is in captivity, and that ne will have no 
agreement with oelial. He pronounces the greater excommunication, 
with censures and penalties, against his antagonists, and prays for 
' the intercession of the immaculate Virgin Mary, mother of God, and 
that of the blessed apostles .Peter and .Paul." 
A thoughtful man, \Y i t h 'the necessary his Gorichl. background can-
1,:-'-Jol:in Willita.J."11 Draper . Conflict Between Religion 
and science. p . 352 · ' 
• 
•• 
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not b e impressed by the foregoing claims an.d cannot b e blamed f or 
:,:orsa.king the claims of revelation and religion for those so clearly 
1 demonstrated by reason. He cannot accept the following statement: 
11 In as much as man depends on God as his Lord, and created reason is 
wholly subject to uncreated truth, he is bound when God makes a 
r evelation to obey it by faith. This faith is a supernatural virtuey 
and the beginning of man's salvation who believes revealed things to 
e true, not for their intrinsic truth as seen by the natural light 
reason, but for the authority of God in revealing them. But, 
evertheless, that faith might be agreeable to reason, God willed to 
join miracles and prophecies, which, showing forth his omnipotence 
and knowledge, are proofs suitable to the under~tauding of all. 
have in Moses and the prophets and above all in Christ. No 
• 
be justified without this faith, nor shall anyone unless he 
ersevere therein to the end, attain everlasting life." 
It has l.)een a tremendous struggle through the Ages for a small 
ercentage of men to throw off the shackles and rely on reason and 
ven here we do not always find an equitable distribution of reason. 
t seems to dominate the scientific attitude, but even scientists 
ometimes abandon reason when the laboratory doors close behind them. 
2 
"science is the one activity in which man displays himself as a 
ruly rational creature. In everything else, philosophy, theology, 
olitics, reason is usually the handmaid to prejudice. But it would 
ppear that this dispassionate rationality of science is hardly won 
d precariously maintained. Outside the laboratory the scientist 
1. The Dogmatic Constitution of the Catholic Faith. 
2. J. W. N. Sullivan (statement) 
• 
•• 
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usually shows h imself as simple, as c1•edulous , a s i rr ational as any 
ther man." 
To terminate this topic, Revelation as opposed to Reason, I 
s.ubmit two statements taken from a public di scussion between Judge 
!cGoorty and Clarence Darrow. 1 "It is the Catholic church which 
etermined the authenticity of the Bible and clothed it with divine 
Ghrist's church throughout all the ages has safeguarded 
he Bible and the doctrine of faith contained therein: she has 
encouraged its reading by her followers, under the direction of the 
Without such supreme authority there could be no organic 
ity. Christ's church must be one in faith, sacraments, sacrifice, 
overnment, and one in her own past. Which other churches of the 
orld answer these essentials?" 
"Clarence Darrow said that he was an agnostic as to the question 
God because he thought it impossible 'for the human mind to be-
ieve in an object or thing unless it can form a mental picture of 
uch ob j ect or thing. I feel that the origin of the universe will 
ever be known to man', said the lawyer. 'The Christian says that 
he universe could not make itself, that God made it, but the 
_uestion immediately arises, ~Yho made God? Did he always exist, or 
r as there some power back of that? Did he create matter out of 
J othing, or is his existence coextensive with matter? The problem 
s still there. ~!hat is the origin of it all?' 
'As to the soul, all people may believe or disbelieve. Every 
ne knows the origin of the human being. If there is a soul, what 
s it, where did it come from, where does it . go? Can anybody who is 
1. The Detroit Free Press. Sunday , Dec. 11, 1932. P • 7 
• 
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uided by his reason possibly imagine a soul independent of a body, 
r the place of its residence, or the character of it, or anything 
oncerning it? Not one scrap of evidence exists to prove any such 
thing. Fear of God is not the beginning of wisdom, but 
he death. Doubt leads to investigation, and investigation is the 
eginning of wisdom.' u 
And so to rely too much or at all upon the things revealed to 
en is a waste of time. Each religion has a ·special agent ap-
ointed by the Lord to interpret for the followers the Will of the 
To doubt is sin, and the fear of eternal damnation has re-
trained many when doubts come into the mind. Reason, however, is 
undermining the props of revelation . 
• Gives rise to supernaturalism as an explanation • 
Since most of the religions . ()f our little world are based, 
omewhere along the line, upon revelation, it makes it rather nat-
ral for the supernatural to take its place as the explanation of all 
hings which are not readily explained in natural law. To all those 
and happy in their beliefs, it is not necessary to search 
for an answer. They have it already. Each supernatural 
xplanation is accepted eagerly and without inward doubts. Spir-
tual contl~ol due to strong emotional urges makes of doubts "treason 
God" • 
The supernatural, however 1 CallS for- :.faith; :f or its a~ceptanc:· ~ 
and belief' •. The trully devout require the knowledge that all is 
ell in the future life as well as that of the present. Since 
either hu..man kno ledge nor science to-date can offer ac ceptable 
• 
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explanations, recourse to supernaturalism is had. M~n likes to 
now that a great power, high er and above anything under the control 
· f.,.. men, is availabler through revelation to those who seek to know • 
I Seek and ye shall find; knock and it shall be opened unto you." 
he supernatural is satisfying explanation to all who accept the 
IV'Orks of revelation. As Lippmann says 111 Popular religion requires 
he disposition to believe that behind the visible world of physical 
bjects and human institutions there is a supernatural kingdom from 
hich ultimately all laws, all judgments, all rewards, all punish-
ents, and all compensations are derived." 
"The popular religion rests on the belief that the kingdom is 
~ objective fact, as certain, as definite, and as real, in spite of 
ts invisibility, as the British Empire; it holds that this faith is 
ustified by overwhelming evidence supplied by revelation, unim-
eachable testimony, and incontrovertible signs." 
Since, to the devout, this supernatural kingdom actually exists , 
t is very easy to understand and interpret the actions of many 
J riends of orthodox religion. It explains the zeal of the mission-
l ry. One cannot help but think of Livingstone and Stanley. Nothing 
firm belief in the great supernatural kingdom coupled with the 
to save poor heathens into that kingdom, could have upheld 
It explains the Crusades and what those who suppor ted them 
In modern times the influence of believers is strongly felt 
tt · n much of our uplift work as well as the for e ign mission fields. 2 
obviously to one who believes that the world is a theocracy, 
• A Preface to Morals, by Walter Lippmann. P• 143 
2. A Preface to Morals, by Walter Lippmann. P• 144 
• 
• 
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he problem is how to bring the strayed and rebellious masses of' man-
{ind back to their obedience, how to restore the lost provinces . o£ 
od the invisible king." 
The supreme belief, by faith, in a supernatural kingdom is no 
here better illustrated than in the continued adherence to Uhrist 
s the Son of God, and that the supernatural shall be made manifest 
y the coming of Christ and the end of the world. An excerpt from 
arnes shows that the power of Christ's whole message hinges upon 
. he fulfillment of supernatural beliefs held by orthodox religious 
1 
odies. "Perhaps more illuminating is the reluctance of even many 
' eligious Radicals to surrender a traditional view of Jesus and to 
reat him as they would any other secular religious teacher. One of 
he most courageous and straightforward books which has been written 
n our generation on the religious problem is the work of the dis-
inguished radical clergyman, John Herman Randall and his son, the 
rilliant philosopher, John Herman Randall, Jr., entitled Religion 
and the Modern World. We find the authors proclaiming that 'Jesus 
~r as beyond question a great moral genius ••••• He stands out as a 
upreme ethical teacher, perhaps the grea~est in our tradition'. 
et the authors proceed immediately to what is, so far as the writer 
s aware, the most devastating brief ·demonstration of the· essential 
rrelevance of Jesus' teachings iqr the modern world. Among other 
J hings they point out that: 'The teachings or Jesus are intelligible 
J nly in the light of his belief in the supernatural Messiah and the 
dataclysmic coming of the Kingdom of God•." In other words, the 
I 1ormation in the minds of men of the supernatural as a potent factor 
1. ~vilight of Christianity, Harry Elmer Barnes. p. 384 
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in our daily lives, removes from men the burden of a t r oub lesome 
question for which, apparently, there is no answer. ThroUgh wishful 
t hinking man has projected his longings and hopes into the great be-
yond. A powerful mental mechanism to bring peace, into all too 
troubled lives, is thus effected • 
-76-
I I - Conservatism. '!'he Age-long F'ight Against lihange. 
ttBring up a child in the way he should go, and when he is old he 
• not depart from it • 11 This statement from Scripture shows what 
• 
and still is considered the proper thing to do in the rearing of 
uert ain lessons to be learned, certain truths never ~o be 
estioned, certain paths from which one must . never deviate in order 
t o attain that realmof perfect bliss. A powerful religious body is 
own to make the statement: 11 Give us the child until the age of 
s even, to ensure proper religious training". What is the purpose be-
ind the two given statements? Many arguments can be brought to bear 
out the advantages of carrying out these two demands. Most p arents 
fight most strenuously any attempt to in~erfere with their pri-
vate judgment in what should or should not be done in t he r ear.l.ng and 
teachi ng of their children. ~ince no one knows ali the answers, this 
is just as well. One point which stands out, however, is the fact 
at the originators of the two statements evidently know the psycho-
gical fact that " as the twig iS bent so shall the tree growa. They 
em it of fundamental importance, that in order to control the man 
o e must first control the child , in order to wield society into an 
o lig ing, coherent whole, capable of being swayed by censored news, 
pable of being exploited again and again, capable of losing all 
wer of reason at the snap of the whips of war, it is just n~;:::cessary , 
an early age, to lay the ground work. And what a groundwork it is , 
be sure. Outside of those th1. ngs which all .concede as good, we 
ve Nationalism --a doubtful asset, a blind unreasoning patriotism, 
a :: My Country Right or Wrongu fever which thoughout the world has 
ough t much sorrow and suffering , direct and indirect. We have de -
--
• 
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religious dogmas of var i ous sorts and of such nat ure to ex-
obviously fake dogmas of all other religious adherents. 
other doubtful asse t is herewith pres ented. vihy the great urg e of 
ach nation to control the thou·ght:s and direct the thinking of its sub-
jects? Vlhy the desire to teach doub tful statemen~s for truth? Ev-
idently the desire is to control, to preserve the present regime 
change, to conserve the power both politically and religious-
in the hands of the f ew. The desire is to guard against all 
c ang e , to preserve unharmed the beliefs, thoughts, and opinions 
' anded down by tradition on a non too secure foundation. 
' 1 An excerpt brings out the peculiar situat i on which has arisen 
especiall y during the last seventy-five years. It shows how modern 
s ience has developed a tremendous gulf between the forces of conser-
vati sm representing traditional opinion and belief on the one hand and 
• atural science and technology on :the other. li The greatest danger 
ich faces contemporary civilizati on is the alarming discrepancy be-
een our natural science and technology and our opinions and social 
stitut i ons. modern civilization is like a man with one foot 
s rapped to an ox-cart and the other to an aeroplane. This sort of 
s tuation cannot continue indefinitely. Unless we are able to bridge 
e gulf and bring our thinking and institutions up to-date, the 
timate collapse o~ civilization is inevitable. At present, ~ar £rom 
c osing this gap, the tendency is for the divergence to become ever 
re extensive and notable. vUr technology is progressing with dizzy 
s eed, making more remarkable strides each year than ever before. At 
same time, the forces of conservatism, which endeavor to obsti·uc~ 
1. Tvlilight of Christianity. page 22 
Harry Elmer Barnes . 
• 
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progress in opinions and institutions, seem to b e gettlng st:i'onger 
by day. The outlook, then, is one which is far from being con-, 
to easy going optimism." 
Conservative forces in all lands, especially those dealing with 
eligion have resisted most strenuously all things and knowledge of 
character which didn't agree directly with accepted notions then 
eld as valid. Even to-day this force is ever at work. Be the 
J atter birth c~ntrol, divorce, intermarriage, evolution, · freedom l'or 
ntellectual progress unencumbered by preconceived opinions, the 
conservatism are constantly on the war path seeking to 
and contro.L. ihe reading of the daily papers shows the 
ide field which conservative religious bodies, suffering. from prej-
seek to control and remake. I n every way conservatism has 
its own ends. vne other statement 1 . serves to show the op-
osition to which advances were subjected. 11 The ecclesi~:~.stical 
uthorities had recognized, from the outset of th1s scientific in-
asion, t hat the principles it was dissemina~ing were aosolu~ely 
rr~concilable with the current theology. virectly and indirectly, 
hey struggled against it. So great was their detestation of ex-
erimental science, that they thought they had gained a great advan-
the Accademia del Gimento was suppressed. ~or was the 
entiment restricted to vathol1ci~m. When the Royal Socie~y or ~on-
on was rounded theological odium was directed against it with so 
rancor that, doubtless, it would have been extinguished had not 
Char les II given it his open and avowed support. It was accused 
an intention of 'destroying · the established religion, of injuring 
I. Conflic t Between Science and Religion 
J oh n Willia:ra Dr aper. p . 307 
• 
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he universities, and o£ upsetting ancient and solid learning'• We 
have only to turn over the pages of its transactions to discern how 
uch this society has done for the progress of humanity." 
Power and wealth lodged in the hands of the few have caused to 
e built up what is known as conservatism. Religion and dogma became 
valuable ally, since by this means all malcontents and others who 
ight fight for the overthrow of accepted beliefs were made, instead, 
he supporters of the few. Conservatism, as opposed to radicalism, 
s to be ·preferred.. When, however, it uses unjust means to bolster· 
utworn and outlived traditions and opinions, recourse to a more 
iberal trend should be had. 
A. The Effort to Maintain the "Status Quo" Has Resulted in 
Much Controversy. 
It is only natural that the world cannot stand still. It is al-
o true from the study of progress that man cannot remain the same 
entury after century. Change after change is forced upon men 
they will or no. New knowledge, new ideas, new thoughts are 
onstantly supplanting the old. Man must go forward or back. He 
annot, especially in this day, remain long unchanged. Delving into 
11 available knowledge and creating new fields of scienti£ic search, 
an has so widened the horizon of attainment that to remain up-to-
ate one must need return to school at all ages. Hence, it is a 
ery obvious thing that those forces endeavoring to maintain the old 
rder of dogma and belief must constantly exert themselves to do so. 
I t is equally obvious that the attempt to do so has brought much con-
troversy to many folks, in many communities, in many lands. The 
• 
• 
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ollowing statement shows the attempt, against rising opposition to 
aintain the ·"status quo". 
"Berlin, November 27. The dissensions raging in the German 
lutheran Church, with its accompanying variations in creed and hristianity, increased to-day with another statement from Bishop udwig Mueller, head of the church in Germany. 
11 Aside . from differences over theological dogmas, the most tan-
ible issue in the controversy is the demand for the resignation of 
tshop Joachim Hassenfelder, who is both church bishop of the Berlin d Brandenburg diocese and secular head of the so-called German hristians • 
. 
11 In his statement to-day Bishop Mueller declared that the church 
octrines based upon the Bible and the creed mus~ be maintained and 
hat Nordic, or Nazi Christianity cannot be tolerated. The latter i s 
he radical element which Bishop Hassenfelder is ·inclined to favor 
d which wishes to discard the Old Testament and the cross. 
"Bishop Mueller is still refusing to call a meeting o.f the Synod , 
iJ here the controversy might be fought to a .finish. 
"The Lutherans are divided into a hundred groups, which are hold-
ng meetings, issuing statements and making varying demands on to 
h at should be done. Some demand the resignat ion of all the bishops 
were elected by the German Christian elements under Government 
d political pressure, from the Rev. Dr. Mueller down • 
"That the government has lost control over the Church and tP,e 
Ierman Christian organization is disintegrating becomes clearer ally." 
1. N.Y. Evening Sun. Nov. 27, 1933. 
• 
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Here the evidence is clear. The ef fort to maint ai n ndoctrines 11 
ased on the .Dible and the creedrr is being opposed by more liberal 
· hristians. These prefer the elimination of outmoded teaching s. The 
overnment in trying to aid has quickened the trouble with the result 
hat bonds are disintegrating. The hundred branches of Lutheranism 
. how only too well the diversity of opinion in the minds of the ad-
erents. The effort to maintain the former things is undergoing con-
iderable revision. 
A second excerpt1 shows the feelings of one individual who, 
ealizing tha~ men are seeking new fields, makes an appeal for the r e-
urn to the fold. He also shows that business and stocks can be bol-
tared by the demands of religion. "Sir: What has become of our 
ational morality? washington once said: 'Reason and experience for -
id us to believe that national morality can prevail where religious 
rinciples are excluded.• 
"But regardless .of that more than seventy percent of Americans 
j ave no religious principles, they do not try to kill godlessness, 
niqui ty, ignorance, oppres_sion, dishonesty, failure, indifference 
r superstition. 
"They do not vivify religion, wisdom, morality, character, hon-
sty, progressiveness, enthusiasm or manliness. The present demor-
lized condition of the stock market and the low index figure of 
usiness conditions, as shown in your charts, prove that America has 
ailed. 
" Can we forget this failure ·and come back to our old religious 
rinciples? What's the answer to these questions?" 
I. N. Y. Evening Sun. April 19, 1933. 
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nere is an hones t quer y. It is very doubtful , however , that a 
- eturn to old time religion would settle anything. They had their 
roubles back there the same as we do now. The manifestation of 
' 
ore honesty and integrity would help business dealings, but the se 
an be arranged without recourse to religion. 
Heretics are usually those not in sympathy with accepted relig-
on.of the day. They are always in the minority. For opposing the 
owers that be, consider the following statement made by the abbot 
f Citeaux. The Albigenses were being hunted down with fire and 
word in southern France by Amalric, the pope's legate commander 
1209). The crusaders fell first upon Beziers. The garrison essayed 
sally, but were driven baclc in a rout, and the catholics swarmed 
n. 'l'he town was at their mercy, but whom should they strike? How 
ell the heretics from the faithful .? The problem was put up to the 
bbot. He solved it promptly. "Kill them alll God will easily 
ecognize his own•'! · That same spirit still survives to-day in many 
f man's dearings with man. Subjection is what is demanded; sub-
ection to organized powers, both religious and political. 'l'ry to 
ssue an honest opinion during the hysteria of war. If the opinion 
aries with what is desired, its maker is in danger. Man goes to 
r e at lengths to maintain accepted tradition. 
The followingl rrom Spain, a country long torn by r eligious 
ontroversy, shows that enlightenment at last is weakening the bonds 
f religious conservatism • 
• 
Madrid, January 15, 1933. "The Jesuit order plans a legal fi gh t 
gainst provisions of the new republican Constitution calling for 
1. N.Y. 5vening ~'un. Januar y 15, 1933. 
• 
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issolution of the Jesuits~ 
"The Jesuits will contend that Article 26 of the vonstitution, 
providing for the dissolution of those orders which demand four 
anonic vows, does not apply to their order, as Jesuits take only 
hree vows. 
"Religious riots in Spain last ye ar were featured by attacks on 
esuits institutions. \Vhen the new government separated church and 
tate, it provided for a ban on educational and commercial activities· 
f religious orders." 
Even the clergy is changing. 'l'he preachers: of to-day have 
edified greatly their views from those of previous generations. 
·rom time to time, however, some leader calls for a halt and a rig-
1 
rous return to established orthodoxy. London, J a.nua.ry 5. ;;The 
rchbishop of ua.nterbury, commenting on what he described as the 
increasing laxity on the subject of marriage' in the Church of Eng-
and, today enjoined the clergy to exercise care in authorizing mar-
ceremonies and outlined a series of questions to be answered by 
ouples before banns are published. 
rr clergy-.men, he said, should solemnize no marriage for •any per-
who has previously been married and divorced, if the former hus-
wife is still alive•. Neitner, he said, should they marry 
yone who has n ot been baptized. In that case, he explained, a 
ivil marriage in the registrar's office is available" etc • 
Of course, the church has a .right to set and uphold its own 
to refuse to marry a couple, however, who h ave not been bap-
savors of the same spirit, which demanded the baptism of 
1. N.Y. Evening Sun . January 5, 1933 . 
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children who died within their mother's bodies. Crude instrv~ents 
I 
wr re devised to that end. No matter what the suffering of the mother , 
t e soul of the child must be saved at all costs. The maintenance of 
t e "status quo" down through the ages has caused much controversy. 
t 
I - Necessary to social and religious control 
The great mass of humanity in its searchings for happiness on 
earth full often come to the realization that little happiness 
e ists for them. In a life which is ordered by the whims of our 
l aders, the law of supply and d~mand, a bad government, or a wicked 
r ler, much depends upon the stuff of which a fellow is made. If he 
religious background, the gropings of his mind may be con-
t no further. He realizes i-t to be the "Will of God" and 
well that to rebel would be to sin against God. Others 
t e the matter philosophically and relieve the .promptings of' t;he mind 
br relegation to the realms of the "Unconscious''. A third class 
s eks to find the truth, if it may be round, and has brought upon its 
h bad much criticism and condemnation. Nevertheless, this will to ~ow has compensations of' its own, for it causes its followers to 
ow, as far as possible, that they are honest in their search and not 
b rying their talents under a bushel. 
Many groups becoming dissatisfied with life would be apt to take 
t ings into their own hands. This, as in Hussia, is bad business for 
• t h e t:ew who control because they see behind the scenes. 1 •Hence we 
never taught to view this world as a state of happiness. our 
siness here is to prepare for heaven. \Vhy one man was born a king 
a d another a beggar is known to God alone. I believe it will be 
1. Twiligh~ of 0hristianity . p . 79. 
• 
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l hom ~rovidence have pl. aced 
r f the poor to be contented 
ations of Providence. ~~ 
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t o be envied, and that t ho se ar e happi.es t 
in an humbler station. ~t is the duty 
and never to murm;ur against the dispen-
Again: 1 "If God has given you wealth, be happy; if he has 
iven you poverty, be happy. Not only did the church teach that pov -
rty and misery was a matter of divine Providence; it naturally and 
ogically refused to take an active or leading part in social re-
orm. The greatest of all factory reformers in ~ngland in the first 
alf of the ninteenth century, anthony Ashley Cooper, thus commented 
n the attitude of the . church towards his efforts at social amelior-
tion: 'I find that ~~angelical religionists are not those on whom 
can rely. .LO whom should I have naturally loolced for the chief 
idL Why, undoubtedly to the clergy, and especially those of the 
rading districts. ~uite the reverse; from them I have received no 
uppor t, or next to none. And this throughout my whole career. l 
ave had more aid from the medical than from the divine profes s ion.' n 
It is perfectly obvious that a man having a large ra:mily and 
ot too well paid cannot move far from the home. He is fairly well 
nchored. vf ten in need of help, he relies upon the church and its 
eachings. oy this means he becomes more or less a docile citizen. 
For, were h e to doubt and reb el, 
his example to his children, his 
I . 
he must need think o~ his family, 
good name, what the neighbors would 
hink. Many a man has been held in complete subjection all his days 
y what his neighbors would think. While the youth of to-day have 
ess t hought of their neighbors, they, nevertheless, are subject to 
l . Twil::ght of Chr is t ianity . p. 79. 
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- lenty of social and religious control, directly or indirectly. 
Again from Barnes. 1 11 A particu larly vicious and menacing aspect 
the religious obstruction of economic progress is to be seen in 
he opposition to birth-control. It is generally agreed by well-in-
students of economics and sociology that the most important 
measure which holds any hope of promoting permanent well-being 
n society is that of artificial restriction of the birth rate, par-
lation growth is effectively checked within a century. Orthodox 
hristianity, especially catholic Ghristianity, bitterly opposes 
irth-control. It is due to this religious opposition that we have 
ur ant i - birth-control legislation in the United States. To be sure, 
he church is perfectly logical in maintaining this attitude in the 
ight of its premises. To the .orthodox christian the purpose of sex 
s to create souls which may be saved, and the more souls cre ated 
he better. The fact that these "souls" may exist in misery here on 
arth is of slight importance, for their ultimate destiny is heaven. 
o limit the production of souls is ~ affront to uod and a violation 
his expressed command. As long as orthodoxy maintains its hold 
modern society, conventional religion cannot be expected to take 
favorable attitude towards birth-control. 11 
To continue from the same: "There is no doubt that this ex-
l e Twilie;ht of Christ i ani t y, by A. S.Barnes. p. l:S l 
• 
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rectation of a better life in t he world to come has rendered the low-
r classes far more docile in accepting economic oppression and ex-
loitation than would otherwise be the case. It is doubtful a s to 
hether the church as a whole can be accused of conscious collabor-
tion with unscrupulous employers in exploiting this compensatory 
xpec t ancy of the workers. For the most part, it is unconscious and 
r natural result of the ultimate otherworldly goal of orthodox 
Whristianity. Yet, in many industrial areas where there ls d anger 
f proletarian discontent the clergy are actively and s.lertly aligned 
i th the industrial barons and pr each the gospel o1· respect for and 
• 
r
bedience to capitalism and its local representations. Liberal and 
ndependent ministers find it well-nigh impossible to maintain their 
osi tions in _such regions. some of our most popular contemporary 
vangelists are subsidized to inveigh against the dangers of Bolshe-
ism, which, to most of them, means anything more radical than shop 
ions. The -Catholic Church was probably the strongest fac~or in 
efeating the child-labor amendment in t he State of Massachusetts. u 
Thus it is perfectly clear how these conservative forces control 
man without his being aware of that control. Control is, of course, 
becessary. But it should be regulated for the good of the masses as 
ell as the betterment of the few. The present economic situation 
as made most thinking men painfully aware of the inequalitie s wh ich 
xist in our present day system of distribution. Five million young 
igs turned into waste, when thousands of our people haven•t had a 
hop for a long time, unless one thinks of the pay envelope. 
In the book, "Life Af'ter Death" by Dan P. Halsey the thoughts 
of great men who h ave passed on are offered as evidence of a new life 
• 
• 
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ter death. ~his sort of thing tends to make readers give in to 
'~ wisful thinkingu and causes them to repress their c1•av~ngs anG. 
esires ana sublimate them into higher channels of service. The 
roblem's solution seems to be no nearer now than it ever was, nor do 
he thoughts and theories presented bring forth one shred of eviaenv e 
ther than our instructive revolt against complete annihilation. 
I have be.fore me a mass of clippings taken from all sorts OI' 
agazines and papers. These all show how man has formulateU. laws and. 
egulations from his own mind and in order ~o render them effective 
or proper social and religious control, has endeavored to grace them 
divine sanction. 
To quote just a few: l"They want to take away from people their 
God and make man a law unto himself, doing what he thinks 
for his own individual happiness. What kind of country 
have if this were done?" So says Helen Gould Shepard in de-. 
atheism. "The breakdown of things our ancestors stood for 
to do everything possible to bring people back to the Word 
of God." 
2 
"Church groups discuss petting. Drinking and sex topics are 
also taken up." 
3 
"Pope urges doctors to fight birth control.a 
"Cardinal Hayes home :from Dublin. tt "My impressions of' the con-
gress are almost beyond description because of the very magnitude of 
it fuid of the imaginations of those who projected it. The people who 
attended were riveted in reverence. It was marvelous to see 1,000,000 
1. Time. January 25, 1932. p. 22 
2. New York Evening Sun. September 25, 1931 
3. New York Evening Sun. October 11, 1932 
• 
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eople gathered together in the name of God." 
Here we have a good example of mob psychology and group control 
y use of some central theme • 
Scripture abounds with admonition to the faithful. "For ye are 
ot of this world, 11 says one text. Another, by Christ, states: 11My 
ingdom is not of this world--I go to prepare a place for you that 
here I am: there ye may be also." Another: "Be ye faithful to the 
And still another which has great power to satisfy man with 
ad living conditions _a.n.d religious cont~ol: "We l l done good and 
faithful servant, enter thou into the joys of t h y Lord." The great 
majorit:y of mankind realize with fear and trembling the majesty of 
all Nature. With the prophet each exclaims, "How wondrous are thy -
works , 0 Lord." Hence the statements and. propaganda formulated for 
social and religious control are well absorbed and assimilated making 
social and religious control much easier. For the same book states: 
"Some must be hewers of wood or drawers of water." 
a. Scripture sole guide to all activities. 
The following statement1 shows a condition of mind which has 
,dominated true religious patriots down through the ages to the 
present moment. "God being the author of the Bible, cormnon sense 
certainly as sur·es us that every matter it contains, as originally 
written, is certainly as infallible as its author--whether on matter 
concerning science or any other." To those persons who actually be-
lieve the above statement, scripture becomes the guide of the life 
as "His word is a lamp unto their feet!'. Each has his own interpreta-
tion of what that life should be; each lives that life entirely dif-
1. Statement by w. A. Jarrell 
• 
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erent rrom the other members of the same church; but each professes 
he Script ures as the guide to his activities. Each prays for for-
iveness for breaking the rules of the Book • 
Another st atement: 1 11 We believe that the Bible is as unerring-
y accurate in every statement that touches upon what we call science, 
such reaims as geology, or astronomy, or human or animal origins, 
s it is in the realm of spiritual truth and the way of salvation 
or lost men." Such a statement allows or no argument. Either one 
ccepts it wholeheartedly or he doesn't. To continue: 2 "The Bible 
s the only great book that ever attempts a sane, reasonable inter-
retation of the origin, orderly conduct, and destiny or the world 
and of man ••• The study of . the Bible is the surest path to great 
ability which can be found. If you would develop character and be 
ighty £or good among men, just be mighty in comraunion with God and 
commit to memory His thoughts. The Bible is the greatest book in 
the world; we might lose the other books in the world and not be 
uch worse off. Jesus is the greatest man that ever lived; we might 
lose all the other men that ever lived and not miss them much; but 
Jesus is indispensable." 
What becomes of .all the great men who have served the world 
without believing such :things·J No one wishes to detract .from the 
importance of Christ or what He did for mankind, but the most im-
portant thing for man is man. Lose all men and what have we? Not 
even Christ. Cannot a man have the highest of ethical standards 
without subscribing to such orthodox beliefs? Why should such un-
founded statements be made by men who should know better? Is it not 
1. Statement by Charles Gallandet Trumbell 
2. Twilight of Christianity by H ... E. Barnes. P• 225. 
• 
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r ecause their hearers have taken the scriptUI•es as the SOle guide to 
!activity for so long a time that the inclusion of more false state-
.ents is not noticed? It is things of that sort which slowly drive : 
out of our churches those beings who could be of the greatest use 
and service to a community. 
Of course, since very early days the Bible has been accepted as 
the Word of God and as such permits of no questioning. It is when 
one begins to question that advances begin. To limit one's activ-
ities by scripture is truly a great inhibition. It would seem a 
futile waste of time to even prolong this matter, were it not for the 
fact t h at the average believer of to-day, while advancing in general 
knowledge and attainments, is still hopelessly fixated relat ·ive to 
governing his activi tie.s by scripture. Even if he desired to step 
out, the regulations of orthodox religion forbid. As Frederick 
roeb el, Th e German educational reformer and philosopher, said: 11 Al l 
education not founded on religion is unproductive." In the light of 
present day knowledge, ·would Froebel again make such a statement? 
According to Barnes: 1 "A Catholic thereforemust accept as 0f faith 
that the Bible is written by God, He being the 'principal aut hor', 
and the prophets and Moses being merely 'instrumental' authors; and 
that it is true and holy in all its parts ' and in every one of its 
details; and that it is the sure foundation of his faith and his 
eligion. It is a •holy book' through and through; the book of 
life • 1·1 As · for the Catholic, so for the rest of the r elig iou s 
odies. So long as a man believes and subscribes to the above, 
scripture must be the guide to his activities, if he remains honest • 
• Twilight of Christian~ty by A. s. Barnes. p. 141 
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To go back a bit and quote Tertullianl when 11 He declares that 
t he Holy Scriptures are a treasure from which all the true wisdom i n 
world has been drawn; that every philosopher and every poet is 
ndebted to them. He labors to show that they are the standard and 
easure of all truth, and that whatsoever is inconsistent with them 
ust necessarily be false." It was shown that when that assertion 
rvas carried into practice that it affected the intellec'tual _develop-
ent of all Europe. 2"since the time of St. Augustine the Scripture s 
ad been made the great and final authority in all matters of sci enc e, 
and theologians had deduced from t h em schemes of chronology and 
cosmogony which had proved to be stumbling-blocks to the advance of 
real knowledge." 
So we see .that just by force then later by force and obedience 
the scriptures have been f orced upon man in such a way that those 
activities of life outside the pale of the book were frowned upon. 
Needles s to s ay, one of the chief occupations of our clergy is to 
listen weekly to the story of the lives of the faithful and de-
termine whether each has erred. 
And now to show that had Franklin used the Scriptures as the 
sole guide to his activities, he would have missed a number of i m-
portant electrical discoveries. This at a time in our history when 
t he majority went strongly by relig ious obligations. 
3
"The highest logic of Christendom labored with the same prob-
• l em. T.ertullian ·showed that lightning was identical with hell-fire. 
Through the Middle-Ages and the time of Shakespeare and the time of 
the American Revolution no one got a better solution. The puzzle 
I. Conflict Between Religion & Science by Draper. pg. 45 
2. Ibid. p . 183 
3 . Thobbing Henshaw Ward. p. 28 
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·as attacked by the most ac~te intellect that ever lived in America, 
onathan Edwards. Actually this subtle brain spun out of itself a 
l ine of thinking about lightning that is appalling to read. Of 
ourse, he based all his thinking on the axiom that the flashes and 
oises are instruments of God's vengeance. 
"In 1775 the pastor of ~he old South Church in Boston preached a 
sermon that argued that the recent earthquake was a sign of God's 
ispleasure. God was angry at Franklin for trying to ward off divine 
engeance by putting rods on houses. Long after that it was con-
sidered atheistic in America to doubt that lightning expres sed the 
rath of God. It is not likely that any professor in your Yale Col-
lege would have talked more rationally about lightning in 1800 than 
a Cro-Magnon in his cave twenty-thousand years earlier. Both alike 
peered into their own minds for the knowledge of what made flashes 
i n the sky. Almost all the finest intellects in the world considered 
Franklin a low, base, materialistic fellow, for peering into Leyden 
jars to get the knowledge. The best mentality of the race, unable 
to care for the evidence of its eyes, depended upon a logic that was 
based on a Scripture." 
b. Why conservatism and dogmatism hampered medical 
and scientific progress. 
After reading the .following statement, 1 I believe the reader 
will appreciate why conservatism and dogmatism hampered medical and 
~ scientific progress. With such a grandwork enforced it is hard to 
see how it could have been otherwise. 11 The faithful uhristian takes 
it for granted that the books of the Bible were dictated by God in 
1. Twilight of Christianity · p-. I4;6 . 
Harry ELmer Barnes. 
/ . 
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hronol ogical order, the fi rst chapter of t.renesis being the oldest 
I 
t ortion of the Old Testament and'the last chapter of Malachi the 
l atest book in the Old Testament to be dictated by Yahweh. Likewise 
n regard to the New Testament , Matthew is supposed to be the first 
ook written down and the revelations of st. John the last to- be 
ictated. The faithful B.lso have a very definite notion about the 
pecific scribes used by Yahweh in the compilation of the .bible . The 
entateuch is believed, for example, to have been written by Moses , 
he rsalms by David, Proverbs by Solomon, and the Gospel of John by 
he apostle John. With the exception of the delay in-beginning the 
ivine dictation of the Pentateuch to Moses, it is generally believed 
hat God dictated the books of the Bible at approximately the same 
ate as the events described in each book. The book of Daniel, for 
xample, is assumed to have been written at the height of the pros-
erity of the second Babylonian kingdom at the opening of the sixth 
entury B.C. Every verse in Holy Writ is deemed ·all important and 
ssential . The most trivial information about the least important 
haracter is held to have vital significance for the human race. 
therwis e God would not have taken the trouble to dictate it. As 
rofessor Robinson has well expressed it, the faithful Jews and 
hristians believe of the Bible that: 'Everything is true, essen-
ial, significant, equipollent, harmonious, interchangeable, and 
usceptible of infinite combinations, regardless of context and of 
istorical and literary considerations .' Likewise the entire Bible 
s believed to be highly profitable reading for the faithful, who 
an in no way be harmed by any passage, however .crude, brutal or 
bscene." 
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It will also be obvious why progress of any sort, that inter-
. 
ered with the beliefs given above, was retarded. Anything which 
ended to lessen the important and lucrative religious positions was 
4t ought tooth and nail. And now to illustrate some of the things 
r hich men of intelligence have had to labor against in trying their 
b est to lift down-trodden humanity out of the mire of sup~rstition 
and bigotry into which it was and still is plunged. ·rhe illustra-
tions shall be well scattered. First, then, on insurance, 1 a 
common enough thing to-day. 
"The different kinds of insurance were adopted, though stren-
ously .. resisted by the clergy. 'rhey opposed fire and marine insur-
ance, ·on the ground that it is a tempting of Providence. Life in-
surance was regarded as an act of interference with the consequence s 
f God 's Will. Houses for lending money on interest and on pledges , 
that is, banking and pawn broking establishments were bitterly de-
nounced.n 
To continue, the Royal· Society of London was bitterly denounced 
and opposed at every move. Consider what it has done for us and why 
it should have been hampered. 2"It was incorporated in 1662, and 
has interested itself in all great scientific movements and dis-
coveries that have since been made. It published Newton's 'Princip~, 
it promoted Halley's voyage, the first scientific expedition under-
taken by any government; it made experiments on the transfusion of 
4t blood, and accepted Harvey's discovery of the circulation. The en-
couragement it gave to inoculation led Queen Caroline to beg six 
condemned criminals for experiment and then to submit her own child-' 
1 . Conflict Between Science & Religion by Draper. p. 317 
2. Ibid., p. 308 
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ren t o that operation. Th!•ough its encouragement Bradley accompli shed 
great discovery; the aberration of the fixed stars, and that of 
nutation of the earth's axis; to these two discoveries, Delambre 
ays, we owe the exactness of modern astronomy. It promoted the i m-
rovement of the thermometer, the measure of temperature, and in 
arrison's watch, the chronometer, the measure of time. Through it 
he Gregorian ~alendar' was introduced into England, in 1752, against 
violent religious opposition. Some of its Fellows were pursued 
hrough the streets by an ignorant and infuriated mob, who believed 
t had robbed them of eleven days of their lives; it was found nec-
ssary to conceal the name of Father Walmesley, a learned Jesuit, who 
ad taken deep interest in the matter; and, Bradley happening to die 
uring the commotion, it was declared that he had suffered a judg-
ent from Heaven for his crime.~ 
And to show how medical progress was hindered, consider a few 
tatements taken from a very abundant field. 111Biblical .quotations 
re not amiss in a chapter dealing with the use of anesthesia, for 
iblical quotation and Biblical interpret ation formed the basis for 
he opposition to the use of anesthesia.. The introduction of anes-
hesia to alleviate the pains-of child-bearing and for surgical 
perations aroused a violent controversy. It was science versus 
heology and progress versus stagnation, and would seem amusing now 
f it were not for the · human suffering involved." Again: •simpson 
of chloroform in childbirth was denounced from the pul-
its and by pamphlets. Many otherwise sensible people were thus led 
religious .scruples to doubt the propriety of inhaling chlo-
1 . Devils Drug s and Doctors . H. H.Haggard p . 97 
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o~orm. The arguments used by the clergy against anesthesia varied, 
I but all centered around the theme that pain~ particularly the pain 
~ childbirth, was the ordained lot of mankind; to prevent it was a 
acrilege. As one clergyman expressed, 'chloroform is a decoy o~ 
atan, apparently o~~ering itself to bless women; but in the end it 
ill harden society and rob God of the deep, earnest cries which 
rise in time o~ trouble for help'. Another pointed out that chlo-
o~orm, like alcohol, produces intoxication and unconsciousness, and 
slender foundation rose to rhetorical heights. He drew a 
icture of the lying-in room with its former quiet dignity, now giv-
ing way under the influence of chloroform to a scene of drunken 
debauch during which a child was brought into the world. The authOl"-
ity ~or these ecclesiastical attacks lay in the Biblical curse placed 
upon mankind (Genesis III - 16): 'Unto the woman he said, I will 
greatly multiply thy sorrow and thy conception; in sorrow thou shalt 
bring forth children; and thy desire shall be to thy husband, and he 
shall rule over thee'. It was the portion, 'in sorrow thou shalt 
bring forth children,' which was the crux of the matter. According 
to the prevailing interpretation pain was ordained in childbirth, 
and the prevention of pain during childbirth 1 was contrary to relig-
ion and the express command of Scripture." 
The canny Scotch doctor knew his business, however, and by 
clever thinking threw back into the faces of his accusers the very 
tt Scriptures they used to condemn him. Some of his arguments are here 
listed: lnHe demonstrates that, if literal translation is adhered t o, 
the farmer, in pulling up 'the thorn and the thistle' which the earth 
1. Devils Drugs ~nd Doctors. H.H.Haggard p. 108 
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doomed. to bear; and in avoiding shedding 'the swe at oi' his -· ace' 
tilling the ground through the use of horses and agricultural 
is also going against the express command of Scripture· • 
e shows, likewise, that the physician on the basis of too literal a 
ranslation, would be represented as wrong in attempting to save life, 
or it is ordained that man should be subject to death--'dust thou 
rt, and unto dust shalt thou return•. If, said Simpson, it is 
ustifiable for the physician to try to counteract the effects of one 
art of the curse, and justifiable in the agriculturalist to try to 
ounteract the effects of another part, it is surely equally justifi-
in the accoucheur to try to counteract the effects of a third 
art of it. 11 Simpson's best argument, however, was the following: 1 
"Simpson completed his paper with a bit of almost irrefutable logic, 
and certainly one of the most amazing. He more than meets his oppo-
nents, for he takes their weapons for his own use. He s ays: 
those who urge, on a kind of religious ground, that an artificial or 
anesthetic state of unconsciousness should not be indu ced merely to 
save frail humanity from the misery and tortures of bodily pain, for -
get that we have the greatest of all examples set before us for foll -
owing out this very principle of practice. I allude to that most 
singular description of the preliminaries and details of the first 
s urgical ope·ration ever performed on man which is contained in 
Genesis II-21. 'And the Lord caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam 
• and he slept: and he took one of his ribs and closed up the flesh 
instead thereof.' In this remarkable verse the whole process of a 
surgical operation is briefly detailed." 
-r:-Devils , Dr ugs and Doctors! H. 1 . IIa.gga l:..,d p. 110 
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This last verse wa s used for · a long time by religionists to 
yrove that man had one less rib than woman, until dissection showed 
ow foolish such an argument could be. Down through the ages, we are 
onfronted with argument after argument. Opposition for this ad-
ance and for that. When one thinks of the trouble poor Jenner had 
n trying to introduce his vaccine against small-pox, one of the 
oblest things ever accomplished by one man, one would be lead to 
turn his back upon such as are called humans. Like the Jews of old, 
we are a stiff-necked people and most of the time stand in our own 
light and means of progress. A few brave intelligent men and women 
have usually shown the way, long before people are ready for it. 
Consider: 1 "Pope John XII burned an unsuccessful surgeon of 
Florence; after the Pope's death his friends flayed the surgeon who 
!'ailed to keep him alive. The Church mistrusted surgeons and for-
b ade the:r.o. t o bleed a married woman in the absence of her relatives, 
for fear of a.dul tery" . What chance existed to develop under such con-
ditions as the se? What an insight into the minds of the conservative 
ones in povrerL iffuat Pope would dare to do the same thing to-day? 
Surely Divine guidance must have been lacking from time to time in 
our development. Again: 2 "In the Western civilization the books of 
Galen , which were all written in Greek, lay hidden in the monasterie s 
for centuries. ~~en they were rinally translated into Latin--then 
t he language of learning--Galen's ideas were accepted by the Church 
tt and acquired an authority like that of orthodox theology. To quest-
ion Galen was heresy. Under such conditions anatomical knowledge 
1. Devils, Drugs and Doctors. H.H.Haggard p. 136 
2. Ibid., P• 130 
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ould not be acquired. •• 
The Church h e.s · ()_ften placed a bar in the way of human progress 
specially where that progress had a tendency to weaken her control • 
his may, perhaps,· be only natural, but in terms of human mis ery the 
oll is enormous. People are just beginning to realize this fact 
nd in turn the power of such conservative bodies has been greatly 
iminished. No longer are we content to listen to illegitimate 
suggest i on. IV e must know that those who tell us what, really know 
·hat's wh at. 
The few illustrations given· in this topic, though brief, show 
ow the race in its development has been hampered at every turn and 
every worth-while new idea by the forces of conservatism and dogma-
tism. Under the rationalization of preserving the best for all time , 
such forces have stifled the s trength of man in his upward climb 
and evolution. 
II - Necessary to maintain prestige and position weakened 
by the onslaughts of science. 
A very brief study of religious and conservative forces serves 
to drive home the very obvious fact that many of the things and be-
lief's advocated as the duty of men, to know, believe and serve, have 
'Qeen shockingly lacking in cormnon sense and very often ste.eped· -in 
gross error. The majority of beliefs handed down and very generally 
accepted as traditional by the faithf ul, non-questioning mortals are 
founded on nothing better than what some individual thought or be-
lieved best for others in the past. The old saying: 11 It was good 
enough for father, it is good enough for me" probably illustrates a 
sentiment that did much to hold back and check the progress of 
• 
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1
umanity. Throughout the Dark Ages, when the average person had 
no education, when d i sease, warfare and sudden deat h were 
ampant, the most blood-curdl i ng and foolish concepts were generally 
ccepted. No matter what the belief, or if it could be prove~ fal-
acious, once the Church placed the stamp of approval upon it, it be-
rune the "Will of Godn and to defy God's Will meant swift and sure 
hands of men. 
To-day the situation has changed. The church is now required, 
gainst increa-sing knowledge, to give satisfactory explanations. 
wa s very sure of God, a very real, personal God, who never 
ired of watching -His children and keeping the record of each in a 
Th e very hairs of each head were numbered. Our souls were 
reasures valued above everything else on high. Now man is no longer 
1
ure. He doubts, not that he is happy in doubting, but, nevertheless , 
e doubts. The powers that be, realize this doubting and whither it 
eads. They have become anxious, for their position of prestige, 
eld undisputed for so long, is on the verge of a very real depression. 
lowly i t weakens . Valiant efforts and speeche s are made to r e-
s tore its former influence, but an awakened people al l over the world 
J ave begun to question and the beginning of questioning is the 11 be-
J inning of wisdom". 
1
"rs it at all surprising that the number o.f those who hold the 
_qhurch in light esteem should so rapidly increase? How can that be 
It leceived as a trustworthy guide in the invisible, which falls into so 
any errors in the visible? How can that give confidence i n the 
. oral, the spiritual, which has so signal l y failed in he physical? 
1. Conflict Between Science and Reli g i on P ·· 36I • . 
John William Draper 
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t is not possible to dispose of these confltcting facts as 'empty 
hadows', 'vain devices', 'fictions coming from knowledge falsely so -
Jall ed', 'errors wearing the deceitful appearance of truth', as the 
4t hurch stigmatizes them. On the contrary, they are stern witnesses, 
• 
earing emphatic and unimpeachable testimony against ec~lesiastical 
laim of infallibility, and fastening a conviction of ignorance and 
lindness upon her." 
The above paragraph terminates a description of the many contro-
ersial issues maintained by the Church through the years, to which 
he has grudgingly had to yield. Her position with respect to them 
' as become untenable. The onslaughts of science, or as Lippmann puts . 
t, 11 the acids of modernity" have so created a new world, that the 
hurch is gradually being forced to take a stand upon more reasonable 
round . 
It is very necessary that she do so. To serve a more useful 
ife, the Chur ch must redefine her beliefs and intentions on the basis 
f more worthy principles. 111Modern morals were attacked and lax 
itizenship was condemned by the Rev. Dr. Minot Simons yesterday be-
ore the congregation of All Souls Unitarian Church. We are in a 
eriod of loose sex morals, family morals, business and legal and 
itizenship morals. The period has not just happened. We have 
mrought it to pass by allowing ourselves to drift into it. We shall 
ot, however, drift out of it. We have got to pull out of it • 
11 If the Church . aspires to speak ,,;vi th authority ip. this period, 
t must look to this authority. Authority which is nothing but 
authority is no longer convincing. So long as the Church continues 
1. New York Times. April 20, 1933. 
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proclaim what someone is said to have said that the Lord has said . 
somebody, its moral authority is not adequate. Let the Church pro -
principles of conduct which have been revealed in validated 
experiences as laws of life, as principles of conduct, and its 
authority will return." 
The field of science is never still. Each day countless hun-
men all over the world seek earnestly to find the answers to 
riddles. The discoveries of the last fifty years alone bear 
tartling testimony to the fact that man can determine his own life t o 
wonderful extent. He lives where before he died. He has ease where 
he had hardship. The worst depression of to-day still gives 
conditions all around than did the times when religion ran 
Of course, in the end, he dies, and this is still the prize 
ackage of religion. What happens after death? Since no one can give 
I satisfactory answer, the superstitious tend to the answers of re-igion, the more enlightened believed the answer of Science, complete isintegration. 
It is due to the knowledge reaped by scientific investigators 
hat the leaders of dogma and conservatism have been forced to give 
r n answer. And in searching for the all elusive answer, the position 
r f orthodoxy has become constantly weaker . No member of a religious 
ody or to-day would know the religion of fifty years earlier. The 
ethodist preacher of that day would disown the adherents of the same 
hurch to-day. It is only natural and desirable that time should 
ring changes. The honest individual should realize this and accept 
t g~aciously. 
The necessity to maintain prestige has carried the church to 
• 
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reat lengths. Consider:l "An impossible and hourly widening gulf' 
ntervenes between Catholicism and the spirit of the age. Catholic-
sm insists that blind faith is superior to reason; that mysteries 
re of more importance than facts. She claims to be the sole inter-
reter of Nature and revelation, the supreme arbiter of knowledge; 
he summarily rejects all modern criticism of the Scriptures, 8nd 
rders the Bible to be accepted in accordance with the views of the 
heologians of Trent; she openly avows her hatred of free institution s 
nd constitutional systems, and declares that those are in damnable 
rror who regard the reconciliation of the pope with modern civiliza-
ion as either possible or desirable. But the spirit of the age 
emands--is the human intellect to be subordinated to the Tridentine 
athers, or to the fancy of illiterate and uncritical persons who 
rote in the earlier ages of the Church? It sees no merit in blind 
aith, but rather distrusts it. It looks forward to an improvement 
n the popular canon of credibility for a decision between fact and 
iction. It does not consider itself bound to believe fables and 
alsehoods that have been invented for ecclesiastical ends. It finds 
o argument in behalf of their truth, that traditions and legends 
ave been long lived; in this respect, those of the Church are greatly 
I 
t nferior to the fables of paganism. The longevity of the Church it-
s el£ is not due to divine protection or intervention, but to the skill 
t ith which it has adapted its policy to existing .conditions. There 
jan be no defense of these deliberate falsifications of history, that 
eoncealment of historical facts, of which the Church has so often 
aken advantage. In these things the end does not justify the means • 11 
1. Con:flict Between Science and Relig ion ·p . 362 
John William Draper . 
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The foregoing -facts show, however, how in the past as in the 
resent the powers of dogma and conservatism have sought to maintain 
heir prestige. But modern times demand modern means and the pend-
lum is beginning to describe a new arc. What the future holds, 
specially from a present day point of view is hard to' say, but en-
ightened men hope that reason may prevail in the councils of men 
ather than rationalizations prompted by selfish motives. We hope. 
a. Theological fixations. 
Much of our trouble from religious controversy is due to theo-
ogical fixations, namely, those concepts of dogma, those archaic 
· ossils, to which most religious bodies have adhered. In fact, this 
dherence largely explains why science has come into conflict with 
rthodoxy. When a long list of these fixations is mustered and garn-
"shed with all the religious stories one often hears about them , it 
- s very easy to realize why science, which deals in realities, has 
d can have little to do with such things. 
Nevertheless, religious forces contend strongly for many of these 
i deas. This has been especially true during the times of our economi c 
mbarrassment. Friends of orthodoxy have once more resurrected the 
ld fixation that trouble is a punishment for sin. God allows man to 
jo just about so far and then if his goings and comings do not coin-ide with those laid down by the exponents of orthodoxy, divine wrath 
s meted out to all offenders. It has always seemed to me, however, 
hat the religiously humble received, along with the unbelievers more 
han their share of the wrath of God. It all brings us back to a 
l sychological interpretation of man's creation of God, rather than 
od's c reation of man. If we never experienced fear. of any kind, 
• 
• 
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, ould we h ave invented a God? Whenever· man f eel s a deep need, ortho-
doxy or something allied, is pretty a~t to get _him. Our need or ' 
ssistance is no proor of the existence of God, and the sooner men 
earn to judge the real requirements of life, the sooner shall we 
ave a saner understanding. However, the masses hate intelligence 
d much prefer to retain fixations. 
In witness of the religious rixation that punishment is given 
sin, consider the following. 1 "The increase of material wealth 
n the inflation period not only, in many cases, had the erfect of 
aking the spiritual-minded away from their intercourse with God, but 
enerally proved a bad upset for people's standards of values. It 
nclined great numbers to adopt somewhat of a swagger in their emo-
1 ional stride and a headstrong h~ :edJe ssness as to their spiritual 
estinations. Prosperity is per•'1aps the most erfective of stimulants 
d for a considerable number it has the effect of an intoxicant. 
ere the Bible opens people's eyes to what they lost wh en they 
frayed from an intimate contact with God, or have otherwise never own, they are on the road to true and lasting faith." In other \lords, the need of a God enters the mind along with fears of many 
, inds. 'ro continue: 1 "Men who never thought very much about relig-
on, are thinking about it now. Business men have told me that with-
ut religion there is no hope of an improvement in business con-
itions. Industry and business are earnestly seeking to rebuild on 
irmer foundations. All the commissions in the land cannot induce 
eople to stop hoarding money if they have lost faith in investment 
' ankers and in political blowhards. What religion can do is to bring 
1. The L.· tAra.ry Dif2;est. March 26, 1932. P• 2 4 
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aith and hope and good-will. It can bring confidence and trust. 
only hope for the future lies in the return to spiritual values. " 
Is every cycle in our ousin~ss world to be .laid to man's indif-
to religion? Are economic depressions punishments for sin? 
~ an religion restore confidence? Confidence in what? The greatest 
:Lack right now to returning confidence and smiles is the dollar. Ask 
nyone. Restore the pay cuts and dividends and credits and although 
'-alf of them are empty- right now, a happy people will start building 
~ore churches. Bigger and better donations to religion shall result. 
o longer shall the average preacher talk of sin and the depression. 
omething else shall fill the bill then. 
Hear what the Pope says: l"The world's present economic dif-
iculties came by the will of God, Pope Pius said yesterday in an 
ddress which was published to-day by the Vatican City newspaper, 
sservatore Romano. 
"Speaking on the occasion of the reading of the decree recogniz-
Ing t he virtues of sister Gemma Galgani, a candidate -for beatificatio~ 
he pontiff said, 'it was God who gave the years of abundance, years 
~hich now we scarcely can believe existed. The Lord giveth and the 
Lord taketh away.' This crisis is too widespread to have been caused 
y men, he said. 'It is evident that the hand of God is being felt 
nd that the things of' the world are obeying the hand of' God.• 
"The terrible danger of the present situation, said he, is that 
... n the -conferences and discussions of plans for relief 'no one has 
poken of God. and no one has recognized the divine hand which events 
bey. 111 
N. Y. Evening Sun . November 30 , 1933. 
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And so we see that since events are ruled by the hand or God, 
all the sufrering or the last rew years should be laid at His door. 
t his hardly sounds reasonable. Man is at tne helm of his own destiny • 
. tt hould all the humans now living be put into a box, its size would be 
cube one half mile on a side. And should they all die together, 
he mound would be ~ insignificant heap on the face of our tiny 
lobe. The earth would continue on its way and any observer from a 
eighboring planet would notice nothing amiss. In that same day all 
ur thoughts and thoughts and thoughts would perish. The creeds 
vhich have caused so much controv.ersy would seem quite futile. Man 
ould now rest, nor would his rest be troubled by thoughts of im-
ortality. 
Consider another fixation, the notion that the affairs of men or 
he control of the habits of another may be controlled by prayer. 
11 Sir: Before me are t wo clippings from the Sun. One headline reads: 
'Boy Prayed In Well - Hero of 24 Hour Rescue Says He Didn't Lose 
aith.' The other item is headed: 'Rain Follows Prayer In Italy.' 
"There has been much dispute as to who won t he world war, but I 
ave always felt that America's churches opened for prayer were what 
on it, and that right now daily prayer would bring us the work we 
11 want ." 
I spare the reader's feelings from more. Think o:f this one: 
"How's this for honesty? Two weeks ago an undentified man ate a 
~ ookie left by a customer at a. soda foun~ain in a drug stor e . Later 
t he c l e r k received from Eureka, Ill., a letter with ten one cent 
st amps and the following explanation: 'Shortly after eating the 
~--~----y;·~N . Y. Evening Sun. October 2 , 1931 
2. N. Y. Eveni ng Sun . Sept ember 1 4 , 1933 
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other man's cookie I prayed to the Lord for f'orgiveness, which was 
lranted. These inclosed stamps will pay f'or my sin tenf'old." 
Here again is punishment f'or sin. Bad conscience troubling an 
tt vil doer. God watching and recording every act in the Lambs Book 
f' Lif'e. Psychologically also , his _ mot~er probably protected her 
ookie jar by the story of' the ever watching eye which never fails t o 
ee all, even in the dark. I don't mean that people should lose 
heir sense of' right and wrong, but between doing so and this type of 
onduct probably the f'ormer is pref'erable. Much more could be written 
n this sort of thing but. I am going to close with more or less of' a 
isting of popular theological fixations, many of them being the 
cause of religious controversy, scientific conflict and the like. 
First then, disease is caused by supernatural forces. Think of' 
the opposition this idea engendered. Second: the salvation of th~ 
soul is jeopardized by the sins of' the body. \Vhat is the soul? Is 
it an invention like purgatory? Third: the idea that we are all the 
children of God and must love God with all our strength. As Barnes 
says : "This uses up just that much love which we might turn to the 
loving of our neighbor. Fourth: the conception of God as the Father. 
Bad psychology to teach children this s_ort of' thing. some day the 
readjustment may be too much. Fif'th: the supreme guide to moral 
living is to be _found in the Scriptures. Sixth: Being dependent up-
on God as a sense of security. This is a conditioned response. 
tt Seventh : The Garden of Eden as· the beginning of all. Eighth: be-
lief in a literal ~ortality. Ninth: belief in heaven and hell. 
Tenth: belief in a spirit world . Eleventh: the conception of 
sanctity and sacred things. Twelfth: conception of sin. Thirteenth: 
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dogmat ic cert ainty of the existence of God. Fourteenth: doctrine of 
Jhe divinity, infallibility or unique religious significance of Jesus 
J tc. There are many others, but I believe the more important have 
tt included in this topic. To realize whether or not they are 
• 
ixations, all one has to do is question them in the presence of 
rthodox b~lievers. 
e listing of these fixations simply indicates how hard it is for 
eligious bodies to rid themselves of beliefs long held and cherish-
e • It is due to the persistence of these ideas that; so much of s. con .... 
oversia l nature has resulted. While some of the fixations are more 
oovious than others the lengthy list is given to show the wide range 
covered by religious conceptions • 
• 
P A R T T W 0 
MAN IF E S T. A T I 0 N S 0 F THE 
R E L I G I 0 U S F A G T 0 R 
I N C 0 N T R 0 V E R S Y 
• 
• 
• 
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Psychological Interpr etations of the Religious Factor in 
Controversy in Terms of Mental Defense Mechanisms. 
Every student of psychology is aware of a number of mental de-
ense mechanisms utilized by the mind in order to mruce existing 
ircumstances easier for the individual. Sometimes the person is 
he is using these mechanisms, and has been using them, 
specially after having studied a few good psychological courses. In 
however, the individual is not aware of what he is doing. 
11 persons desire mental peace. It is not possible at all times to 
the personality or ego into harmony with the conditions of 
or to put it in another way, circumstances arise which are not 
n harmony with the desires or the conscience of the individual. As 
ong as everything goes in harmony with the mind, so long is there 
ntal peace. When, however, the two do not agree, mental conflict 
and the ego is forced to do something about the matter. There 
re three courses open. The person may just disregard the disagree-
phenomena, treating it as if it had no reality. This is child-
and offers no lasting peace. The second is the only real solu-
ion, namely, to seize the offender and conquer it once and for all. 
he third is one which is widely used by individuals and that is to 
orget the matter by relegating it to the realm of the "Unconscious". 
o keep it from affecting the stream of consciousness, which it may 
in dreams etc., ·the mind invents supporting props, termed ration-
Jlisations with which to hedge it about. It is more or less a study 
of these props or defense mechanisms with which the second portion of 
his thesis deals. People are forever inventing excuses for their 
onduct. Why? There must be the realization that the conduct 
oesn't measure up to some accepted standard. Hence the effert on 
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he individual's part to make it appear to do so. 
society, in general, is made up of this t¥pe of individual. It 
s not very odd, therefore, to find society acting in the same manner 
• n matters of local, state, or national affairs, as the individual 
• 
oes in his own small affairs. The following topics treated in this 
ection shall dwell briefly on these manifestations of mind and how 
he individual or group seeks to justify his actions or ideas. 
The realm of religious controversy is especially full of this 
ort of thing. It lends itself to this type of reasoning. 
A. Identification of God and Country. 
1
"The process of identification is of considerable importance 
in its minor degrees is frequently manifested in normal mental 
It consists in identifying ourselves with another individual, 
real or fictitious, so that we experience his joys, sorrows, 
d desires, as if they were our own. So long as · the identification 
olds we feel that he is part of our personality, and that we are 
iving part of our lives in him. Identification is frequently en-
ountered in both normal and abnormal psychology--it includes many of 
he phenomena generally grouped under the heading of sympathy. An 
xample is offered by the audience of a melodrama. Everybody who has 
the gallery during an entertainment of this kind is aware 
hat its inmates are living on the stage, and always, of oourse, in 
he part of the hero or heroine." 
This statement from Hart shows the essential characteristics of 
i dentification. · A further excerpt serves to d?velop the point: 2 "An 
1. The Psychology of Insanity by Bernard Hart. p. 158 
2. Social Psychology by Kimball Young. P• ·134 
• 
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j strangement of the subject from h~self in favor of an object in 
J
hich the subject is, to a certain extent, disguised. For example, 
dentification with the father practically signifies an adoption of 
I he ways and manners of the father, as though the son were the same 
s the father and not a separate individual •••• Identification may 
e related to things such as spiritual movements or business as well 
s persons and to psychological functions." And to continue from the 
"By this identification I mean an . unconscious assumption of 
he attitudes and feelings, the burdens or sorrows of others and thus 
hrough identifying themselves with them they take on the life ex-
erience instead of, or as well as, their own." 
So much for a practical introduction to identification. And now 
o illustrate the identification of God and country which so often 
the minds of men. To use an expression well known to all 
ericans when making reference to their native land, namely, "This 
s God 1 s country, 11 brings out an identity which may be anything but 
} lattering to God. The purpose of the identification, psychologic-
lly, · is to show affection for the land of one's birth by close asso-
iation to God, hence God 1 s country. \Vhen Abraham Lincoln was shot, 
he entire country was greatly shocked. A mob in New York City, 
renzied by the news, was calmed by James A. Garfield ·with the follov~ 
ng . words : ~ uclouds and darkness are . around 
Him; His pavilion is dark waters and thick clouds; justice and judg-
tt rl ent are the establishment of His throne; mercy and truth shall go 
efore His face1 Fellow citizens1 God reigns, and the Government 
t Washington lives." 
• 
• 
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Mahatma Gandhi says:l 11 \IVhat message can I send through the pen 
f I am not sending any through the life _I am living. Let me for the 
resent try to live as it may please God. \Vhen he wants me to send 
written message he will tell me." Identification in this case 
hould lend more power to the written messages of the Mahatma, since 
od is their author. Again: 2 ''Headed by Mary MacSwiney, republican 
eroine who lead troops in the Easter rebellion of 1916, the Sinn 
einers issued a statement challenging DeValera 1 s right to head the 
overnment, declaring that they alone were entitled to rule because 
he government of the republic was established on Ea,ster Sunday 1916 . 
Self respecting citizens of the republic have an oath written in 
artyrs' blood and registered in heaven•." 
When U. s. went to war with Germany, a time of great national 
tress very naturally followed after President Wilson's declar a tion 
f war. Usually at such times all individual thinking ceases, unles s 
t be i n favor of the national policy. People simply become cogs in 
machine and poor cogs at that._ As a sttmulus to such stupidi t y 
onsider the statement of Qardinal O'Connell made at the time . 3 
There is but one sentiment permissible to-day, absolute unity. In 
h e mids t of the solemnities of Holy Week, our civil government, 
peaking with the authority which alone rules the whole nation, de-
r eed that we are at war. The President o£ the United States in 
ecommending this action ended his historic plea by calling God to 
itness that he could do nothing else. 
11 So up from our kneesl God and nationl Let us lift up that cry 
o heaven. We are of all races; to-day we are one--Americans. We 
• Y. Evening Sun. Sept. 11, 1933. 2. Ibid., Apr.l8,1933 
3. Boston Daily ~ecord. Acc•t of life of Card. O'Connell.l931 
I 
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ave spoken enough. Let us hasten now to act1 11 
Wh at words coming fr?m a representative of the Prince of Peace. 
'Let us hasten now to act." Act how? Act so, that our killing be-
• omes more effective. Propaganda for patriotism. The Cardinal was 
1idely hailed by the press for his example to patriotism--a form of 
igotry--but I could find no commendation for his example of con-
stancy to the commandment "Thou shalt not kill." After all the 
ardinal knew the trend of the time and drew favorable attention to 
imself by speaking first. Our churches show very well that during 
ar they become muzzled and seek to serve some purpose by prayer. 
his praying is in the nature of identification and each country use s 
the same method. What a time God must have making a choice among Hi s 
fighting children. A few more examples from war time serve to show 
the same fallacy as well as identification. 
The Kaiser said on August .8th, 1914: 1 "We shall resist to the 
last br eath of man and horse, and we shall fight out the struggle 
even against a world of enemies. Never has Germany been def e ated 
when ·she was united. Forward ~ God, who will be with us as He we.s 
with our ancestors." 
Again the Kaiser .d 2 sal. : "A fateful hour has fallen for Germany. 
Envious people on all sides are compelling us to our just defense. 
The sword is being forced into our hand. I hope that if at the last 
hour my efforts do not succeed in bringing our opponents to see eye 
tt t o eye with us and in maintaining peace, I hope that with God's 
help, we shall so wield the sword that when all is over we shall 
again sheath it with honor. 
1. New York Times. 
2 . New York Times. 
war would demand of us enormous sac-
August 8th. page I 
August 1st. page I 
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:r l fi ce in p:rop€:r•ty and life, but we sh all show our :friends v1l1.at i t 
~eans to provoke Germany, and now I commend you all to God. Go to 
~hurch, kneel before God and ~ to him to help ~ gallant arm~> 11 
• Statement of Imperial Chancellor Dr. Van Bethman Holwegg: 1 11 In 
• 
gravity of' this hour, I remind you of the words of Prince Fred-
rich Charles to the men of Brandenburg: 'Let your hearts beat f'or 
on the enemy' • " 
To show that Nicholas, Csar of all the Russians was not to be 
the following statement shows how the cause of' Russia was 
dentif'ied with God. 2 "With a profound faith in the justice of our 
and with a humble hope in omnipotent Providence in prayer, we 
God's blessing on holy Russia and her valiant troops." 
This identif'ication as in all other cases of _identity makes a 
ositive appeal. Vlhen the minds of' a people really imagine that the 
od of all the universe is on their side, they sacrifice to the end. 
heir rulers know that and let it be known that their enemies are no t 
nly fighting them but also God. Any schoolboy remembers the appeal 
Crusades. Being identif'ied with a Holy mission, brings a 
. 
ierce determination to serve. Science has opened so many paths for 
he energy of our thoughts, however, that we are gradually :failing to 
egister to many of' the age old appeals. The proper 0 ucation of' the 
eople at the proper time is the best way to e1•adicate many of our 
allacies . To identify ourselves with good things is beneficial and 
regressive, but man must now as always guard against propaganda de-
rised by men to render the mentality of their inferiors ·nonoperative. 
1. New York Times. August 2, 1914. 
2. New York Times. August 4, 1914. page I 
• 
• 
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I- The Macintosh citizenship case. 
l"The principle at issue, in a word, is this. Does citizenship 
der the Constitution exact advance consent ~rom the native born 
itizen that in the event of a co~lict between his bona fide con-
scientious conviction and an act of Congress, he will accept the en-
ctment of Congress as the will of God." 2 To continue: "By a 
ivision of five to four, the supreme court last week handed down a 
ecision rejecting the application of Prof. Douglas Macintosh, o~ 
ale divinity school, now a citizen o~ Canada, for citizenship in the 
~nited States. The dissenting opinion was written by Chief Justice 
j ughes and concurred in by Justices Holmes, Brandeis, and Stone. 
J ustice Sutherland wrote the majority opinion. On its way to the 
l upreme Court this case has had two hearings, the first rejecting Dr. 
acintosh, the second resulting in a rev~rsal of this decision. Now 
he highest tribunal sustains the initial judgment to the e~fect that 
he Yale teacher holds views which are inharmonious with the consti-
ution. Dr. Macintosh stated in his application that in the event of 
he war he would not 'bear arms' if he believed the war unjust or 
ontrary to the will of God. He definitely placed his duty to God, 
nvolving the integrity of .his conscience, above the right of the 
overnment to conscript him for military service. The court's de-
ision and the arguments upon which it is based, invest the case with 
onstitutional, ethical, and patriotic implications of astounding im-
ortance, directly affecting the conscience of thousands of citizens .' 
Thus the principle of subordination of conscience to Congress, 
• The Christian Century. Sept. 30, 1931 
2. Ibid., June 3, 1931. 
• 
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ays the Su.pl"eme Court, is inhereri c in citizenship under our consti-
·t'ution. This, the Christian Century says, is nothing short of tyr-
Y• 1/hen one stops to think about the matter it is indeed surpris-
ng that a man of Dr. Macintosh's integrity and hones~y should be 
arred f'rom ci~izenship when our coun~ry has habi~ually allowed t:he 
ost ignorant"types to become citizens. Any witness at a session of' 
. . 
ur admission courts sees wholesale entrance to citizenship of many 
ndividuals of doubtful character. If the judge happens to be in a 
urry for golf, the hearings are cut short and the oath administered . 
ust how much care and honesty has each applicant used in making out 
' is application blank? It looks very much as if Dr. Macintosh was 
enalized for being an honest, intelligent, and thinking citizen. I t 
lso looks as if the United States didn't want for citizens, those 
ndividuals tr•ained to think for themselves. Mr. Macintosh wasn't 
sking for a privilege denied native born citizens. Each native born 
itizen still retains the privilege to remain a conscientious ob-
·ector, hence Dr. Mac i ntosh was strictly within his rights when he 
vished to exercise his judgment relative to war and conscience. 
The basic concept of our system of government is violated by ou:r-
~reatment of Mr. Macintosh. A free state resting upon the free con-
s ent and loyalty of free citizens can have no part with such dealings . 
gain the religious manifestation is brought to bear by Congress. Dr . 
· ~ acintosh, acting honestly in the matter, is entitled to his relig-
• i ous scruples. Congress deems otherwise, however, and the Supreme 
Court agrees. Good citizenship apparently means the cessation of 
t hought and the giving up of ·one's identity to the service of des-
truction. 
• 
• 
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II- Aimee MacPherson's sermons. 
It seems as if no one religiously inclined has had more public i ty 
n late years than Aimee MacPherson, the California evangelist. While 
ublicity helped greatly to make Sister Aimee , it has, especially in 
he last few months, done much to weaken her cause. That she has 
een able to weave a spell over her followers is undoubted. True al-
fact that, while under this spell, hundreds of thousands of 
ollars have been contributed to the "cause of the Lord11 • That Aimee 
~acPherson is a show woman and knows how to pack them in is a well 
established fact. She makes much of show and pomp in her temple in 
California. Psychologically her meetings draw many who al"'e diss atis -
f led with the religion of their fathers ~d without knowing exactly 
what they want find here religious stimulation of a sort. 
She reminds one a great deal of Billy Sunday with his "hitting 
t he trail II propaganda . Being a woman and rather good looking, from 
all reports, she, attired in flowing white with her great choir of 
v irgins behind her, makes a lasting impression. Her sermons are typ-
i cal of the aggressive evangelist. A few excerpts from some of them 
show how religious controversy follows those who are so dogmatically 
1 
sure of the way: 11 I have waged unrelenting battle with the Bat-like 
Demons from Hell and they fear me and revile me as the Devil hates 
holy water . Scheme, scheme, scheme, cry the pack, snarling at my 
heels, biting at God's cloak. It isn't me that my detractors hurt • 
They do not realize that they are striking at God in their attempt t o 
pull down His temple. Already the wraths of Heaven are descending 
1. The New Republic. November 3, 1926 . 
• 
• 
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pon t hose who have accused me. It is not I, but they the detractors 
His servant, who will soon be in the Hades of torment." 
The foregoing shows too well that there are those who haven't 
the evangelist in her work. There are those who have 
ade strong statements regarding the whole business. No matter what 
appens, however, an energetic appeal to the Lord dramatically accom-
before her audiences serves to convince the doubting 'fhomases 
d new recruits and new wealth have continued to pour in-. For: 1 "I 
being cruciried by th~ very bats of Hell, who have gone the limit 
perfidy; brutal, conscienceless, hardly human. They have gone to 
extent of the mummer's art in 'making up' women to look like me 
d pose in questionable places as Sister Aimee. Around me swirls · a 
urricane of slander, false accusations, malicious misrepresentation, 
_etr actions, calumny. But it leaves me unscathed. God has seen to 
Halleluj ah1" 
That there is as much religious inclination in the world to-day 
s thereever was seems sure. That t housands of individuals drift 
one religion to another is equally sure. Until religion offers 
of a definite nature, acceptable t o thinking people, many shall 
find it, some in that of dignity, others in that of a bizarre 
such as Aimee MacPherson's temple. Those ideas and beliefs 
ot founded on fact or common sense invariably lend themselves t o con-
Their exponents seek constantly to defend themselves • 
III- Addresses on slavery prior to the civil war . 
It has been said that one can prove almo s t anything using the 
1. The New Republic. November 3, 1926 . 
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scriptures as a guide. . We find arguments on both sides tending to 
~rove each assertion. No whei•e was this more true than in the case 
f slavery in our own country. The very nature of the development 
~ the South made slavery seem a natural thing. So natural, in fact, 
hat ministers owned slaves ~Dd condoned the action in the sight of 
11 m€m and of God by Biblical reference. The sign of greatne ss and 
f wealth was the number of slaves owned. Apparently , at the time , 
d before the introduction of labor s aving machinery, the economic 
!rend demanded slavery in the sout h and to make the demand function ecourse was had not only to scripture as a proof but to bloodshed f ne.cessary. The keeping of slave s . became very much involved and 
ixed with religious issues . 
Some of the sermons and philosophica.l thoughts of the time made 
t perfectly clear what the moulders of ~ublic opini on thought about 
he matter . lnDew did not at the beginning attack the older ideals 
f America. To have done so would have been to alienate men whom he 
ust win . The Jefferson myth was too strong, even in aristocratic 
y irginia, for men to pro~laim their own superiority and keep straight 
t aces. Consequently Dew treated historically the mooted subject of 
egro slavery. He showed that slavery had been the condition of all 
r cient culture, that Christianity approved servitude, and that the 
taw o~ Mos es had both assumed and positively established slavery. I~ 
Moses s.nd Paul justified slavery among people of the same race, it 
.. as incomparably easier to convince an increasingly orthodox society 
I ike that of the south that it could be no sin in white men to hold 
~lack men in bondage. How much easier to justify the idea of negro 
1. The Cotton Kingdom. William E. Dodd P • 48 
• 
• 
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ervitude to men who had inherited ~heir slaves from honored ·ancestors, 
~ hen it was made plain that the Bible taught that even white s ervi-
. ude was right and proper t n 
This sounds quite convincing and believable and undoubtably was 
ccepted with genuine honesty by the people of the South. Of course, 
also teaches that one should free his slaves every seventh 
that text was somehow overlooked. It has recently, under 
Codes and arguments of our government, been resurrected with the 
of cancelling all debts. To continue our arguments: 1"It is in 
order of nature and of God that the being of superior faculties 
d knowledge, ·and therefore of superior power, should control and 
ispose of those who are inferior. It is as much in the order of 
ature that men should enslave each other as that animals should prey 
each other." This is pretty strong medicine, but it works out 
the same. Though we have no slavery in the sense in which the 
it, men, nevertheless, continue to enslave each other. It 
of the objects of the present government to redistribute some 
the wealth amassed by the few in the enslavement of the many. 
ertainly the c.w.A. serves no other purpose. 
Again:2 "In this new civilization--southern slavery--Christian-
should become the only religion. Slavery and Christianity were 
r utual supports and mutual guarantees. Under their in£luence prop-
r rty would bear all the burdens of society and its owners would re-
eive all the honors. There would be no poverty and little crime be-
r ause the chief motive to crime is poverty. Few men would ever be-
r ome insane because every man's task would be congenial and the free 
• The Cotton Kingdom . William E. Dodd p. 52. 
2. Ibid., P• 66. 
• 
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0pen-air life would be healthful. If this system were left alone, 
would be no commotions and no wars; and over and above all God 
ould preside, and order would rule without a flaw or a slip. 11 
To continue: 1 "The injunction of Holy Writ to •multiply and re-
lenish the earth' was obeyed; but the truth that 'in the sweat of 
hy face shalt thou eat bread, till thou return into the ground' made 
ittle appeal, for was not the negro created by God to do the work of 
he white man? His skin was black and proof against the heat of 
ummer; he delighted in the streaming rays of torrid suns.tt This 
hews that man can always rationalize his position when he seeks to 
eep a certain course of action which might otherwise seem the wrong 
hing to do. 
The question of slavery caused a division in several of our im-
ortant religious denominations. These included the Methodists and 
aptists. These rifts have never really been healed, even after the 
assage of so many years. To show what part religious controversy 
2 layed let us consider the following: 11 In 1843 Orange Scott, a very 
preacher of New England, stirred the consciences of his Metho-
ist fo l lowers on the subject of slavery in much the same way that 
arrison was stirring the minds of deists and agnostics. But the 
eaders of the denomination refused to be stirred. Scott then with-
rew £rom the church and carried with him £ifteen thousand earnest 
ollowers. The menace was so great that in 1844, when the national 
4t ethodists conference met in New York, although there were other 
things to be done, the only thing that all men thought about was the 
healing o£ the schism. This, however, could not be done unless the 
1. The Cotton Kingdom. William E. Dodd P • 73 
2. Ibid., P• 105. 
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southern Methodists, who composed at least half the church, yielded t o 
he demand that they give up slavery. The test turned on the case or 
r ishop lli1drew of Georgia, whose wife owned slaves. The discipline of 
tt ' he denomination had declared from the beginning that no preacher 
• 
hould own slaves. Andrew was a bishop who must minister to the 
hurches even in New England. He must either give up his wife's 
or give up the work to which he had been ordained and in which 
a master spirit. It was a hard alternative. The southern 
ethodists chose to defend and maintain slavery and to make Andrew's 
own; the northern Methodists took the view of Orange scott 
d William Lloyd Garrison. Both parties were friendly but in deadly 
They separated. They could not do otherwise, for the people 
r the cotton states would have banned forever any preacher who . 
ttacked slavery.u For: 1 uThe attitude of most Southern preachers 
ithout distinction of denominations may be seen in the following 
notation from Palmer's Thanksgiving sermon in 1860: 'The providen-
ial trust of the Southern people is to conserve and perpetuate the 
nstitution of domestic slavery as now existing. With this institu-
ion assigned to our keeping we reply to all who oppose us that we 
old the trust from God and we are prepared to stand or fall as God 
l ay appoint. This attitude embraces the circle of our relations, 
f ouches the rour cardinal points of our duty to ourselves, to our 
j laves, to the world, and to Almighty God. It establishes the nature 
and solemnity of our present trust, to preserve and transmit our ex-
1 isting system of domestic servitude with the right, unchallenged by 
an, to go and root itself wherever Providence and nature may carry 
1 . Th e Cot ton Kingdom. Wil l imn E . Dodd V• 109. 
• 
• 
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t t• This trust we will discharge in the face of the worst possible 
peril. Should the madness of the hour appeal to the arbitration of 
~he sword, we will not shrink even from the baptism of fire. If 
b odern crusaders stand in serried ranks upon some plain of Esdraelon, 
bhere shall we be in defense of our trust. Not till the last man has 
1 allen behind the last rampart, shall it drop from our hands; and 
hen only in surrender to the God who gave it.'" 
Much more could be written along this line and what has been 
ritten is mild compared tothe wild statements made in defense of 
lavery and the equally wild against it. It proves very nicely that 
an pursues the path he wishes to follow, and although laying great 
tress on religious conceptions, thrusts them aside when necessary. 
he religious piety of the North for the poor slave wasn•t prompted 
r y better motives than the Southern people manifested, but due to the 
f act that the North had no need for the slaves. The arguments of 
oth sides were mere rationalizations; mental defense mechanisms to 
ender a difficult situation more in harmony with higher principles. 
B. How displacement is manifested. 
According to the laws of physics and chemistry energy can 
neither be created nor destroyed. Equally fundamental is the con-
cept that one form of energy may be transmitted into other forms. 
Certainly it is true that energy used in one manner is not free to be 
used in other ways. .The constant dynamic energies of many peoples 
are directed by their rulers and by _ those who do the t~inking for the 
masses. As long as this energy is properly displaced and controlled, 
just so long can the masses be swayed by some particular theme. Dis-
placement of energy is essentially an outlet. Each individual must 
• 
• 
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se his powers in some manner or something bad psychologically will 
appen to him. 
And so it is with the religious factor in controversy. Individ-
a ls may spend their energies in many ways, but some choose to expend 
hem along religious lines. To illustrate the mechanism of displace-
ant one has but to think b ack into his own experiences. How often 
s children, when denied our will by the wishes of our parents or 
eachers, have we displaced our energies into some other channel. We 
ave hated our parents and consoled ourselves with the thought of how 
orry they shall be should something happ en to us. As students we 
orked harder for the teacher who pleased us than for the one who 
orced us to think for ourselves or to stand upon our own feet. Our 
oundless energies, physical as well as mental seek outlets. To 
tifle them is to invite an explosion; to repress them , a study for 
he psychologist. 
Consider t he old maid and her interests in births and scandals. 
enied a proper outlet for the sexual urge which is the natural way 
o dissipate sexual energies, she displaces her energy by a powerful 
nterest in sex-novels, stories abou t her neighbors' . sons and 
aughters, the size of. Mrs. Jones' family, e tc. Again, should the 
nergy be denied a proper displacement it may b e repressed in which 
ase the subject becomes a prude disdaining all interest in sex even 
oing the length of calling the whole sexual urge a disgusting prop-
sition. In h er private life, however, she may be just the opposite • 
Our fears for financial and economic security are usually dis -
laced to a great extent. One is apt to make much of the boss who 
ields the p ower of dismissal and starvation. No matter what one 
• 
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hinks personally, he avoids all app earance or the true state of fee~ 
i ngs and by means of other methods displaces his feelings in a manner 
I . 
s atisfactory to the boss • 
Rage, anger and jealousy are feelings which all experience. To 
i ve vv ay to our feeling s, however, usually ends disastrously. One 
ust g e t his way by more subtle means. This is displacement. Denied 
h e usual me ans, we seek unique methods for getting our own way. The 
allowi n g topic shall show how this is done from the religious view-
b oint a nd tr e ats of sublimation which is a form of displacement. 
I 
I. Illustrations of sublimation into 
higher channels of activity. 
According to Kimball Young: 1 "Sublimation refers to the re-
lacement of an original response pattern by an acquired one. The 
rigin a l respons e is thought to be more primitive, more animal, while 
t he n ew response is more ethical or socialized. 11 In other vwrds, the 
actions which now take place are upon a h igher plane of acceptibility 
than the original drive which is their causation. One of our funda-
.ental drives or urges . is the sex instinct. Denied a legitimate out-
let, the r epressed energies seek sublimation into other appropriate 
2 ield s of endeavor. A stat ement from Hagg ard makes this very clear. 
"The sexual instinct cannot be eradicated. It is as fundamental· as 
the ins t inct of self-preservation; perhaps it is even more fundamen-
tal. It is part of the fibre of the human character. Attempts at 
• its suppression result in its distortion; it cannot be eradicated. 
On the other hand, it can be converted from its natural channels and 
--r: Social Psychology by Kimball Young. p. 127 
2. Devils, Drugs and Doctors by H. H. Haggard. p. 270 
• 
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made to appear as creative work. Great reforms and gre at ende avors 
l n any field are not accomplished by the emasculated. Such endeavor s 
re the result of the conversion or sublimation of a strong sexual 
·nstinct. A certain combativeness is necessary for the saint who 
oes to martyrdom, and his courage has its roots in sex. The early 
hristians sublimated their sexual instinct into an enthusiasm for 
the propag ation of their religion. At a later date this enthusi asm 
lo st its original fervor. The sexual instinct remained, and so also 
did the concep tion of r e ligious chastity which confu sed it with 
celibacy. The pressure of the repressed instinct centered attention 
on celibacy. As chastity became harder to defend, greater efforts 
were called for its defense. Under the deforming influence of theo-
logical interpretation the cardinal virtue of the religion became 
chas tity. All morality was centered in sex. The ideal of chastity 
became not the purity of the undefiled relations of marriage, but the 
complete suppres sion of the whole sexual side of man's nature. The 
business of religion became the eradication of a natural appetite. 
Unless outlets are p rovided for the sexual instinct, either through 
its natural channels or through sublimation, it makes its own outlets 
and appears in strange manifestations in the characters of men. The 
repression exerted on the instinct, like a finger pressed on a g lob-
ule o£ mercury, does not destroy it, but simply forces it from its 
original shape." 
The great Crusades of history illustrate well the sublimation of 
whol e peoples to a religious cause. · Many men in warfare ~ndoubtedly 
believe themselves divinely inspired to carry on the work of killing. 
Tales of ghostly appearances over the trenche s show the workings of 
• 
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he human mind. Joan o£ Arc is a saint o£ the church to-day. she 
as also inspired and led against the English £orces by sublimation 
£ the mind. Thousands of missionaries of whom Livingstone is a 
hining example have, suppressed human desires and sublimated them in-
o activities highly acceptable to society. The married woman with-
out children, or a maiden aunt, may sublimate her maternal i n stincts 
in caring for poor children of ·che neighborhood, in spending some 
time with orphans, in bestowing her affections on some animal, etc. 
'rhe energy demands rel e ase. \'Vh.at was considered at the time to be a 
ond erfu l example of a vhristian saint is the case of some of the 
1 desert anchorites. "He bound a rope around his body so tightly that 
it became i mb edded in the flesh , whi ch putrefied around it. Worms 
found their way into the corrupt flesh of ulcers that covered his 
leg. For a year during which he stood on one foot he had an associate 
by his side who picked up the worms which fell from his body to re-
place them in t he sores, the saint saying to the worms, 'Eat what 
uod has given yoti•. At his death he was pronounced to be the highest 
model of a uhristian saint." 
The case of some of the ladies who have gone into the service 
of uandhi show sublimation. 2"Nila Cram Cook, who fled Mahatma 
Gandhi's seminary in search of thrills, has been offered a movie 
contract, it became known to-day. 'l'he young American woman revealed 
that before coming here she had received a proposal from a motion 
.. picture company in Bombay . At the time, however, she explained, she 
did not make up her mind because she was still under the spell of 
• Devils, Drugs and Doctors by H. H. Hagg ard. p. 271 
2. N. Y. Evening sun. November 29, 1933. 
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he Mahatma. 
"Despite GandJli' s request that she return, she said on her 
arrival from Muttra yest erday that she was finished with the rig id 
• ife. ' I want speed. I want to fly . I want to attend orches t ra 
ances, ' she said . 
"The bed of bricks on which she told of sleeping in the seminary 
contributed to her change of heart. The flutter caused in meeting a 
an with beautiful eye s and brows had something to do with it too . n 
The last statement very possibly explains why Miss Cook re -
linquished her former life represented as a sublimation and wishes 
to restore herself to a more natural life with a man of b eautiful 
eyes . 
The driving urge of sex , manifested by sublimations of one sort 
or another , can easily be shovm to be the cause of many of many of the 
religious controversies with which we are familiar . Take the great 
drive against liquor and the saloon made by well- knownladies of our 
country. A nuraber of them are single and are known to identify them ... 
selves witll heaven in eradicating this evil . Ther e has been much con-
troversy about liquor and many times the religious factor has enter-
ed without need so far as the question itself is concerned.The fact 
that; it does enter shows a sublimat ion,making of a mean job a work 
of eternal salvation- according to the ladies . 
Cardinal Hayes sai d the ·ather day : "The woman whose name ap-
• pears on the front page from day to day as well as the woman who is 
making a so- called career,will usually be found defying t he laws of 
God and of man 11 • Here we have a stat;ement which can breed controversy . 
Here also an illustration of' the particularistic fallacy.The driving 
urge of the cardinal to accompli.eh good may result instead in the 
creation of controversy . 
• 
• 
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Illustrations from the religious factor in controversy of the 
mechanisms of projection and introjection. 
ProJection is a defense mechanism. It saves mental strain on 
individual employing it. It has for its function the avoidance 
f mental conflict and turmoil arising from situations not compatible 
ith the individual's beliefs or conscience. Thus a person wishing 
o excuse in his conduct some action or actions not acceptable to 
ociety or to his own te a chings and background projects his failings 
head of some other individual and actually believes the 
be the offender. This serves a very definite psycholog ical 
inasmuch as it is much easier to blame another than to be 
•,v i th oneself. A drunkard often accuses his wife for the 
for which he alone is responsible. This saves him mental con-
but only at the price of intellectual honesty. A person who 
ikes to believe himself better than others becomes somewhat superior 
n his own estimation and is apt to talk badly about what he might 
erm his inferiors. A man who is a poor automobile driver never 
verlooks . the slightest deficiency in another driver. rn this vray he 
an forget how poorly he does himself. In fact projection is a 
ch eme of the mind to make mental troubles apparently disappear. The 
Scientists make good use of projection by making things 
hich exist to not exist - apparently. 
Introjection, on the other hand, causes one to identify himself 
some other individual or thing. In this way, man can derive 
... leasure or happiness or .discontent, depending upon the thing with 
i1thich he identifies himself. By this means, we can forget a drop 
~xistence, if poor; become a hero, if a nobody; a famous actor, while 
fl observer of some play. Introjection carries one outside of one-
• 
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. elf and enables one to live f o:r:• a time in a manner impossible YH3re 
ne aware of the workin_gs of his mind. It is helpful inasmuch as it 
er~its forgetfullness to steal in, even though of short duration • 
t is a form of air-castle. By this means of taking something out-
ide of ourselves and apparently making it a part of ourselves, life 
t times becomes more livable. However, overindulgence is bad since 
ne may come to prefer this to objective reality. The insane often 
xhibit this tendency and prefer to live in the realm of dreams 
ather than face the hard knocks of life. 
Religious controversy is a fertile field for the manifestions of 
oth projection and introjection. It shall be the purpose of the 
allowing topics to show this tendency. 
A. Illustrated from the controversy of 
science and religion. 
Prob ably one of the greatest projections of all time in the con-
roversy between sci ence and religion is the fact that most religious 
' odies blame the entrance of what is termed sin upon Adam, who blamed 
t upon the serpent or Devil, until the entrance of scientific know-
ledge has rendered this whole process of rationalization untenable . 
he thinking -student goes a step farther and believes the Devil has 
very right to project his failures upon God who "knows the end from 
he b eginning11 and allowed the whole business to take , place. Certain-
] y it is possible, each sunday, to attend many churches and hear the 
tt evil lambasted for things whi ch he never heard of. It makes sin 
s ick mortals easier in mind to know that they are waging a war wi th 
i he Dragon; that all 
J ro j ection does much 
errors made are laid at his door. This form of 
to make the path of life smoother for those who 
• 
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vercome and harder for those who fall into the wicked one s hands. 
In the case of introjection, the believer finds great comfort in 
fact that he fights the same fight that ~hrist before him fought, 
same fight the disciples fought. He feels that in carrying his 
ross he has formed a strong alliance with the Most High. This 
bility to share the pitfalls of life with a powerful ally is most 
omforting though it causes blindness to the individual and tends to 
eep one infantile in character. 
Dr. John s. Middleton, professor of philosophy at Dunwoodie 
eminary says: "The American colleges and universities have robbed 
an of his soul. Philosophy and psychology reject the very term as 
r epresentative of an out-worn and useless system. They have taken 
t rom man his God. Either God does not exist or He is the universe, 
r is merely immanent in the universe." 
Here again, increasing scientific knowledge is making it rather 
ard for old time beliefs to be maintained . The resulting weakening 
roj~cted by outraged ministers upon philosophy and psychology based 
pon reason rather than opinion and belief. A person who can be 
obbed of his religion hasn't any worthy of the name. The Scriptures 
hemselves make this clear. nstudy to show thyself approved, a work-
I an who needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of 
ruth. 11 Obviously those who fall by the wayside weren't firmly rooted 
In anything or perhaps less prejudiced in a system of theology. What 
t s the soul? What is God? Is one less sincere who doesn't accept 
rurrent fables? Does it mean that the present unbelief couldn't 
urn to belief on the presentation of worthy and acceptable evidence? 
ardly. Why project the failings of' religion upon those who study in 
• 
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t o t he l a'Jil S of nature and do more for human misery and suffering t han 
witchcraft and incantations of ancient days, or the religiou s 
eliefs of the present? Somebody or something is to blame, hence 
eligious failures of the day are projected upon science. Science i s 
o blame? 
The true purpose of science is to discover the laws which govern 
world and the lives of those upon it. In making interpretations 
he human element is not considered. It makes no difference at all 
f new discoveries do not agree with what was previo~sly accepted, 
cientists are pleased to know what's what. Religion, on the other 
hand, has been spun out of the minds of men. As time went on, more 
i ads added, or some left out. Given the sanction of powerful groups L interests it became hard for any one individual to oppose in any 
ay the so-called Will of God. It took the coming of science to 
tart new trains of thought, to provide new fields for students, t o 
how that man could and must try to control his environment rather 
han cringe before it with awe. 
And so the whole religious field is frankly up against it in an 
ffort to maintain belief and dogma. Failure to hold a person to hi s 
ows is projected upon the Devil or the servant of the Devil known a s 
cience. The theory of evolution contrasted to divine creation of 
; an and what came of the famous trial in Tennessee show the length t o 
-· ~hich projection may be carried. Were one to list in order the grea t 
• chievements of science in the fields of mechanics, heat, sound, 
lectricity, medicine, etc., he could list along-side of e ach advance 
group of projections purporting to show the futility, the stupid-
ty, the ignorance of man for daring to oppose orthodoxy. Of course, 
I 
I 
I 
• 
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this is not true without exception for then, as n ow , we fina mel Nh o 
re more interested in man's welfare in a true sense than in what he 
hould believe. Mostly, however, the basis of the controversy be-
ween science and religion can be shown to be due to the projections 
f religions against the work and workers of science. 
I. The Church and Science of Medieval Europ~. 
The Church of medieval Europe had the ascendancy over all 
bought and those things which flourished did so only with the 
anction of this religious ·group . The general intelligence and 
ab i t s of the peoples were very low. So fearful was the clergy of 
xperimental science that all such works w.ere condemned and many men 
ut to death for delving into the laws of nature. It made no differ-
nee if one wer e able to prove his point, anything outside of the 
reparation of souls for eternal salvation was considered to be quite 
seless and therefore to be suppre ssed. Thus a tremendous influence 
I f r etardat ion ~v as brought about. It is not that modern man is so 
uch smarter than his medieval ancestors that such g igantic steps 
been made in the last one hund red years; it is due to the fact 
-hat he follows up and markets a usable idea while formerly such ide~ 
· iere stifled. Much of the geometry taught to-day was worked out be-
ore the medieva l period s~t in. He ro invented a sterun engine a hun-
r ed y ears before Christ but so great was the preference g iven to 
arks of religion that nothing ever came of it Q~til the days of the 
ndustrial revolut ion. In fact, r eams of excellent work in the 
ields of med:~ine, astronomy, mathematics, etc. lay buried in the 
onastr i es because the monks had no understanding of the mat ters 
·rhich they contained. We are all famili a r with the tri als s uffered 
• 
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Ualileo in his efforts to d o thing s of a scientific nature. r ne 
Christian church didn't produce one astronomer in sixteen hundred 
We had to go to the Ivioors and Arabs for scientific attain-
Chance has little to do vvi th scientific advances. These 
are the direct results of purposeful activity. tlence t h e lack 
f scientific as well as general attainments can be laid directly to 
he suppression by the church. It has been said that the monastries 
1 ept the spar~ burning through the Dark Ages . Thi~ may be true, but 
: he influence of t he power for which they stood brought about and 
the lack of general knowledge. What use to learn anything 
vhen man's sole purpose was to save his soul? 
During this time the population of Europe was about thirty 
illion, less than the population of Italy alone, to-day. Death and 
' isease was everywhere . Life was short and full of terrors. Little 
eed be said of the Inquisition. Disease and pestilence was a punish-
. ent from God for the sins of men . Again we find this handy mechanism 
f projection being u s ed. Home conditions were terr ible. Death 
rought about for thousands a peace far greater than life had ever 
~arly medieval scientific advances and how they were met by 
1 l he church are aptly related by Draper : "But not alone have these 
r e at discoveries and inventions, the offspring of scientific in-
estigation~ changed the lot of the human race; very many minor ones, 
erhaps individually insignificant, have in their aggregated accom-
. • llished surprising effects. The commencing cultivation of science in 
the fourteenth century gave a wonderful stimulus to inventive talent, 
irected mainly to useful practical results; and this, subse quently, 
• 'Conflict Between Science '· Religion by Dra.per. p. 314 
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v. as gre&.~ ly encour aged by the system of patents, v;hich secure to the 
riginator a reasonable portion of the benefits of his skill. It is 
to refer in the most cursory manner to a few of these im-
• ! rovements; we appreciate at once how much they have done. 'l'he i n-
• 
' roduction of the saw mill gave wooden floors t o houses , banishing 
gyp sum, tile, or stone; improvements cheapening the man-
acture of glass gave windows, making possible the warming of apart -
However , it was not until the sixteenth century that glazing 
ould be well done . The cutting of glass by the diamond was then 
ntroduced. The addition of chimneys purified the atmosphere of 
welling s, smoking and sooty as the huts of savages; it gave that 
ndescribable blessing of northern homes--a cheerful fireside. 
'Though not without a bitter resistance on the part of the clerg~ 
11en began to think that pestilences . were not punishments inflicted by 
od on society for its religious shortcomings, but the physical con-
equencEs of filth and wretchedness; that the proper mode of avoiding 
-hem was not by praying to the saints, but by insuring personal and 
1unicipal cleanliness. In the twelfth century it wa s found necessary 
o pave the streets of Parish, the stench in them was so dreadful . 
, t once dysenteries and spotted fever diminished; a sanitary con-
i ition approaching that of the cities of Moorish Spain, which had 
een paved f'or centuries, was attained. In that now beautif'ul metrop-
blis it was forbidden to keep swine, an ordinance resented by the 
monks of the abbey of st. Anthony , who demanded that the pigs of the 
saint should go where they choose; the government was obliged to 
compromise the matt e r by requiring that bells should be fastened to 
the animals' necks. King Philip, the son of Louis the Fat, had been 
I 
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illed y nis horse stumbling over a sow. Prohibitions wer e pub-
ished against throwing slops out of the windows. In 1870 an eye 
·dtness, the author of this book, at the close of the pontifical rul !:~ 
4t n Rome, found that, in walking the ordure-defiled streets of that 
ity , it was more necessary to inspect the earth than to contemplat e 
he heavens, in order to pres e rve personal purity. _Until the begin-
ing of the seventeenth century the streets of Berlin were never 
wept. 'rhere was a law that every countryman who came to market wi t t:. 
cart, should carry back a load of dirt." 
Thus, in a brief fashion one can picture the conditions under 
.rhich the people lived. Above all a spirit of bigotry and in toler-
any at t empt at betterment almost impossible. Here and 
some brave soul stood by what be considered his rights and 
humanity up. the path even against its will . 
F rom a r e ligious point of view the mechanism of projection was 
useful during this period. Since people knew far less 
han those of to-day of nature 's laws, everything not understood was 
rejected upon some religious background. Saints sprang up who stood 
conceivable ill. Evil spirits and demons were the cause of 
his, .that, and the next thing. I t became very easy, then , to pro-
·ect everything not understood upon some saint or demon who took care 
f i t thus relieving the mind of the individual , concerned. Usually 
was accompanied by the payment of some fee toward the 
.. The theory of indulgences is nothing new. 
John Wesley in 1770 said: 11 Passion and prejudice gov-ern the 
orld under the name of reason." How the Church has changed, if any, 
d how science has progressed is discussed in the following topic. 
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II. The church and science from a present-day viewpoint. 
In .. the controversy between science and religion and the 
t iewpoints expressed by men who claim, because of high position in 
It cience or church , a right to speak, the fact remains that . the two 
m; unalterably opposed and undoubtedly shall remain so. Many 
and cl e rgymen have gone modern, i.e, have no more use for 
ell and brimstone than the average scientist. Obviously they do not 
reclaim this from the pulpit, but to friends with whom they discuss 
matter little d oubt is left as to their position. This is well 
it is honest. Nevertheless, many of the orthodox divisions still 
tick by their guns , especially those of the catholic church. Each 
ew advance and miracle of science is lined up with prophesy or 
s cripture or tradition if possible, if not, reliance is made upon the 
11 sure word" as being the only guide. Many ministers and priests say 
t here is no conflict between science and religion. To say so, how-
ever, is to admit the fact that many do not agree to this. One is in 
t he realm of the spirit; it treat? · of matters eternal. About these 
atters no one really knows the answer. The answers given are the 
fruits of wi shful thinking; what humanity would like to be. Science 
t reats only those things which can be measured and equated. It 
d eals in facts, not fictions. Hear what Abbe Lemaitre, renowned Bel -
l g ium scientist and man of religion says: "The Abbe justified his 
statement that the fields of science and religion are independent of 
.. each other by saying that science, since it is purely a study of 
physical law and of physical phenomena, has nothing to do with the 
law of the spirit. 1 For ·;~ he explained , 1 the stal"ting point in 
1 . N. Y . Evening Sun. De c. 12~ 1933. p . 35 
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·cientifi c thinkine; is to take t he world as it is.' 1' 'I'his is r·e;,a.l l y 
remarkable statement in itself since one is led to infer that in 
he matter of religious thinking we deal with a world which isn't. 
f one admits the latter point all conflict between modern science 
··nd rel:i.gion would of necessity disappear. 
However, the real seat of the controversy lies in the fact that 
he church would do no such thing, for: 1 " In a sense the Catholic s 
re, from their point of view, accurate in contending that there is 
o conflict between science and Catholicism. There is and can be 
one, provided science will accept an inferior position , will recog-
ize the inherent superiority of religious truth, and will surrender 
n all cases of apparent discrepancy between the supernatural know-
edge gathered by science. In short, the conflict between science 
nd Catholicism can be resolved if science will but learn its place 
nd l"'emain in it." Of course, it is impossible to think that any 
cientist worthy of the name would be content to assume any such in-
erior ·position. 
In answer to the questions, has modern science an open mind, is 
t progressing, does it aid humanity, the answer is, as always, yes . 
ven the most religious person loves modern conveniences, and is very 
leased to have all scientific aids at his disposal when necessary. 
kn answer to the same question relative to religion, the answer is 
I 
more or less mixed but the following from Barnes helps to fix an 
I p1· n1· on in the matter • 2"The root of the antagonism between <.:ath-
r licism and science seems to lie in the fact that the Church cl aims a 
1. Twilight of Christianity by H. E· Barnes. P• 310 
2. Ibid., p . 310 
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privileged position vis-a-vis of science. She speaks down to science; 
I , 
she attempts to chaperon science; she sits in judgment on the finding s 
j f science thus con~tituting herself the final tribunal of truth. 
J he Church does not in the least conceal the fact that she claims a 
rivileged position vis-1-vis of science. In the Vatican Council 
Session 111, De Fide IV) we find the church asserting her right to 
reserve science from 'falling into errors contrary to divine doctrine 
nd from overstepping its own boundaries and throwing into confusion 
atters that belong to the domain of faith'. The Church's clalin is 
lut succinctly by the Catholic Encyclopedia: ' when a clearly defined ogma contradicts a scientific assertion the latter has to be revised nd it will be found to be premature 1 • 
"The reason why the Church feels so sure of her position is that 
. he trusts absolutely to the inerrancy of 'revelation'. vVhile scien e 
ecognizes only one kind of knowledge, namely such as can be gained 
. y the exercise of the senses and the mind, the Church recognizes t '.70 
inds of knowledge , the divine (revealed) and the human. Of these 
wo she places divine knowledge on a privileged plane. It is certain, 
equivocal , exact. It rests upon the authority of God, .who 'can 
either dece ive nor be deceived'. SCientists may err and come to 
alse conclusions, but not so God. Hence ' a well-instructed Catholi c 
· hild (who has been taught the f'acts of' l~evelation) knows more of' the 
Jmportant truths than did Kant, Herbert, Spencer or Huxley'. 
• "We find a very real antagonism between science and Catholicism, 
:.. mmded in the fact that Catholicism places ~upernatural knowledge 
bove human knowledge while science refused to admit the trustworthi-
ess of supernatural knowledge. This antagonism is sharpened by the 
-14 2-
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1
act that science rejects both Catholic theology and Catholic philos-
phy as i'undamentally vitiated by 'prejudices and preconceptions.'" 
I believe the given statement answers quite well the question as 
• : o whethel" .or no.t real progress can be built upon such conceptions. 
uch philosophy stands in the way of true advancement . To show how 
• 
dvancement is retarded , and how prejudice is fostered, the following 
1 
lippings are offered: "Addressing himsel.f to Protestants and the 
astern Orthodox Church alike, the Pope says : ' We are coni'ident that 
hey, b ecoming convinced by history, life's teacher, will be able to 
eel at least a longing for one fold under one shepherd and i'or a re-
urn to that true faith which is jealously conserved, ever secure and 
nviolate , in the Roman Church. We rec all to those who govern i'locks 
eparated i'rom us that the i'aith which their ancestors solemnly pro-
essed a t the Council of Ephesus is conserved unchanged, and is stren -
1 ously dei'ended, at present as in the past , by this supreme chair of 
It would appear as if history told a different story to those 
know the facts . Here is an admission that what was, still exists 
Again : 2 "The catholic Daughters of America passed res-
lutions condemning birth control, and pledging loyalty to the Pope 
d support f or Catholic Action. They also condemned the laxity with 
hich they said the moving picture laws were eni'orced . The daughters 
pledged their aid to the Pope in the re-establishment of the Christiru1 
'fome ' on the 
he marriage 
foundation stone of the indissolubility and purity of 
bond' . Birth control was also flayed." 
1. Literary Digest . January 16, 1932 . p . 19 
2 . Boston Herald . July 10, 1932 
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These points are simply those outlined by the Pope anG.. r·epresent 
. mal l thought on .the part of the women involved. There are def inite 
.:. sychological reasons for the Church wishing all of them to be en-
Again consider the absence of reason and the influence of 
- e ligion in the following : 1Lisbo;n . "The country foll{ in many 
1ortuguese Villages, fi~aly believing that the heavens were falling, 
u shed pell-mell into the streets last night during a meteor display 
\ 
r hich lasted for several hours. 
"The church bells were tolled in some villages and processions of 
·i eni tents who c ar r ied lighted candles and sang hymns were organized. 
11 Lisbon itself di~ not see the show because of a fog." 
And so, leaving all prejudice to one side, it would appear that 
cience is endeavoring to be of honest service to humanity , while the 
ogma of creeds seems to stand in the way of genuine and lasting prog-
, ess. Throughout most of the church's work, medieval as well as 
1 odern, great recourse is had to projection. In early days things 
ot understood wel"e blamed upon devils from the underwo r ld. To-day 
he weakness of the church in many places is projected upon the 
1ovies, which ar e termed obscene; the pleasul"es of the world, as 
lvrays, come in for much criticism; anything and everything which de-
~ 
racts from the church as a place of importance is condemned. By 
~lacing the blame here or there it eases the feeling of inf eriority 
he average clergyman must · feel when he passes a long line at the 
tt ountry-club or b efore the theatre doors on a Sunday. Something mus t 
' e blamed , so it is easier to project one's failure upon competitive 
'orces than t o tell the truth and root up useless teachings which to-
.ay have become likened to fairy-tales. 
-• :;:J. Y . Ev ening Sun . Octob er 10, 1933 
•• 
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VI. Numerous miscell~neous manifestations of the religious fact or 
in controversy . 
I - From a political viewpoint . 
The play of poli t ics throughout the world is highly ins t ructive 
s to the workings of the human mind. Here we find the masses 
some form of symbolism which, for the time, causes them to 
ease reasoning and substitute, as in the days of war, some form of 
nduced hysteria. In the last few years we have found in most of the 
ountries of the world a great deal of religious controversy more or 
ess tied up wi th politics and political movements. The background 
f religious controversy when confronted with moves for political 
ower causes excessive bitterness and very often the perpetration of 
orror . 
Very few p eople would adrait for a moment that religious bigotry 
nd bias ent er into their ideas of men who run for office. Inst e ad 
f showing their religious bias openly many institute rationalizations 
n order to show how open-minded they are about their candidates. 
1 
onsider a few thoughts from the election time of Hoover and Smith. 
am a Catholic and I hope for smith's election as the surest means 
f proving that by our Constitution · a Catholic can be President and 
ive a 100% administration, and also a rebuke to those ignoble souls, 
oral bootleggers, now abroad in the land, drop-kicking their un-
hristian and un- American wares of bigotry, intolerance and hatred 
ontrary to the spirit and lette r of the Constitution.n Is the 
riter of this letter suffering from religious bias and creating a 
ackground for religious controversy? It would appear so. Contin uing 
1. An Experimental Study in Political Prejudice by Wayland F. 
Vaughan . Oct-Dec. 1930. Journal of Abnormal Social 
Psychology. 
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from the same reference: "suppose Christ, surrounded as he was by 
bigotry, ignorance, and enemies or all kinds put orr salvation until t more propitious time? The Catholic church has weathered more 
storms and greater tests than this and still exists and will do so i n 
t pite of all bigotry. Vote for Smith an~ show you are a man with a 
t aith in his own church. 11 Appearing to place all the bigotry on the 
bther fellow's shoulders, this letter makes a direct religious appeal 
~fa political issue • . Again: 11 The religious issue does not sway me, 
I 
r ut I do feel that voters haVe a perfect right to consider how a man's 
I eligion might affect his personal conduct and outlook. Until the 
• c. church changes its attitude to the public schools, marriage 
aws, political representatives at the vatican, and its hostility to 
11 other creeds , it mu st ex pect its adherents to be looked upon with 
istrust by the great body of liberal thinking citizens. They know 
rom history that every Cathol i c country has been backward and poor . 
o we want this country to fall so low? Again : "God is with Hoover. 
country Tis of Thee, Sweet Land of Liberty ( for whites and 
oreigners) . Even so , we want no Vatican at Washington . Better late 
han never. 11 Prejudice and always the relig ious factor in controver-
To continue from the same source: "I do not like to 
ring r e ligion into politics , but the time has come when everyone 
should help to keep this country a free and prosperous one . Let a 
Catholic get into the white house and see how long he will keep 
., religion out of his business and see how long it will be before we 
face the same cond i tions the Protestants did in Mex ico ." And : "I 
am going to vote for Hoover because he is a man who has some prin-
ciple . What countries gave us Jews a chance? The ones run by 
• 
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frote ~ tant bigot s. How are we treated in Spain and Mexico and some 
<Other countries? Killed and stoned and spit upon when they have a 
ln.oly day.u 
I 
These are strong words and show a depth of bitterness and ran-
or usually induced by the religious factor in controversy. Each 
~riter usually takes pains to assure his readers of the absence of 
ias and pre judice, but the reading of the letter leaves a bad taste 
·n the mouth. "God is with Hoover," but Hoover suffered defeat. Mr. 
1lcBride of the Anti-Saloon League once said that God was on the side 
f the Anti-Saloon League. The League suffered a severe body blow 
¥ith the return of liquors--or were they ever gone? 
Fascism, Bolshevi~l, partyism--all political movements--carried 
o extreme seem to be utterly lackine in intellectual morality and 
ntegrity. Each is an excellent example of mob-mindedness so well 
epicted by LeBon in his book "The Crowd". The uprisings have been 
athe r hard on those of certain religious faiths as in Mexico, Spain, 
ermany, and, as we all know, in Russia where the political power 
eeks no other Gods before the political dictator. The r e ligious 
urmoil in Germany against the dictates of Nazi censorship scored a 
oint according to the following clipping. 111 In Germany on Sunday 
,000 Eva...ng elical pastors served notice on the Nazi Gov e rnment that 
~hey would have no part in its deliberate attempt to adulterate and 
aganize their religion. This is the most heartening news from Ger-
• many in a long time. 
nThe German press is prostrate; academic freedom no longer exists; 
olitical opposition is destroyed. Brown shirts and steel helmets 
~ N. Y. Ev ening Sun. November 10, 1933 
• 
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i ill the usual forums of free discussion. The pulpit alone is left; 
1 ith. its prophets fled to caverns in the mountains even the pulpit 
as seemed abandoned to time serving creatures of the new Ceasar • 
et t hen is still a remnant which has not bowed unto Baal or kis s ed 
im. 
"It took courage for those pastors to protest, the wonder is no t 
hat they found it but that they did not find it sooner. Perhaps, 
ike Elijah, they have been too greatly amazed at the earthquake and 
he fire to be able to comprehend what it is that the still small 
oice has been trying to say to them. Now that they have understood, 
hey have spoken. Regardless of immediate personal consequences they 
f ave thereby raised themselves and the cause they serve to a higher 
Place in the .world's esteem. 11 
This on the face of it and granted we have the facts seems to be 
justified attempt on the part of religion to block a political 
ove of suppression. Jumping from Germany to Mexico we find apparent 
ubjection of the church and the number of priests for meddling in 
atters of state. Witness : 1"The Mexican Government threw down the 
~antlet to the Vatican today over last Friday 's encyclical in which 
ope Pius XI protested against what he called 1 the new and legal 
ersecution' of the church and Catholics in the country. 
"'If' the insolent , def'iant attitude shown in the recent encycli-
f al continues,' President Abelardo L. Rodriguez said in a statement, 
. 4t 'I am determined that the churches will be converted into schools and 
shops for the benefit of the nation's proletariat classes.' 
"In an unforseen and absurd manner there has been published the 
1 . N. Y. Even. Sun. October 3rd, 1932 
• 
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encyclical 'Acerba Anima,• the tone of which aoes not surprise us be-
ause methods filled with falsehoods against this country are 
haracteristic of the papacy • 
"'Mexico has now entered into a period of stable institutional 
overnment; of progress and achievement, and it will not permit the 
e-entry into national affairs of a subject whose official existence 
s not recognized in our laws, which have provided fo1~ complete 
keparation of Church and State.'" 
That there seems to be fire as well as smoke in the situation 
1 
ay be judged from the following: "Archbishop Pascual Diaz, Indian-
ern prL~ate of the Roman Catholic Church in Mexico , issued a 
iocesan edict to-day to the priesthood and all Catholics in the fed-
ral district, which includes the capital, ordering them not to 
ecognize or comply with the new law, promulgated to-day, limiting the 
wnber of clergymen who may function in the federal district to one 
or eve1•y 50 ,000 inhabitants, or 25 in all. 
11 This renewed defiance of the government by the church was ex-
ected generally here to-might to lead to early resumption of t he 
itter religious controversy which keptall · the churches in Mexico 
closed from 1926 to 1929 and plunged large areas of the country into 
sporadic civil war." 
And f'rom rtaly we find: 2nA renewed pledge of the Cath olic 
Church t o refrain from participation in Italian politics i s contained 
tt i n a new statue of the Catholic Action Society distributed to-day to 
bishops throughout Italy." 
1. Boston Post. December 30, 1931. 
2. N. Y. Even Sun. January 6, 1932 
• 
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·.f'h is i s only g ood judgment. One dictator in Italy is enough. 
at the pledge was r enewed, however, causes one to infer that the 
c urch does from time to time ~ix with things of a temporal 
My table is heaped with clippings on this religious political 
1 
aterial but one more only is offered. 11 Sir--Often have I heard you 
all Al Smith a •statesman'. After that heart-to-heart Hooligan talk 
(Newark address against Hoover and religious issues) last 
what is he n ow? How much longer will the American people have 
o stand f or him? So sick and tired am I of seeing his name in the 
hearing him on the radio1 · What must his friend Frank think 
speech? And if Roosevelt is elected he will have that gang 
ound him . Wake u p , decent peoplel " 
And so, if it is not one political thing tied up with religious 
ontroversy, it is another. li' inding a job, seeking office, seeking 
belong ing to the wrong church etc . Politics is one evil , 
religious factor enters in, it is another . 
II. The "Wets" and Drys" 
People have the peculiar habit of forming opi nions and violently 
defe nding them although they understand lit t le or .n othin g about the 
facts. When it comes to taking fire in the hands, or lighting a 
match over open gasoline , or eating toadstools, people are not so 
f oolish for conditioned responses to such stimuli form a protective 
s creen about them. Even so , when off guard, many die from such 
knowable things . Most , however , have no hesitancy in shouting 
1. N. Y. Evening Post. October 21, 1932 
• 
• 
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· pin ions on technical matters where they a r e not, f or a moment, 
~ualified to judge. Such a thing is the illegitimate prestige given 
I to some product u p on 
l veryone-knows lacks 
the endorsement of some well known person whom 
knowledge of the article endorsed. Many sign 
etitions for anything, endorse the most ridiculous propaganda, 
pplaud half-baked ideas, vote for ill-judged political nostrums and 
upport anything whether understood or not. 
rl'he majority have strong opinions on such things as the guilt o r• 
nnocence of criminals, the wisdom of moral codes and laws, the 
ustice of penalties, national and international policies, etc. 
, ince our opinions are more or less controlled by nationality, neigh-
b orhood, political party, our business, etc., it is rather easy to 
how tha.t the average individual knows little of what is back of what 
e believes end cares less. The case of the "Wets" and "Drys" is a 
ase in point . 
For instB;nce, if one is a f'wet" or "dry" is this condition of 
ind a result of a study of facts pertinent to the case? Has one rea d 
digested the full report of the Wickersham committee? Has one 
ny correct knowledge of the annual figures for dry law arrests? Has 
ne the opinions of leading lawyers or judges of the effect of liquor 
n crime and juvenile delinquency? What is the background of liquor 
~s a crime conditioner? Few really have the facts, but t he majority 
now the answer and each is prepared to go to the mat to protect his 
[
pinion backed or otherwise • 
Of' course, the liquor question, end the position one assumes 
elative to it is more or less a matter of training or rather con-
h itioned response. If one_is brought up in a tight religious back-
• 
• 
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~round , the question of drink is pretty well passea upon . The child 
i s not left long in doubt about which side or the renee his parents 
re on. At least he thinks he knows. If he is the son of a doctor, 
I -
he father may demonstrate the killing p ower of one drop or alcohol 
pon the protozoa contained in a glass of water. Of course, the son 
ay reas on both ways and infe r that it is unsare to drink water with-
ut first adding a few drops of something. 
The one thing that seems to stand out in the whole que stion or 
' Viet" or "Dry 11 is the fact that he who shouts loudest usually has 
omething at stake. To the man who never touches liquor being a 
'Wet" or nDry" makes no difrerence to him personally. He just doesn ' t 
are. Many men have lived through this prohibition period .followed 
ow by the return of liquor, and so far a s :gome are · _. c oncerned it 
aakes no differe nce . There seems to be little doubt that the ex-
essive use of liquor is bad. Science can demonstrate the fact. But 
rue also is the fact that the excessive use of anyth ing is bad . 
·noderation in all things is the goal we. should strive for and to 
evelop a keener consideration for the rights of others. 
The religious factor in controversy is all too often brought in-
o the que stion of "Wets" and "Drys". The "Drys" especially have 
ought to strengthen their case by creating a religious issue. 
or : 1 11 Christ died to save you and yours. He also died to save your· 
abi t-drinking, boozing rellow man and his ramily. By that infinite 
. i ft of Christ for you, you are obligated to do all you can to make 
L.h e land where your weak neighbor lives, the atmosphere that he . 
reathes, the paths he walks, helpful and safe against the unnatural, 
1 . Signs of the Times . July 1, 1930. p . 4 
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cr .o.science-pal'alyzing , body and soul destroying liquo~ traf'fic. Your 
v
1
ote may save your weak neighbor from the drunkard's doom. Do not 
the opportunity to God to ask you, 'Where is John thy brother?' 
~ V. e are debtors infinite to Him who died for us. We are debtors to 
• 
r im, to all others for whom He died. We may pervert and smother the 
ligation we owe; we may cast it behind our baclc and forget it, but 
it again in the judgment in the face of the eternal God, 
great Judge. 1' 
Far be it from one's thoughts to belittle the things of religion. · 
world has a crying need for all the happiness and kindness which 
eligion can confer upon many. · This appeal, however, to vote dry 
nder penalty of punishment from God , in order to further the concept s 
f a particular religious body is going too far. No matter what one 
r ay believe about the evils of drink, no one can say what God thinks • 
. _ i nce God is supposed to be able to stop the whole business at will , 
· he fact that he doesn't means what? Some claim that man shall have 
chance . How shall he have that ch ance if our will is forced upon 
The whole thing seems to be a matt e r for education. The 
es ult s woul d be slower, less drastic, but in the end more enduring 
eatisfying . 
Ac c ording to the Sun, one o f the four major things happening to 
eligious bodies in 1933, was: 1 "Many will remember 1933 as a year i n 
of the churches in the evangelical tradition suffered a 
evere defeat with the repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment. Meth-
dis ts, B~ptists, Disciples and many of the other communions will fi nd 
~hei r prestige l essened whenever they attempt to speak .on public 
1. ~ . Y. Even. Sun. December 27, 1933 
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i r sues for years to come." 
It so happens that the Catholic church through its Cardinals have 
repeatedly urged the repeal of the eighteenth amendment. It seems to ~ 
.. J difference which way one votes depending on the church one attends . 
• 
V, e have always had, throughout history, a great deal of argument about 
iquor and its control. Each country for ages past has been afflicted 
ith smugglers to escape the revenue taxes. But to make the matter a 
uestion of religion is bad taste. Where evil exists, whether the 
l iquor question, politics, dishonesty or anything else, man should be 
to clean up the muss without the threat of divine wrath. 
The "Wetsn have used the economic argument, mainly, in managing 
ep,eal. rrhe argument was particularly well-timed inasmuch as the 
I ountry was going through one of its worst finru1cial relapses. The 
f hought of how many millions the government was spending for apparent -
y useless enforcement, the thought of a depleted treasury and increa s -
ng tax-burdens, the thought of how this could be reversed and mil-
ions added to the treasury in the shape of taxes was enough to swing 
he pendulum. Really the people desired a change so much that they 
ere ready to vote for almost anything which would seem to bring a 
hange abo ut. We have had the change and now about thirty billion of 
ational debt is before us. How shall the government pay? Receipts 
rom liquor may help to balance the budget, but it all comes from the 
feople i:myhow . The "Wets" have not had to rely upon r eligious argu-
Jnents to gain their end. They have relied upon a strong national de-
/sire for liquid refreshment. Apparently they have won, but the vic-
lt ory is only t emporary. Already the forces of the ;!Drys" are being 
arshalled. We can look forward to an early rene·wal of the warfare. 
• 
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· t is to be hoped that arguments i! pro 11 and nconu s h all be based, in 
t he future upon reason and that religious factors shall not be used 
·o stir up controversy • 
III. Contrasts of early American manifestations with 
those of to-day. 
Since human nature is human nature and much the same the world 
and subject to change with difficulty, it is very easy to unde r'-
that the religious factor in controversy present in early 
erica is still with us to-day. Many used religion in the early 
tays as a cloak for other purposes; while to-day the many diverse ects abounding ever~nhere function at times for things other than 
ure religion. 
In all ag e s, prophets have existed. We had them back in the 
ighteenth century and in 1844 whole sections of our country were 
roubled. by the prophets of doom who preached the coming of Christ on 
certain day . T'o-day , the same thing still persists although the 
rophet of to-day has more to contend with from a higher level of 
eneral intelligence. Consider : · 1 "Robert Reidt, known as the 
'Prophet of Doom,' was neither abashed nor discouraged when reporter s 
alled at h is home at 163 North Main Street, Free-port, L , I. , last 
ight and told him that his prediction, that t his region of the world 
vould come to an end as of Oct . 10, had not materialized . 
"He explained that he had che cked the Book of Revelation with 
• umerology and astrology, and feels certain that his prediction will 
~ e realized before the week is over. 
"Reidt was widely hailed as the 1Prophet of Doom' eight years 
1. N. Y. Even. Sun. October 11, 1932. 
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a,go when e made a similar prediction and solu a ll his belongings in 
p reparation for the end of time. 
«The prophet ventured into the field of political prediction 
• v ithout being very complimentary to eithe r of the major candidates 
• 
presidency. The stars have shown him he said , that there will 
e a record vote , and t hat President Hoover is better qu alified for 
' he presidency than Govenor Roosevelt, but that Govenor Roosevelt will 
elected. Disaster will follow his election, the prophet said. 
"The prophet did not say what effect his prediction, that the 
Vl orld will come to an end later in the week , will have on the presi-
ential election." 
The st a tements of Mr. Reidt relative to the respective merits of 
i· he presidential candidates bear s triki ng resemblances tq the varioue 
tori e s current in the press at the same t i me . We shall continue to 
l ave prophets of doom in the present and future as we have had in the 
ast. Their prophecies have caused untold mental ·strain on many 
eoples and bitter religious controversies before and aft e r have been 
heir fruit . l:!.:ven scriptu r e wa.t·ns of the prophet and hov1 to test; 
- i m. It is co!illllon sense to g i ve them all a wide berth. 
Prior to the c i vi l war , the religious body known as the Baptist s 
· ere of one accord in both the Nol,th and South . The economic urge of 
lavery drove a deep wedge b etween the members of the northern part 
I 
f our country and those of the south . The Baptists of the south 
p roved to their own satisfaction that slavery was a divinely or-
1 
I.ained institution, vthile those of the north, who couldn't use slaves, Jroved it to be the work of the devil. This created great animosity nd religious controversy. The arguments carrie d round the worl d . 
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b.. r·ecen "t questio ~ in a h eG.ito i• :.i.al of the H. Y . 3'-lll c.:..sks , "Will t~1e 
.Bia p tists Reun ite?" The an. swer for the present , at least , seems to b e 
;'no" . For : lnThere are many obstacles in the way of such an accom-
~ ~ lish~1en~ . The controversy that blazed with such fierceness between 
(:hurch of' the '50 t s and '60's of the last century left resentmen ts 
'·' h ich th•3ir successors scarcely yet have been able to extinguish. 
ays the Houston Post-Dispatch : 'Sentiment for ~nion is more pro-
ounced among Northern Baptists than among Southern Baptists . A pop-
t lar vote i n the Northel"'n Convention on a merger probably would show a 
arge favorable majority . In the Southern convention the majority, 
erhap s , would be against the proposal at this time .' Although very 
ordial relations are maintained between the Northern and Sou thern con-
entions they are not in strict ac c ord on theological s ub j ects . Some 
f the views of the Bible held by some of the Northern Bap tist leaders 
re considered as rank heresy by the majority of Southern Baptists . 
~or the :nost part they reject modernistic interpretat ions of the 
~ criptures . The separation may have resulted from social and polit-
i cal differences that arose before and during the Civil War, but thes e 
1ifferences are not the controlling factor , to-day. Time has given t o 
l he matter a theological and doctrinal aspect that i n the beginning i t 
J id not p ossess . The probability of ~n early reunion does not at thi s 
ime seem gre at." 
Here, again, a religious factor in controvel"'SY . A great group of 
lt eople, over five million str ong, under the same name , torn asunder b y 
ontroversy based upon religious interpretations. It is indeed satl 
hat humans cannot realize the great love that springs up when one 
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a.k e s al l owances f or the failure s of t : e othel~ f e llow and trys to 
h elp rather than scoff. 
The early history of the colonies is full of religious incident s 
• . ome funny and some rather tragic . People did not . come to the colon-
• 
es wholly in search of religious liberty , they were equally intent 
pon persecuting those who disagreed with them. For : 1 "Massachuset ts 
urnished ~long list ~ of v ictims of rel igious intolerance. The cases 
f Roger Will iams and Ml"S. Anne Hutchinson, the daughter of an Engli :h 
lergyman, are historic cases . Mrs. Hutchinson was charged with many 
ffAnces For saying that 'a comp any of legal professors lie pouring 
bve; the • law wh i ch Christ hath abolished' she was brought to trial be-
} ore the General Court. In the trial she confounded her accusers . 
hen a s.treak of vanity led her to declare that she \'las ' under a 
ovenant of grace,' whereby she could interprffithe Scriptures quite as 
orrectly as could the ministers. That was the limit : she was ex-
elled from ~Ias sachusetts. In the course of years New .Amsterdam be-
arne her· home. 
nThere were other cases of less historic note. For sayine; that 
he ' would as li 8f heare a cat mew as Elder Shepherd preach' Ursula 
ole was 1 fined ~5 or be whipt.' The amount of £5 was probably more 
oney than she ever possessed. John Throgmorten, banished for ex-
ressing his opinion concerning church g overnment too freely, moved t o 
h ew Amsterdrum and lived at Throg 1 s Neck. Francis Doughty, the minis-
! ft er at Cohasset, was untactful enough to say that Abraham's children 
1should have been baptized. He was dragged from his pulpit , thrown in-
~o the street and driven from Massachusetts. 
1. N. Y. Ev en sun. October 24, 1933. 
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" By f9.r L hr.:~ ablest preacher of the colon y was J·ohn Cotton. Be-
ng a close friend of Mrs. Hutchinson and her teacher he came under 
~he suspicion of heresy. He was order~d to appear before an eccle-
• l' iastica l court to def'end himself', This he did by recanting a ch arg e 
Ihen he could not refute it. He was wise and tactful--and sometimes 
• 
is the price paid for principle in the market of expediency.t' 
1 
And a few inserts from the modern age. -"Hundreds of persons 
ave volunteered in the 'peace army' prOJ!OSed by two preachers, Miss 
1Iaude Rayden end the Rev. Dick Sheppard, it was reported to-day. The 
ev. A. H. Gray, co-initiator ot the plan, said: 1We are ready to 
ct as a human wall between the Chinese and Japanese.' Miss Rayden 
n d the Rev . Mr . Sheppard were the first volunteers, believing such 
ction might stop the conflict. 
"Included in the reported volunteers are war veterans, clergy 
en, women , pacifists, clerks, laborers and shop girls." 
This looks like a Christian appeal to the heathen to lay down 
heir a rms. After two thousand years of Christianity the white race 
as not forgotten the act of warfare . The yellow race has learned it 
rom us . Now we blame them for a seizure of terri tory after giving 
the splendid example of how the white race has taken all the 
r vailable territory on the globe. Small wonder the oriental keeps hi s 
J
wn council and walks out at Geneva. It is not hard to believe in t he 
ailure of Chr i stianity, when one of its teach ings 'Thou shalt not 
v 
ill' is seldomh eeded. The Jap can be handled by common sense only--
not a human wall--which to him means nothing. Miss Rayden and Rev . 
$heppard must seek some other form of sublimation. 
1. N. Y. Even Sun. February 27th, 1933. 
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A final excerpt1 from Time shows religious controversy at ab out 
i ts worst . "over the pulpit in the Little Christian Union Church of 
ti alley 1 s Bluff, Mo . hangs this motto--Christian Union Without Contro-
l 
~ ~ ersy . Yet because the pastor, Rev. Jmaes Alexander Brown, 67, could 
_ot eke out a living from his 75% of the Sunday collections and was 
bliged to preach occasionally in a rival church, the Christian Union 
ongregation started a controversy which ended with Mr . Brown's res-
gnation last December . 
"Thereupon the elders . sent to Kansas City for an evangelist of 
ocal renown , Rev. George Rider, 45. He swept down on Halley's Bluff 
, ith an old-fashioned, long-term revival meeting , organized a 
h ildren 's choir, and a six piece band, roared from the pulpit. Con-
icts came flocking. 
"Lately Revivalist Rid-er heard that Pastor Brown had shut him-
elf in his house, jealous and impoverished. Sor r y, Revivalist Rider 
ade fri endly overtures, but was rebuffed. 
"Last week a relative of Revivalist Ridel" died in Kanse.s City. 
e was called to attend the funeral. Now was his chance to overcome 
the jealousy of his predecessor, and do hLm a good turnS Revivalist 
ider got in his automobile, drove to Pastor Brown's house and 
arched up to offer him the preaching of the Easter sermon . 
i i Pastor Brown seized his visitor and threw him out . Then he 
seized a revolver and fired at Revivalist Rider. He hit him i n the 
4t ack and, as he turned , in the side. 
"Revivalist Rider staggered out on the lawn, wavered to his 
knees. There he lifted up his voice in a hoarse prayer for his 
1 . Time . pp. 30- 31 . April 13, 1931. 
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ssaila.nt 1 s i ' o r g i veness. Then he stagg ered t o h is c ar , where h is 
wife was waiting . A little while later , in a hospital, he was dead. 
"Elder R. A. True of the Church Without Controv ersy intoned, 
~ 1 He wa s crucified as the Master was, because men couldn't see 
like." 
• 
• 
S U M M A R Y 
The religions of men are the products of environment. Man ac-
quires the beliefs of his parents and through the course of years he 
lmay add to or modify these beliefs. Each devout Christian feels an 
inner urge to transmit religious teachings to his children, feeling, 
no doubt, that to neglect this sacred duty is to turn one's back up-
on God. The sense of sin is ever present, as are the feeling of 
guilt and the need for atonement. Man has invented God to f o rgive 
man's sins so that man will feel better . - accordi ng t o some . 
Since religions have been spun out of the minds of men through-
out the ages, it is easy to show t~at a particular religion is the 
product of a particular clime. Geographic environment determines 
one's religion as well as the physical and mental make-up. It is 
equally easy to show that r e ligions are prejudiced and suffer ex-
tensively from bias. Since various religious concepts and dogmas 
come in contact with each other, it is as natural for these to clash 
as for any otl1er part of the cultures to clash. Each culture and 
each r e lig ion follows a definite pattern. The pattern pursued by on e 
race may neither be adaptable nor acceptable to the people of anoth-
er rac e . Forcing patterns u p on others is apt to cause controversies. 
Religion is peculiarly adapted to controversy and very often is 
dragg ed into arguments which have no relation to religion at all • 
Religion is a matter of spiritual value. As such it is strong-
ly colored by the emotions. A person cannot take his religion in a 
cold impersonal manner as a scientist can study a bug or derive a 
formula. Since it is controlled by the emotions, it is subject to 
-· 
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tempermental outbursts in which reason is cons~icuous by its absence. 
Often to lend strength and prestige to religious concepts, the 
believer resorts to fanaticism. He tries to strengthen what he con-
sidel~s t o be the correct thing by harnessing his ideas to u-od . The 
average man is no t so apt to argue against something if he pelieves 
God to be its author . 'I'he fanatic claims to be the special ag ent of 
God and that those who cannot see eye to eye with God's agent must 
necessarily be in great danger from God. This harnessing and bol-
stering of personal viewpoints to the coat-tails of the Lord is an 
evidence tha-c the one using such tactics is :not sur e of himself , it 
is psychologically an eyidence of doubt . Fundamentally the fanatic 
is never sure of himself, hence always exaggerates his conduct to 
the opposite extr.eme in order to make his hearers think otherwise. 
Revelation means a supe rnatura,l way of getting information in a 
natural wor ld. It is ·claimed by many religious organizations . In 
fac t , i t is their chief claim to existence. Take revelat ion away 
from them and what becomes of them? Nevertheless revelation is op-
posed to reason. No one ever meets a genuine case of revelation any 
more than he does a ghost. Both , apparently, are figments of t he i m-
agination . 'l'he application of reason pr e cludes revelation. It is 
not what one thinks is so, but what may be demonstrated to be so 
t hat counts . Once t he supernatm~al is called in as an explanation 
for natural law who is going to interpre t? Man can interpret and 
1 equate just what he can understand. If man can understand a thing, 
it is no longer supernatural. 
I 
Individuals a s well as races unde rgo cha nge very slowly. This 
is well. Conservative forces usually work for the welfare of 
-III-
peoples as a whole. There is, therefore, a f igh t against c h ange. 
Often to preserve what has been has lead to much controversy espe c-
ially in the field of religion. Naturally it is necessary to pre-
serve things as they are in order to control man. The psychological 
i mportance of religious ideas is the preservation of cultures. In 
the p ast a s wel l as the present these concepts have been invaluable 
in reconciling the masses of men both to the uncertainties of their 
physical destiny and to the necessary repression of individual in-
stincts upon which every genuine civilization is based. 
To take the scriptures as the sole guide to all activities is 
to rule out, at once, every development attained by scientific man. 
This would throw the peoples of the world back into darkness and 
chaos. Relying too much upon the scriptures as a guide has hampered 
the medical and scientific progress of the peoples
4
of the world tre-
1 
/ mendously. The world is slowly breaking away from such theological 
I 
fixations . 
Man 's mental make-up constantly seeks methods of self-satis-
faction . He cannot rely too much upon what he believes alone, but 
must by joining with others reassure himself from time to time that 
he fol lows the correct path. He must also, from time to time, take 
I 
mental stock of what he believes. Very often the mind resorts to 
defense mechanisms of various sorts which have for their purpo se 
the allaying of fear, the bolstering of opinion, or the easing of 
-· conscience, etc. The addresses on sla.very prior to the civil war 
1 show how a whole people made themselves believe something which up-
bringing and teaching to that time had normally forbidden. What we 
believe or wish to believe is often dictated to us by circmnstance. 
-IV-
The Macintosh citizenship case shows that religion can t 2ke its 
place, or the opinion of the mind should take its place before the 
dictat e s of v1ar where common sense seems to disappear in war 
hysteria. 
The conflicts between religion and science can be traced to the 
.fact that science has weakened the once very sure position of the 
church . Mencke p. s ays the effect is due to 11 the acids of moderni ty 11 • 
Man is no longer as sure as he used to be. Freud says that proper 
education shall have to take the place of accepted belief now in 
doubt. In any case, a great deal of mental turmoil has resulted and 
no one can predict the exact outcome . 
In the field of politics, prohibition, warfare, nationalism, 
etc. , ln fact anywhere where men are apt to have fol"med strong 
opinions and beliefs and where these b e liefs are often intermixed 
and supported by religious emotions, the psychologist is able to 
point out the workings of the human mind . He is able to show what 
controls this mind mechanism and what, on the basis of good judg-
ment, should control. Man seldom knows why he thinks the way he 
does . He is apt to substitute ~~tionalizations for the truth. It 
is the work of psychology to so interpret what goes on in the mind 
of man, that man may comprehend, and knowing the truth become free 
1 indeed. 
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